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ABSTRACT 

The acid rocks of the west of Rhujn, previously considered 

to be one petrological unit designated 'granophyre', have 

been divided into two petrographically and geographically 

distinct units; a core of microgranite is surrounded by an 

outer zone of graphophyre. Along rost of its northern 

boundary the graphophyre has been thrust over Torridonian 

Sandstone. Along a short length of the contact, however, 

no faulting has occurred and the graphophyre grades into the 

Torridonian Sandstone through a belt of transitional rooks. 

These transitional rocks are divisible into five zones which 

are interpreted as marking successive stages in the conversion 

of the Torridonian into graphophyx'e. 	The graphophyre grades 

inwards into the microgranite which is believed to represent 

a still more advanced stage of metasomatism. The production 

of the microgranite from the Torridonian has been achieved 

by the enrichment of the latter In Al, Na, Fe, Ca, K, Ti, 1 

and P, at the expense of Si. 	The excess Si has been 

driven outwards and fixed as an acid front in the bleached 

and indurated Torridonian Sandstone to the north. Seven 

small dolerite sills and several basalt dykes had been 

intruded into this part of the Torridonian before Its con-

version to microgranite and graphoph3rre. These basic intru- 

sions 	/ 



dons hvre ure' con 1 T rft1e met& 	i 3rTt involving 

the addition of varl'us constituents, principally Na. 

The petrography and internal structures of the basic 

plutonic rocks of the west of ithurn Dre described; the 

harrisite mass is divided into six zones and the gabbro Into 

two. 	The lower zone of the gabbro conistc of an earlier 

coarse gabbro and a later fine gabbro. The fine gabbro was 

injected from below into almost iorizontal parting planes 

in the coarse gabbro and forms a odes of sheets the members 

of which are a few inches thick and a few inches oort. 

This alteration of fine and coarse layers gives the lower 

zone of the gabbro a highly banded appearance. 

The contact between the grahophrre and the basic plutonic 

rocks to the east is everywhere marked by a narrow zone of 

hybrid rocks against which both the basic lutonic rocks and 

the graphophyre have been metamorphosed. 	These hybri 'S are 

interpreted as highly metamorphosed fragmental rocks 

occurring along a faulted jirntion up which streams of hot 

gases were passing. 	The hybrid rocks are believed to 

have been of both cataclastic and prroclastic derivation; 

although many fragments were derived prom the wall rocks 

locally, some were transported for considerable distances. 

The southern and central parts of the narrow zone of hybrid 

rocks 	/ 



rocks are believed to mark the continuation 6f the ring 

fault which is well known in eastern Rhum. 	The northern hy- 

brid rocks were probably developed along a fault which inter-

sected the western continuation of the ring-fault tangentially. 

A small Tertiary vent, which cuts the ring-fault in 

the east of Rhurm, is described. 	The b:.rbrid rocks which 

occupy this vent ar vex.1y similar to those found between the 

graphothyre and the basic :plutonic rooks in the west of the 

island but they are somewhat finer in grain. The hybrids 

in the vent are fragmental rocks hihly metani phoed by 

rising gases at teiireraturee in excess of 1,0000C. 	These 

geses have eiriched the vent rocks in K, Na, C, Al, Si, and 

P. and the contiguous Torr±donian Sandstone in the same ele-

ments togeher with. Fe, ,.,,go, and water. 

The rocks of the four Tertiary volcanic outliers in the 

west of Rhum have been correlated and a successioxi,, nearly 

1 9 700 feet in thickness, has been synthesised from the corn- 

hthed. data. 	The volcanic rocks have been shown to lie 

unconforrnably won the grathophyre. 

The post-granitic minor intrusions of the west of Phui 

have been divided into Six distt rock trpe. 	Two of these, 

viz. raugearite-tachylyte and augite-andesite, have not pre-

viously been recognised in this part of the island. 
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I. 

I. INTRODUCTION 



Fig. 1. Sketch-map of a part of the western coast of 

Scotland showing the position of the Isle of 

Rhum in relation to the neighbouring islands 

and the mainland. 



2. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The mountainous Isle of Rhum lies off the west coast 

of Scotland, some 15 miles north of Ardnamurchan Point and 

8 miles south of Skye, (see Fig. 1). 	It occupies a central 

position in the group of the Small Isles of Inverness-shire. 

The maximum dimensions of the island are 81  miles from 

north to south and 8'9'  miles from east to west. 	The total 

area is approximately 42 square miles; except for 300 acres 

of arable land this is entirely devoted to deer-forest. 

There is considerable topographic contrast between the 

northern and southern parts of the Island. Whereas the 

former Is moorland nowhere reaching 1,000 feet, the latter 

Is mountainous, the highest point, Askival, rising to 2,659 

feet above the sea. This topographic contrast reflects the 

different geology of the two parts of the island. The 

northern part consists of Torridonian strata dipping gently 

to the north and west; the southern part forms one of the 

well-known Tertiary complexes which occur along the western 

seaboard of Scotland. 

The complex has been emDl&ced into the Torridonlan 

Sandstone and is uriconformably covered by outliers of Tertiary 

lavas. The age of the complex cannot therefore be determined 

from / 
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from its geological relationships and since no fossiliferous 

deposits have been discovered between the lava flows, the 

accepted dating of the complex as Lower Tertiary is based on 

analogies with the similar complexes of Skye and Ardnamurchan. 

The complex consists of two distinct portions, (see Fig. 2). 

The eastern and lsrer of these is composc.1 of iasIc and 

ultrabsi.e rocks which form a number of layers of varied com- 

position. 	The highest layers now preserved are alternations 

of peridotite and a].lIvalIte and these make up the summits 

and upper slopes of Askival and Allival. 	Towards the west 

successively lower layers, first of harrisite and then of 

gabbro, are exposed. 	Towards the 	on the other hand, 

the peridotite and allivalite overlie the gabbro directly, 

without the intervention of harrisite. 

The western part of the complex consists of acid rocks 

In which are included several small metamorphosed lenticles 

of basic and. ultrabasie rocks that closely rese;le those of 

the small sills Intrusive into the Tort 1 rJst 	On the north 

the acid rocks are bounded by the Torridonlan Sandstone, the 

contact dipping to the south, steeply in its eastern parts 

but less so in the west. 	The acid rocks adjoin the basic 

and ultrabasic part of the complex to the east along an almost 

vertical contact which is marked by a well-developed zone of 

net-veining. / 
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net-veining. 	Sparse, metamorphosed basalt drkes are included 

in the acid rocks and represent the remnants of a pre-plutonic 

swarm. 	Outside the limits of the complex the rooks of this 

swarm cannot be distinguished from the much more numerous 

post-plutonic dykes. 

A large mass of felsi.te occurs on the southern margin 

of the basic and ultrabasio rocks. 	Smaller masses of felsite 

occur at intervals on or near the outcrop of the arcuate fault 

of considerable throw which marks the approximate eastern 

boundary of the complex. A small mass of microgranite and 

associated 'hybrid rocks' also occurs on the outcrop of this 

fault. 

In the western part of the island outliers of Tertiary 

volcanic rcks rest u.nconformably upon Torridonlan Sandstone 

and Tertiary acid rocks. 	The volcanic succession comprises 

basaltic and mugearitic lavas and two horizons of fluviatile 

conglomerates. 

A post-plutonic dyke-swarm, often cited as a text-book 

example of a radial swarm, cuts all the above mentioned rocks. 

Most of the dykes are basaltic in composition, dykes of other 

compositions being rare. 	A few Inclined basaltic sheets, of 

unknown age relative to the dykes, are present 8nd have been 

Interpreted as a series of cone-sheets. 
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A peculiar, banth3 rock, Jeoribed by harkor (1908) 

PP. 105-1114) as "gneiss, hybrid between granophyre and ezox'ite", 

tortna nine patces within the margins of the cnplex, on1 one 

of whi&i, however, is of considerable size. More recently  

Tilley (4941 pp. 129.'.131)  has Interpreted this rock as 

Levisian Gneis. 
and 

L .iit Cut he 	
Ad  

rooks. 

Recent deposits, ortpris1ng boulder clay, rtded bsch 

deposits, alluvium, pest, and blown sand, are uoxwnzon on Rhum 

and concerl •iuch of the. underlytng rock.The gtbbo8are 

paticulrly poorly exposed sn1 their ar:iral rlat1onehipe 

are r'arly 13L1e. 	The other rocks, hocvot, are often 

Well—eXpO3ed, sueoial1y In thu coa.t.i .ectI3ns. 

The bulk of the research has been carried out over an 

area of approximately 121 square miles in the western part of 

the Island. A much smaller area in the east of Rhum has also 

been investigated. 	(see ?i.6 ). 

The western main area Investigated consists of four 

iletirict geological units each of which has its ahavacteristic ,  

topography. 	The large'.t of these uni ta fotna the :/estern 

part of the area and Is underlain by acid rocks. It varies 

In / 



in elevation from sea-level to heights of over 1,800 feet 

inland. On its seaward margin it is bounded by cliffs which 

culminate at Wreck Bay at a height of almost 1,000 feet. 

Near the north-western corner of the unit there is a series 

of northward-facing scarps with scree-slopes at their base. 

Over the remainder of the unit the slopes are smooth and the 

hills are rounded. Loose blocks of the acid rocks cover the 

high ground; the floors of the wide, glaciated valleys are 

obscured by peat. Accordingly the acid rocks are generally 

not well-exposed. 	The most conspicuous features of this 

area are the cliff-bound outliers of Tertiary lavas and the 

small lenticles of basic and ultrabasic rocks inclurIeñ 

and metamorphosed by, the acid rocks. 

The northern unit is a moorland plateau rising to 1,050 

feet and floored by Torridonian Sandstone. Two outliers of 

Tertiary volcanic rocks rise above the general level of the 

plateau and form the hills of Pionchra (c. 1,650 feet) and. 

Bloodstone Hill (1,293 feet). 

In the eastern .init the topography is characterised by 

rugged knolls and many small cl1frs. The underlying rocks 

are peridotite in the east and herrisite in the west and south. 

The land rises from sea-level in the south to a maximum height 

of 1,350 feet in the centre of the unit but declines again to 

thai 
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the north to elevations of 500 or 600 feet. 

The southern unit is floored by gabbro. 	It has an 

average elevation of only 200 feet and it is extensively 

covered by Pleistocene and Recent deposits. 	Outcrops are 

almost entirely confined to the coast and to two stream-

sections. 

The drainage of the main research area is roughly radial. 

On the south-west the area Is drained by several short streams 

into the Atlantic; on the north the water Is carried thto the 

Sound of Canna by the Alit Camas n-Atha, the Guird I]. River, 

and the Glen Shellesder Burn; on the north-east the area 

drains Into the old headwaters of the Kilmory River which, how-

ever, have been artifically diverted to the Soutd of Rhum by 

the Kinloch River; on the east the area feeds several small 

streams which flow eastwards to join the Abhalnn Sgathaig; 

on the south the water flows into the Atlantic by means of 

the Glen Dulan River. 	The Abhalnn ?angail, the larest river 

of Rhum, debouches Into the Atlantic in the southern exteemity 

of the area. 	It receives the waters of the Ahhalnn Sgathalg 

but does not otherwise drain any appreciable part of the area. 

A very small area In the east of Rhum has also been in-

vestigated by the present writer. The north-western part is 

floored / 



floored by gabbro, the central part by microgranite and asso-

ciated hybrid rocks, and the south-eastern part by Torridonlan 

Sandstone. Apart from the gabbro, the rocks are well-exposed. 

This area lies some 450  feet above sea level and is drained 

by tributaries of the Alit na Ba which flows south-south-east 

into the Sound of Rhum. 

Although many geologists have visited Rhum, no detailed 

Investigation has hitherto been made of the acid rocks of the 

western part of the island. 	The relationships of these rocks 

to the Torridonian Sandstone, the basic and ultrabasic rocks, 

and the superincumbent lavas have, in the past, been similarly 

neglected. Accordingly it was thoughtdesirable to make a 

new detailed study of the western part of the Island. The 

small mass of microgranite and associated hybrid rocks, which 

outcrops on the line of the arcuate fault in the east of the 

Island, has not previously been described. 

The principal topics and problems investigated were- 

1. 	The petrography and petrogenesis of the acid rocks 

of the west of Rbum and their relationships, firstly, 

to the Torridonlan Sandstone, and, secondly, to the 

basic and ultrabasic rocks. An investigation into 

the origin of the zone of 'net-veining', which marks 

the contact of the acid rocks with the basic and 

ultrabasic / 
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ultrabasic rocs, was iiieiwied. 

The correlation and stratigraphy of the four 

outliers of volcanic rocks in the west of Rhum 

and their relationships to the acid rocks. 

The petrography of the dykes in the western part 

of Rhum. 

Lj. 	The petrography and petogenesis of a small mass 

of microgranite and associated hybrid rocks in 

the east of Rhum. 

In the course of the investigation the western part of 

the island was remapped on a scale of 6 inches to I mile. 

Various small masses of i:neoua rocks, numerous hitherto 

unrecorded dykes, and several fault3, two of which are of 

large throw, were discovered together with minor modifications 

of the geological boundaries, as previously mapped. 

The following are the principal conclusions reached as 

a result of the investigation:- 

I. 	The acid rocks In the west of Rhum consist of two dis- 

tinct types - graphophyre and microgranite - the 

distribution of which can be mapped. The contact 

of the acid rocks with the Torridonian is faulted 

along most of Its length, but a short part of It is 

transitional. / 
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transitional. The contact of the acid rocks 

with the basic and ultrabasic rocks to the east 

also appears to be faulted; the 'net-veined' 

zone represents the rnetaznorthosed fault breccia. 

A volcanic succession, nearly 1,700 feet in thick-

ness, can be synthesised from the rocks of the 

four volcanic outliers. The volcanic rooks rest 

nconformably upon the acid rocks. 

The basalt dykes of the west of Rhum can be divided 

Into Six petrographic groups. 	In addition to 

the basaltic dykes, augite-andesite and mugearite-

tachylyte dykes o  not previously known from this 

part of Rhurn, are present in small numbers; 

14. The microgranite and associated hybrid rocks in 

the east of Rhuin are metamorphosed pyroclasti.c 

rooks which occupy a small vent. 
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?RVIOT3 GCL IC L 	3:i! :1fl 	OCKS  

ISLE OF RMTJM 

Although geological research on the rocks of Rhum 

commenced in 1819, long intervals have separated the appear- ppeare 

once enee of the various publications and only one comprehensive 

account of the geology of the whole island has been published, 

Dr. Tohn Zacoulloah (J819) recognised that the red sand-

stone, which forms the northern and eastern parts of the island 

was the equivalent of the red sandstone of Appiecroas and 

Skye (?orridonian). He identified the rocks or the south and 

west of Rhum as 'augite"rook' (peridottte), 'massive trap' 

(gabbro), and 'eyentt' (acid rocks), and concluded that these 

rocks lay aboye the red sandøtone, He described the occur-

rence of 'stratified trap' (basaltic lava) in the west of 

Rhum and discovered a new mineral chloror'haeite -, in the 

amygdalea of the lavas on Bloodatone Hill. Maccuiloch 

Illustrated his account of thó geology of Rhum with a map 

showing the approximate distribution of the :iain rock types. 

Ami noui (1820) included a shortened version of :Macculloch'a 

description of the geology of Rhum in his "Easel Oologique 

sur l'oosse", and another summary of 	 work 

appeared in ;James Niool's "Guide to the Geology of lcotland", 

published in l8Li4. 

L.A. Necker do $auaeure traversed Thum from Kinloch to 

Guirdil •/ 
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Guirdil and described his observations in his "Voyage en 

co8se et aux lies Hóbrides" (1821). 	He commented on the 

lack of adequate exposures on the lower parts of the island 

and noted that the (Torridonian) grits near Guirdil dip to 

the west at 600, He described at length the semi-precious 

ston occurring on Bloodstone Hill and mentioned the presence 

of solid basalt veins and loose pitchatone blocks on the 

shore at Guirdil. 	His reference to Rhum concluded with a 

very short summary of Macoulloch's account of 1819. 

Professor J. W. Judd, in his four papers (1874, 1885, 

1886 and 1889) made important contributions to the geological 

knowledge of Rhum. Judd realised that the rocks in the south 

and west were igneous and were related to each other in some 

close but unspecified way. He pointed out that these rocks 

reaebled those of central Mull and of Ardnamurchan, and he 

believed that these three areas of similar igneous rooks 

marked the respective sites of large Hawaiian-typo volcanoes. 

Judd correctly identified the four masses of basaltic rocks 

in the west of Phwn as lava outliers resting unoonformably 

on both the Torridonian Sandstone and on the plutonic igneous 

rocks, and discovered felsitlo volcanic vents in the south and 

east of Rhum. He gave the first detailed account of the 

mineralogy of the basic and ultrabasic rocks; and divided the 

ultrabasic rocks into six groups on the basis of their mineral 

content. / 



content. Judd's map of the western part of Scotland shows 

accurately the distribution of the various rock-types on 

Rhum. 

Sir Jethro J.H. Teall (1888) figured and described a 

'picrice' (allivalite) from Allival and concluded that Its 

content of feldspar "was too abundant to make the rock a tru. 

pIcZhItt 

Sir Archibald Geikie published an account of the geology 

of Rhum In 1897.  He rejected Judd's hypothesis that the 

Tertiary lavas had been erupted from central volcanoes and 

postulated instead that they had been fed by numerous dyke-

fissures. The lava outliers In the west of Rhum he recog-

nised as the remnants of a lava-plateau once continuous over 

the whole area now occupied by the Small Isles. Gelkie 

divided the plutonic rocks of Rhum Into an earlier gabbrolc 

portion In the east and a later granitic portion In the west 

and he recognised and described the net-veined zone along the 

contact of the two portions. The disposition of the layered 

gabbrolc rocks he likened to f,ho "terraced basalts of the 

plateau", and he stated that the various leyer3 differed from 

each other In their content of pyroxene and olivine. 	The 

plagioclase-olivine rocks he styled 'tioctolite' and he found 

that the plagioclase crystals In these rocks were aligned 

In what he and Dr. F. H. Hatch considered to be a flow 

Stl!UCtUp5 / 
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structure. 	From the similarity of the gaLroic rocks of 

hum to the rocks of the Cuillin Hills of Skye, Geikie in-

ferred the relationship of the former to the lava-plateau. 

"It we could restore the lost portions of the chum) plateau, 

I believe that we should find the gabbroa of Rhum resting on 

part of the volcanic plateau, and some of the gabbro-beds 

prolonged as sills between the sheets of basalt". 

Geikie named the acid rocks of the west of Rhum "quartz- 

porphyries becoming felsitic towards their contacts with the 

adjacent rocks", and maintained that they had intruded and 

metamorphosed the base of the volcanic pile. The bedded 

nature of the acid rocks, first recorded by Maccufloch in 1919, 

was re-described by Geikie. He also re-described the felsites 

of the east of Rhum and noted the breocias which occur between 

them and the Torridonian Sandstone, Geikie noted the thermal 

metamorphism of the Torridonian Sandstone in the neighbourhood 

of the igneous rocks. Pinally he recorded a number of basal-

tic sills and a "pi.tchstone vein traversing the western slopes 

of the wide granophyre boss of Orval", 

Dr. M.P. Heddle (1901) described the mineralogy of Rhum 

and noted occurrences of quartz, microcline, labradorite, 

biotite, enstatite, augite, chrysolite, olivine, chromite, 

chondrodite, pectolite, eeladonite, calcite, rumpfite and 

chlorophaeite, 

Geological / 



Geological knowledge of Rhum was greatly extended in the 

first decade of the twentieth century when Dr. Alfred Marker 

investigated the whole island on behalf of the Geological 

Survey. Two preliminary papers appeared in 1903 and 1904 

and the complete results of his investigation were published 

in 1908 as the largest part of the Geological Survey Memoir 

"The Geology Of the Small Isles of Inverness-shire". The 

Memoir was acco)anied in the same year by Sheet 60 of the one 

inch to a mile GeologicAl Survey Map of Scotland. 

Marker divided the Torridoriian rocks of Rhum into an 

upper group of arkoses and grits and a lower group of shales. 

He maintained that, although the bulk of the Torridonlan strata 

were au:bchthonous, some of the Torridonian in the east and 

in the north-west of Rhum were allochthonous and had been 

thrust into their present positions from the south-east. 

Marker considered that the first manifestation of Tertiary 

igneous activity on Rhum was the eruption of the volcanic 

rocks. A horizon of fluviatile volcanic conglomerates was 

found at the base of the volcanic pile and this was succeeded 

by numerous lava flows, which, in their upper part, contained 

another, but thinner, horizon of fluviatile volcanic conglo-

merates. Marker discovered the presence of mugearites in 

addition to basalts in the four volcanic outliers, but he 

regarded all the rnugearites, and also the central columnar 
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portions of the basalts, as sills. 	In consequence, his des- 

criptions of the lavas E.re disconnected and incomplete. 

Marker followed Gelkie in preference to Judd, firstly, In 

believing that the lavas had been Intruded and metamorphosed 

by the underlying acid rocks, and secondly, in postulating 

that the lavas had been fed by dyke-fissures. Marker identi-

fied a sparse swarm of basaltic dykes, Included in and meta-

morphosed by the acid rocks, as the feeders of the lavas, and 

he came to the conclusion that a series of fissures, In the 

Torridonian rocks and filled by varying proportions of basalt 

and brecciated Torridonian, were "Incipient or aborted channels 

for the fissure-eruptions of basic lava". 

Marker surmised that the plutonic rocks of the island 

were successively intruded after the volcanic eruptions. 	In 

his opinion peridotite and aflivalite were intruded first and 

were followed by eucrite and, at a later date, by granophye. 

The basic and ultrabasic rooks he regarded as a complex strati-

form laccolith, the various layers of which were successively 

intruded. 	In his text-book "The Natural History of the 

Igneous Rocks" (1909) Marker summarised his conception of the 

origin of the layered ultrabasic rocks of Rhum:- 

"The ultrabasic complex of Rum, best exposed on the 

flanks of Askival and Aflival, Illustrates het3rogeneitY 

arising frori three distinct causes: (1) The rocks 
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consist principally of ovine and basic felspar, 

near anorthite, in all relative proportions, pyroxenes 

being usually of subordinate importance. The whole 

complex is built up of parallel sheets, usually from 

50 to 150 feet thick, which represent distinct intru-

sions, probably introduced in order frGrn the highest 

to the lowest. They are alternately richer in olivine 

(perid.otitea) and richer in felspar (allivalites). 

(ii) The several intruded magmas were themselves 

heterogeneous, consisting of more peridotlo and more 

felspathic portions, which did not mingle freely, but 

were drawn out to produce a conspicuously banded 

arrangement within the several sheets. 	(iii) After 

intrusion there was a further segregation of parts 

richer in olivine and in felspar respectively. 	?lowing 

movement having ceased, this did not usually take the 

form of banding, but gave rise to structures of a 

fconcretionaryl kind, traversing the various bands". 

Following the intrusion of the layered ultrabasto rocks, 

Harker considered that the mass of harrisite, which he regarded 

as veining the overlying peridotite, was intruded in the west 

of the island at the base of the peridotite-'allivalite series. 

Beneath the harrisite and peridotite-allivalite series lies 

a layer of eucrite and gabbro; in the east this layer gener.  
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ally conforms to the stratiform disposition of the complex 

although it sends veins and tongues into the overlying alli-

valite and peridotite; in the west, on the other hand, the 

eucrite and gabbro appear to break through the peridotite 

and alliva]ite. Harker arrived at the opinion that the 

peridotite-allivalite series were breociated b;r the trans-

gressive eucrite and gabbro which incorporated the fragments 

so produced as xenoliths, thus forming the 'intrusion-brecc-
j5 at the contact between the basic and ultrabasic rocks. 

From this evidence hie concluded that the gabbro and eucrite 

were Intruded latex' than the ultrabasic rocks; he surmiSed 

that the basic rocks were also intruded later than the harri-

site. 

The final stage in the plutonic activity was, according 

to Harker, the intrusion of the acid rocks of the west of 

the Island as a large simple laccolith. The Intrusion of 

acid magma partly destroyed the basic and ultrabasic rocks 

and gave rise to another series of intrusion breccias'. 	In 

addition hybrid rocks, styled *gneiss' by Harker, were believed 

to have formed as the result of the contamination of the acid 

magma by the Incorporation, fusion, and solution of basic 

material. 

Harker considered that the penultimate stage of the 

Igneous activity of iflium - the intrusion of numerous basaltic 
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and mugearitlo sills - followed the emltcenient of the acid 

rocks. 

The final stages of the igneous activity, Harker con-

sidered, conprined, firstly, the intrusion of porphyritic 

quartz-felsites in the south and east of Thum; secondly, the 

emplacement of 'rr ruerous basic dykes and sheets; thirdly, 

the intrusl'n of snarse nniesite sheets followed by the intro-

duotlon of rare poridotite dykes; and finally, the intrusion 

of pitchatono dykee. 

Pollowing the pubiicatln of Harker's wrk, no further 

research was lone an Thum until 1938 when 1)r. P. (, Phillips 

examined the orientation of the divine and plagioclase 

crystals in the peridotites end alliveittee respectively. 

From his examthatirn he concluded that "the stresses acting 

during the emplacement of an divine-rich intrusive, already 

largely crystalline, cr devolo- In the rock precisely those 

features of the fabric which eve been con. tiered to indicate 

a metamorphic origin". 

In 1947 9  the rocks ctthe four volcanic outliers in the 

west of !hum were re-Interpreted, by Dr. 9. I. Tcnkeieff. 	He 

concluded that no sills were rresent In the outliers, the 

sheets identified by Harker as t aillsi being columnar portions 

of lava flows. He considered that the mugearites should be 

re-classified as 'treohybasalts', and postulated that their 
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wnygdaloidal natulle was caused by the parental riaza eparat-

ing into a water-rich portion, which formed the minerals of 

the amygdsles, and a water-poor portion which formed the 

glassy matrices of the mugearite flows. 

In the same year )r. Tonkeieff and Dr. i. Be  Blackburn 

published jointly the results of their examination of fragments 

of fossil wood fow4 in the lavas of Bloodstone Hill. They 

concluded that the wood "is clearly of the oak-ohstnut 

affinity and that its structure is clo;ely comparable with that 

of the modern chestnut"* 

In 1944, a paper by Sir R. Be Bailey entitled 'Th. 

Tertiary Igneous Tectonics of Rhum, (Inner Hebrides)" appeared. 

This paper, which was based on four thys' field-work, was 

largely a theoretical re-interpretation of Harker's published 

maps and petrographic clenoriptions. Bailey concluded that 

the dislocation in the east of Rhum, identiited by Harker as a 

thrust-plane, was a ring-fault bounding an area of uplift. 

The strata in the north-west of the island, which Harker had 

taken to be alloohthonous Torridonian Sandstone, Bailey proved 

to be Triassc. A three-fold divtethn of the Torridonian 

Sandstone was put forward by Bailey. He divided Harker's 

lower division into a basal grit and a shale group; these be 

correlated, on ltthologtcal grounds, with the Diabaig Group 

of the mainland Torridonian. His third formation - Harker's 
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upper group of arkosec and grits he correlated with the 

Applecross Group. 	The banded rocks, styled "gneiss, hybrid 

between granophyre and eu.crit&' by Harker, were interpreted 

by Bailey as Lewisian Gneiss. 	Finally he postulated that the 

ring-fault had raised the central parts of Rhum as much as 

7,000 feet at the commencement of the Tertiary vulcanicity. 

The peridotites, he maintained, post-dated the uplift and 

"rose along fissures about a central well to the west of that 

surrounded by the great initial ring-fault". 

Shortly after the appearance of Bailer's paper, Professor 

C. E. Tilley (19441.) published a "Note on the Gnetsses of Rum,'. 

From an examination of material collected by Harker, Tilley 

reached the conclusion that "The gnelsses free from contact 

alteration show the essential characters of Lewisian rocks and 

could be matched with rocks from the northern and southern 

districts of the foreland". 

A brief account of the petrology of the basic and ultra-

basic plutonic rocks of Phum by Dr. . I. Tomkeietf was pub- 

lished in 1945. 	He suggested that these rocks "were probably 

formed by the consolidation of fluidally-arranged heterogeneous 

magmas, the two ultrabasic magma fractions appearing as 

olivine-rich and plagioclase-rich bands, while in the basic 

magma the differentiation gave rise to volatile-rich and 

volatile-poor bands". He appended a brief description of the 
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junction of the arid rocks with U-ie gbbro at 	r is but 

drew no conclusions from his description. 

Dr. J. S. Richey gave a short summary of the geolo;ical 

literature referring to Rhum In "The Tertiary Volcnic 

Districts" (British Regional Geology, 1948). 	He suggested 

that the dykes of Rhum formed a radial swarm and were Inter-

sected by a series of cone-sheets. 

In 1951,  two yeara:'ofter the presant writer had coranenced 

his re3erch on Rhum, Professor L. R. Wager and Mr. G. M. Brown 

published a short note on the layering of the ultrahasic rooks 

of Rhum, 	They put forward the hypothesis that th' layered 

rocks had been built up at the base of a magma oh amber partly 

by the upwards growth of olivine crystals and partly by the 

sinking of crystals from the magma above. 

The present writer, in a brief note (1951) obJected to 

Wager and Brown's hypothesis on the grounds that it rItd, not 

conform to the evidence knovn to him. The note Is Included 

In this thesis (See belowp14..). 	Later in the same year, he 

spent some time 'Tith ron in the field with the Intention of 

reviewing the evidence. 	Unfortunately, however, Brown could 

find neither the rock-surface shown as Plate VII In his joint 

paper with Wager nor the locality from which he and Wager 

claimed to have derived much of their evidence. 
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The most recent published research on the Isle of Rhum 

comprises two papers by the present writer published in 1952. 

In the first paper the lavas of the west of Rhum were shown 

to rest unconformably upon the acid rocks, thus confirming 

Judd's surmise of eighty years earlier. 	The second paper 

contined a correlation of the rocks of fe four volcanic 

outl1rs and a rntheio of the volcanic succession of Rium. 

These two papers form part of this thesis. 	(See below 

pp.10S and pp. IEI1dI ). 
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2. 

THE ACID ROOKS OF THE WEST OF THE ISLE OF RHUM 

ABSTRACT 

In the west of the Isle of Rhum Tertiary acid rocks 

outcrop over an area of approximately 6 square miles. 

Spherulltic microgranite forms the core of the acid mass and 

is surrounded by graphophyre. On the north the graphophyre 

is bounded by Torridonian Sandstone; although much of the 

boundary is marked by a low-angle reverse fault, part of the 

junction is undisturbed and a belt of transitional rocks, 

some 600 feet in width, intervenes between the graphophyre 

and the Torridonian Sandstone. The transitional rocks are 

divisible into five zones which are interpreted as marking 

successive stages in the conversion of sandstone into grapho-

phyre. The graphophyre grades inwards into the microgranite 

which is believed to represent a stage of still more advanced 

metasomatism. 
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THE ACID ROCKS OF THE WEST OF THE ISLE OF RHUM 

I • 	TNT" ODTYCTION 

In the west of the Isle of Rhum, acid rocks, integral 

parts of the Tertiary Complex of that island, outcrop over a 

roughly triangular area of some six square miles. 	They have 

hitherto been considered as a single petrologica3. unit, 

'5esignated grenophyre, but the present author has been able to 

distinguish a graphophyre towars the north and east and a 

spheruiitic rnicrogranite in the south-west. 

The graphophyre is bounded on the north by Torridonian 

Sandstone, on the east by older members of the Tertiary 

Complex, and wherever the boundary is exposed on the south and 

west by the microgranite. Tn  the north the graphophyre IS 

partly covered by unconformable outliers of Tertiary volcanic 

rocks (Black, 1952, a and b)and by a small patch of the 

"hybrid rooks" of Harker. 	The area Is one of moderate relief; 

It Includes a number of well-rounded hills of which the high- 

est is Orval, 1,869 feet above sea-level. 	Loose blocks of 

the acid rocks cover the high ground and well developed screes 
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are banked against the slopes. On the floors of the wide 

glaciated valleys there is usually a considerable depth of 

peat. Accordingly outcrops of the acid rocks are sparse 

and irregularly distributed, the most prominent being a 

broken line of crags roughly parallel to the northemboundary 

of the graphophyre and the sea-cliffs which in places are 

almost 1,000 feet high. The most conspicuous features of the 

tract occupied by the acid rocks are the cliff-.bound outliers 

of Tertiary lavas and several small bodied of basic and ultra-

basic rocks Included in, and metamorphosed by, the acid rocks. 

A full Investigation of these small bcies of basic and ultra-

basic rocks has not yet been made but they resemble the small 

lenticular sills found in the nearby Torridonian rocks. 

The first description of the said rocks was given by 

Macculloch (1819, vol-I, p.487). Although he nowhere observed 

their junction with the Torridonian, he conjectured that the 

acid rocks were underlain by the sandstone. Judd (18714, 

pp. 252-253.) gave a brief account of the acid, rocks and of the 

Torridonian Sandstone and remarked that the sandstone was 

metamorphosed In the neighbourhood of the granite. Gelkie 

(1897, vol. II, p.1403.), while regarding the acid rocks as 

intrusive, likewise failed to describe their contact with the 

Torridonian Sandstone. 
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The contact was eventually mapped by Harker (1908, pp. 

5-7, 102-105.) who concluded that It was "generally steep, 

but on the whole the granite overlies the s-ndstone". Harker 

further recorded a considerable Increase In the dip of the 

sandstones as they are traced towards the acid rocks In the 

extreme west and from the sections with which he illustrated 

his memoir (1908, figs. 14,29, and37..) It Is clear that he 

was aware that the contact, steep In Its eastern and central 

portions, dipped southwaris at low angles in the west. 	He 

postulated that the acid rocks formed a laccolith intruded 

Into the sandstone or between the sandstone and the unconform- 

able lavas above. 	Bailey did not examine the acid rocks in 

the field but surmised (1944, p.184.) that they constitute 

"the filling of a subterranean cauldron-subsidence". 

The present writer has demonstrated that the lavas of 

Orval are unconformable on the underlying graphophyre (Black, 

1952 0  a.) thus confirming Judd's conjecture (1874, p.2514..) 

of nearly 80 years ago. 	In the present study special attn- 

tion is given to the internal structure of the acid mass, and 

to Its contact relations with the Torridonlan. 

2. FIELD RELATIONS 
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2. FIELD RELATIONS 

The country rock, into which the Tertiary Complex of 

Thum has been emplaced, is everywhere the Torridonian Sandstone. 

This formation has been divided (Bailey, 1945, p.166.) into 

three groups:- 

Upper Arkoses and Feldspathic Grits.- 9,000 feet 
present, top nowhere seen. 

Shales,- Over 1.400 feet thick. 

Lower Grit.- Over 200 feet thick. 

Bailey (loc. cit.) correlates the Lower Grit and the Shales 

with the Diabaig Group of the mainland Torridonian and the 

Upper Arkoses and Grits with the Appleeross Group, In Rhum 

the Diabaig Group outcrops in the east and the Appleoross 

group floors extensive areas in the west. The acid rocks of 

the west of the island are accordingly in contact with the 

arkoses and grits of this Group. 

The Applecross Group in the west of Rhum consists of 

arkoses with pebbly grit horizons at intervals of approximately 

50 feet. The rocks are red except in the neighbourhood of 

igneous masses where they have been bleached to a cream colour. 

The bleaching has been attributed to the conversion of the 

dispersed haematite cement to discrete grains of magnetite by 

Harker (1908, p.13). 	The regional dip of the Applecross 
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Group is approximately 300  towards the north-west, but, where 

the exposures are small, accurate measurements of dip are not 

easily obtainable owing to the general prevalence of both 

slumping and current-bedding throughout the rocks of the Group. 

The pebbly bands are more resistant to weathering than are the 

arkoses, and the resulting features Indicate the regional dip. 

Inland the Applecross Group Is exposed irregularly but along 

the north-western coast the sea-cliffs give continuous 

exposures. 

The graphophyre Is a highly leuocratic drusy rock with 

phenocrysts of plagioclase and sparsely distributed small dark 

ferro-niagneslan clots. . series of prominent platy joints 

with dips to the north-west at angles betieen 300  and  500  is 

intersected at right angles by two or more series of columnar 

joints. As the platy joints are by far the most prominent, 

the rock has a bedde. aspect. 

Like the grphophyre the microgranite is a highly leuco 

cratlo, drusy rock. 	It is finer in grain than the grapho- 

phyre but resembles It In containing phenocrysts of plagioclase 

and small dark clots of ferre-magneslan minerals. 	In the 

microgranite the columnar joints are more prominent than the 

platy joints, and the rock is decidedly columnar in appearance, 

a fact first noted by Maccufloch (1819, p.487.) 
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In hand specimen the transition from the graphophyre 

to the microgranite is effected by a gradual reduction in the 

granularity of the rock and by an increase in number and a 

decrease in size of the druses. 

The relationship between the graphophyre and the Torridonian 

Sandstone is more complex. The contact between the two rocks 

trends approximately east and west and has a length of 4 

miles. The contact is not well exposed; locally It lies 

beneath the unconformable outliers of Tertiary volcanic rocks 

and elsewhere it is largely concealed by sores, peat, and 

vegetation. 	However,two continuous and two discontinuous 

sections across the contact and numerous scattered outcrops 

were discovered. 

The contact fails naturally Into two portions. 	From Its 

western extremity on the coast eastwards for a distance of 

some 14 miles, It is a plane of dislocation. 	Typical grapho- 

phyre and unmetwnorphosed Torridonlan Sandstone outcrop 

respectively to the south and north of the dislocation; any 

aureole that may have surrounded the graphophyre has been 

faulted out. The dislocation-plane dips southwards at 300 

In the extreme west but the angle of dip steadily increases 

eastwards until where the dislocation Is last seen the angle 

of dip Is over 800. 	Further to the east the dislocation 

appears to die out gradually. With Increased dip of the 
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dislocation, its effect on the dip of the Torridonian Sandstone 

decreases. In the extreme west the arkoses and grits have 

been highly disturbed and their dip has been increased from 

the regional vlue of 300  to almost 700,  and their strike is 

almost due east and west near the diloeition. 	Towards the 

east the effects of the dislocation steadily decrease until, 

at its eastern extremity, the Torridonian strata dip to the 

north-west at angles very close to the regional dip. From 

the disturbance induced in the Torridonian Sandstone and from 

the dip of the dislocation it seems clear that the dislocation 

is a reversed fault along wikich the graphophyre has been 

thrust northwards over the Torridonian Sandstone. 

Near the easternmost point at which the fault is seen a 

continuous section across the fault is exposed. Normal 

graphophyre is separated from the Torridonian by a belt of 

milled rocks some 10 feet in thickness. 	Thin-sections show 

that the graphophyre near the fault is traversed by narrow 

shatter zones of oomthinuted graphophyric material, the pro-

portion of which gradually Increases as the fault Is approabhd. 

Eventually a rock is encountered which contains fragments of 

quartz and micropegmatite embedded In a fine matrix of more 

finely ground material with possibly some glass. 	The propor- 

tion of fragments decreases and some appear to have been partly 
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fused; the rock is a typici rnyion.te. 	hen traced towards 

the fault the Torrld.onlan arkose is seen to have likewise 

given rise to a mylonite consisting of small quartz fragments 

set in a matrix of very finely ground material and possibly 

some glass (See Plate XXVIII, fig. 1). 

The two discontinuous sections from the Torridonian to 

the graphophyre also cross the fault, one near the centre of 

Its outcrop and one In the west, and although the sections 

are less well exposed, mylonites resembling those described 

above have been found in both. In neither section were rocks 

representing the aureole of the graphophyre found; In both 

places normal graphophyre has been faulted against unaltered 

PorrIdoni.n Sandstone. 	Owing to the discontinuIty of these 

two sections the thickness of the mylonite belt could not be 

determined. 

The ago of the reverse fault can be determined within 

narrow limits. It has milled the graphophyre and clearly 

must post-date the emplacement of that rock. 	The lavas, lying 

wiconformably upon both the graphphyre and the Torridonian 

Sandstone, have not been affected by the fault which, moreover, 

has Itself been faulted and laterally displeced by four north- 

south faults, two of which cut the lavas. 	The reversed fault 

which separates the graphophyre and the Torridonian Sandstone 
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V, 
f.s oat d 	tho e1ceiei 	 p 	hyre but 

before the eruption of the lavas and before the development 

of the system of block faults which traverse them. 

Along the eastern part of the contact no faulting has 

occurred and the Torrid onian Sandstone grades Imperceptibly 

into the graphophyre through an Intervening strip of transi- 

tional rocks. 	The contact here dips at Rrroximetely 800  

towards the north. 

The transitional contact is only some 14.00 to 500 yards 

In length and is not well exposed, koart from some Isolated 

small outcrops, the only exposure of the contact Is in the 

continuous section presented by a somevhat broken cart which 

forms the eastern face of the low hill of Minishal (ca. 1,150 

feet) and some 3 mIles west by north of Kinioch Castle, 	From 

a distance the cliff appears to consist of a succession of 

homogeneous beds with an apparent dip towards the north. 	On 

closer examination, however, it Is seen tht the southern pert 

of the cliff Is made up of grapb.ophyre and the northern part of 

Torridonlan Snndstone, the Intervening part consisting of transi- 

tional rocks. 	The bedInc planes of the arkoses and grits 

are continued by a series of prominent parting Dianes In the 

transitional rocks, which in turn are continued by the piety 

joints of the graphophyre. 	Moreover, the individual beds of 
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arkose and grit can be traced undisturbed across the transi-

tional rocks into the corresponding 'beds' of the graphophyre. 

The gradation from arkose and grit into graphophyre is 

perfect. 	The southernmost arkoses, which are bleached and 

indurated occur some 600 feet from the northernmost outcrops 

of typical graphophyre and this figure is taken as the thick- 

ness of the transitional rocks. 	Examination of thin-sections 

of the rocks under the microscope, however, suggests that 

these bleached and Indurated rocks have suffered slight meta-

somatism ( of. p.38). 

Field Investition of the transitional rocks shows that 

several different types can be discriminated but, since no 

sharp contacts have been found between the types, It Is 

impossible to map them separately. However, the various 

types can be seen to form zones roughly parallel to the belt 

of transitional rocks as a whole. 

A prominent feature on the geological map of Rhum is the 

patch of "gneiss" occupying the summit of Ard Nev, a hill some 

31 miles west b  south of Kinloch Castle. Unfortunately the 

rocks exposed on Arci Nev are so broken up by weathering that 

their relations cannot be determined with certainty. 	For 

this reason structural measurements are unreliable; moreover, 

the occurrence of harrisite boulders among these rocks suggests 
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that part of them may not be in situ. 	It seems that for the 

present the origin of these rocks must be left In doubt. 

3. PETROLOGY 

a. Torridonian Sandstone 

The most abundant mineral of the arkoses and grits of 

the Applecross Group of the Torridonian Sandstone is quartz 

which occurs as typical, poorly rounded, detrital grains 

often with an undulose extinction. 	Feldspars, although pre- 

sent in a smaller proportion than 1u&rtz, are always present. 

The commonest feldspar is orthocl.se; in addition microiine 

is often present and rare plagioclase also occurs. 	Kaoiini- 

satlon and chioritisatlon have affected the feldspars slightly. 

Flakes of muscovite are sparsely distributed throughout the 

rocks and some detrital grains of magnetite are also present. 

Very occasionally there occur grains of other minerals but 

these make up probably less than 0.1% of the rock. 	The 

cement, small in quantity and fairly evenly distributed, is 

largely haematite. Argillaceous impurities are normally 

present in the cement and on slight metamorphism give rise 

to a pale green chlorite. The grain size of the arkoses 

varies throughout the Applecross Group but is more or less 

constant In individual specimens; the range of granularity 
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Is from  0.25mm. to 0.75mi.. 

In the gritty bands 31na11 pebbles, up to 1 cm. in 

diameter, lie in a matrix indistinguishable from the typical 

arkoses. 	The pebbles are generally of quartzite or vein 

quartz, 

Occasional bands and streaks rich In r!u.gnetite occur at 

intervals In the arkosea. However, they make up a negligible 

part of the total succession. 

The Torridonian arkoses are bleached and Indurated :nd 

have a fracture much like that of a quartzite for several 

hundred yards beyon4 the transitional rocks which mark the 

!L'orId'nian'.'graphophyre contact (see Plate XVIII), 	The 

dispersed haemetite cement has been reduced and concentrated 

Into Irregular grains or magnetite thus causing the rock to 

lose Its red colour and to become pale cream, a phenomenon 

first explained by Harker (1908, p.13.), The unduloaa 

extinction of the quartz grains, so prominent In the red 

arkosea, is now much less conspicuous, and where qii:rtz grains 

were separated one from another by smell thicknesses of cement 

they are now immediately contiguous and coronly sutured 

together. This suturing together of the quartz grins pro—

bably accounts for the greater hardness and the quartaitlo 

fracture of the indurated rocks. 

a. / 
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b. 	Transitional Rocks betv;een the Torricon1sn Snh stone 

and the Graphophyre 

For convenience the transitional rocks have been divided 

into five parallel zones which are here lettered A to E 

successively from the Torridonian in the north to the grapho-

phyre in the south. Modes of the transitional rocks could 

not be determined owing to their very variable composition 

over a single thin-section and to their fineness in grain. 

gone A. 

The rocks of this zone are very similar to the bleached 

and indurated Torridoritan Sandstone immediately to the north, 

but a green or greenish-brown bi.otite, associated with smell 

crystals of magnetite, has been produced from the argillaceous 

material. 	The zone is approximately 100 feet thick and 

consists of only slightly metamorphosed Torridonian arkoses 

and grits. 	(See Plate XIX). 

Zone B. 

In Zone B. which is 80 feet wide, the Torridonian has 

been further altered. 	The rounded and pitted detrital grains 

of heavy minerals' and orthoclase are still preserved and 

the bedding is clearly traceable across the zone, but flakes 
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of biown and highly pleochroic hiotite arc preseni snd 

increase in amount southwards. 	Towards the south, some of 

the quartz grains have recrystallised as sutured aggregates 

and all of then have lost the undulose extinction which is 

so typical of the elastic grains in the unaltered Torridonian. 

(aee Plate xx.). 
The othoclase occurs not only as cloudy and slightly 

sericitisod detrital grains but also as clear narrow veinlets 

which penetrate between the quartz grains and cement them 

together. 	These veinleta increase in amount toiards the 

south of the zone until, near the southern margin, they form 

a matrix in which the qurrtz grains are embedded. 	In one 

or two cases a particularly large crystal of the new orthoclase 

encloses several quartz gea5na, normally oriented at random, 

but exceptionally sharing a common optical orientation and 

forming a very rudimentary intergrowth with the surrounding 

orthoclase. 	This clear orthoclase is easily distinguishable 

fcom the elastic grains, and its development clearly demon—

strates that K and Al have been introduced, apparently by 

migration along the intergranular boundaries. 	The source 

of these elements must have been in the south, for these is 

a gradual Increase of the new orthoclase in that direction. 

Zone C. / 



Zone C. 

Is 20 feet In width. 	(e T1.tes X\I, XXII, and 

XXVIII 91-7. 2.). 	Alteration of the Torri'°n1n is now pro- 

found but the bedding retains the same dIr aM strike as :1.n 

the unaltered TorrIonIan. 	Somed 	ital craine of (junrtz  

and orthoclase still occur but as in zone 	the zuqrtz no 

longer has an uMulose extinction. 	Small nev crstsls of 

orthoclase, often In rudimentary thtergrovth with curtz, 

occur in addition to the clastic ortbocle 7-ins. 	Towards 

the south of the zone the rocks differ Tarkedly from thoie of 

Zone P. In that the intergrowths are larger sr1 tettcr  develop-

ed, end In that the clatic orthoclase becomes Ini1atingiIshable 

from the orthoclase newly formed by metasomatism. 

Porphyroblasts of Intensely DlaochroIc brown blotite 

occur throughout the zone and usually form chains, clusters, 

and noi.kiloblastic plates. 	They tend to be most abundant 

In the coarser parts of tie rock. 	7quidimensional granular 

crystals of hyersthene and small grains of magnetite are 

everywhere prese.t but Pro 8SPeci.-11-7 abundant near hlotit.e. 

The proportion of ferrom eIan minereis Incre?ses south-

wards and the maximum for all the rocks here considered. Is 

reached at thecoutbern margin of the zone where the rocks 

have become mesocratic. 	Moreover, the zone Is characterised 
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by an extraordinary abundance of apatite, a mineral very rare 

in the Torridonian. 	The proportion of apatite increases 

southwards to reach a maximum at the certre of the zone. 

No Torridonian rocks are known having compositions like 

those of this zone and there seems to be no escape from the 

conclusion that 1e, Mg, and P have been introduced and meta- 

somatically fixed in the rocks of Zone C. 

Zone D. 

Zone D is 20 feet in width. In its northern part the 

rocks consist of a fine granular matrix of quartz, orthoclase, 

!Tersthene, magnetite and apatite containing ioikilitie 

porphyroblasts of biotite and sparse small pods of quartz and 

orthoclase which contain accessory amounts of the other 

minerals of the rock. (See Plate XXIII). The bedding of the 

Torridonian continues with unchanged dip and strike across 

the zone. 

The quartzo-feldspathic pods, which are characteristic 

of Zone D. contain porphyroblasts of orthoclase enclosing 

numerous quartz grains and are surrounded by a basified rim 

in which the matrix has been enriched in blotite and hypers- 

thene. 	The quartz grains enclosed, in a single orthoclase 

porphyroblast, though often oriented at random, frequently 

share a common opticil orientation and form a micrographic 
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inteovith with the hust orthciae. 	Tri4s the south 

the pnc inreae in ebMance and restrict the ir trix to 

interstitial clots and irregular veins around their margins, 

while the proportion of intergrown orthoclase increases until, 

at the southern margin of the zone where the intergrowths 

are large, weil*derelo-r'ed, and free from inclusion, all the 

orthoclase is intergrown with quartz. 	The presence and 

marked southerly increase of the pods clearly indicates that 

K, Al, and Si have been introduced from the south, and the 

concomitant develoment of micrographic intergrowths in the 

pods shows that typical micrographic textures have been pro 

uced by metamorphic and metasomatic processes. 

The ferromagnesian minerals change their relative pro-

portions from the north of the zone to the south and there 

is a steady southwards decrease in their total amount, 

Biotite, which builds large polkiloblastic crystals in the 

north of the zone, occurs only as small compact flakes in the 

south, the flakes often forming clots or clusters with a 

decussate structure. Hyperethene, present in considerable 

quantity in the north, is not found in the south of the zone, 

whereas hornblende, absent in the north, is the predominant 

ferromagnesian mineral in the south where it makes up clumps 

of large, subhedral or anhedral crystals associated with much 
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magnetite and some biotite. Apatite resembles biotite and 

hy-perethene in decreasing to;ards the south. 

Zone E. 

The rocks of this zone, 350 feet wide, contain quartz, 

orthoclase, plagioclase, hornblende, biotite, magn ;it e, and 

apatite. 	(Sec Plate XXIV). 	Intergrowths of qu&rtz and. 

orthoclase, simiar to those of Zone I and to those of the 

graphophyre, make up the bulk of the rock. A few discrete 

crystals of (uartz are present. 	Green hornblende is the 

dominant ferromagnesian mineral and is associated with abun- 

dant magnetite. 	Some biotite persists in the north of the 

zone but in the south it becomes very rare. 	Magnetite is 

common and a few prisms of apatite occur. Hyperethene, which 

dies out towards the s outh of Zone D. has not been found in 

Zone E. 	The southward decrease of the total proportion of 

ferromagnesian minerals continues across Zone EL, but the rate 

of decrease Is lower than in cone D. As before the bedding 

of the Torridonian is continued undisturbed across the zone. 

The close resemblance of the rocks of Zone E to the metamor-

phosed Torridonian rocks of Zone D leads to the conclusion 

that the former are also the metamorihosed equivalents of the 

Torridonian arkoses and grits. 
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'.," e esertiEl ri if: 'erece'be t.reeu the rocics f fone i 

and those of Zone D is the appearance of porphyrohiasts of 

plagioclase for the first time in the sequence. 	These have 

a composition of 15   are highly sericitse1, and contain 

inclusions of quartz, hornblende, anr m87metite. 	The por- 

phyroblasts increase in size and, to a lesser extent, in 

numbers southwards, the rate of 1ncrese being most proncunced 

In the northern part of the zone. 	They are frequently 

fringed by areas of rnicropegmatite, the orthoclase of the 

latter being sometimes in optical continuity with the plagio-

clase of the porphyroblast. Also the quartz blebs included 

in the porphyroblasts frequently share a common optical 

orientation with the quartz of one of the neighbouring inter- 

growths. 	From this it-appears that the porphyroblasts have 

more easily replaced the orthoclase of the micropegnat1te 

than the quartz, and accordingly they have incorporated the 

latter mineral a5 inclusions. 	The development of the plagio- 

clase porphyrpblasts demonstrates that Na and Ca have been 

added to he rocks of Zone F. 

o. Graphophyre. / 

* 	Throughout this paper the cozpo;3:L ;ion of the 44agioclase 
has been determined by the symmetrical extinction angle in 
A].blte twins. 



CO Graphophyre 

The graphophyre is a medium-grained leucocratic rock 

consisting for the mostpart of quartz and orthoclase with 

subsidiary p1agi&lase, hornblende, and magnetite, 	(See 

Plate xxv). 	Accessory minerals are rare but include apatite, 

epidote, and biotite, 	Limonite, goethite, serpentine, 

chlorite, and kaolin have been developed from the partial 

decomposition of the primary minerals. 

The graphophyre closely resembles the rocks of Zone E. 

The micrographic intergrowths of both rocks are identical, 

plagioclase porphyroblasts occur In both, and the Interstitial 

clots of hornblende in the graphophyre differ from the clots 

of hornblende with a littk biotite in Zone E only by the 

suppression of the latter mineral. 	This continuance of 

characters from the metamorphosed Torridonian rocks of Zone 

E into the graphophyre leads to the conclusion that the 

graphophyre Is itself a metamorphosed representative of the 

Torridonian Sandstone. Further evidence for this conclusion 

Is furnished by the continuance of the bedding-planes of the 

Torridonian by the platy joints found throughout the grapho-

phyre, by the absence of any contact demarcating the grapho-

phyre from the metamorphosed Torridonian rocks of the transi- 

tional ones, by the absence of any chilled marginal phase 
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of the graphophyre, by the absence of graphophyric veins, 

and by the complete lack of xenoliths. 	It should be noted, 

however, that the presence of veins and. xenoliths (skialiths) 

would not invalidate the conclusion reached. 

Micrographic intergrowths of quartz and partly kaolini-

sod orthoclase make up at least 50% of the graphophyre and In 

some specimens as much as 75%. 	In texture the intergrowths 

are moderately coarse and sometimes form roughly spherical 

masses up to several millimetres across in which the arrange-

ment of the quartzes is approximately radial. Often, however, 

where the intergrowths fringe plagioclase crystals, the 

spherical form of the masses is only partly developed and the 

quartzes tend to radiate from the plagioclase. The pro-

portions of quartz and orthoclase in the intergrowths vary 

but the latter mineral is always the more abundant. 

Although most of the quartz is intergrown with orthoclase, 

some discrete anhedral quartz crystals are found. These 

crystals form small p:roups and occur between the units of 

lntergrowth. 

Plagioclase (An1520) (see footnote p.4.5)  forms multiply 

twinned, slightly kaolinised crystals which are very slightly 

zoned. They vary greatly in size and are subhedral or an-

hedra]., the smaller crystals tending to give rhombic sections 
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in thin slices whereas the larger crystals  are more frequently 

irregular and are often packed with inclusions. Normally 

the plagioclases are fringed by several units of micrographic 

intergrowth (as judged by the orientation of the quartzes) 

but occasionally small plagioclases occur within a single 

unit of lntergrowth. Where plagioclase is bounded by 

micropenatite, Indentations now occupied by Intergrown quartz 

and orthoclase have been produced In the plagioclase which 

has been attacked along cleavages and twin planes, one twin 

member being attacked in preference to Its neighbours. As 

a result rectangular Indentations have been produced more 

rapidly at some parts of the crystals than at others and the 

boundaries of the plagIociaoeç, where they intercept cleavages 

or twin planes, have castellated margins; rounding of the 

plagioclase crystals has never been found. 	On boundaries 

which are not Intersected by cleavages or by twin planes, 

however, irregular indentations controlled by the cracks which 

traverse the plagioclase crystals have been produced. 	Where 

one of these indentations is deep enough to reach a cleavage 

or twin plane the margin of the Indentation follows this for 

some distance before diverging and again becoming Irregular. 

(See Plate XXVII, fig, 2). 

The plagioclase crystals of Zone E are subhedral or 
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euhetiial and their :iiargins ae not indented in the above 

fehion and since the graphophyre has teen formed from Zone 

E. the indentations must be due to some process which has 

operated in the graphophyre. 	The inc'lentetir:ns are ascribed 

to a partial replacement of plagioclase by lntergrown quartz 

and orthoclase, a replacement which demonstrates that K has 

been added to the graphophyre and that Na and Ca have been 

expelled probably into the rocks of Zone E where the abundance 

of plagioclase Indicates a culmination of Na and possibly 

also of Ca. The very slight enrichment of the residual 

plagioclase of the graphophyre (An 15-20)(see footnote, P.4-5) 

in Ca as compared with the plagioclase of Zone E (An 15)

suggests that the expelled material was richer in Na than was 

the unreplaced plagioclase of an earlier stage. 

The feldspars of the graphophyre, especially the ortho-

clase, are markedly more kaoliniscd than those of any of the 

transitional rocks, indicating that water has been added to 

the graphophyre releasing K and minor amounts of Ea and Ca. 

The released material most probably joined the migrating 

'emanations'. The K was probably fixed within the grapho-

phyre in the micropegmatite replacing thO plagioclase and the 

Na and Ca in Zone E in the oligoclase porphyroblasts. 

Magnetite is most abundant In the graphophyre, suggesting 
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that iron oxides culminate in this rock. 	These oxides have 

been driven outwards through the microgranite and have been 

fixed in the graphophyre. 

A small proportion of hornblende is present throughout 

the graphophyre as short stumpy crystals which are often con,  

centrated into small clots. 	The hornblende is associated 

with magnetite and is partly or wholly altered to chlorite or 

serpentine4ith separation of limonite or goethite. A 

pistacohio-green epidote is the most common accessory mineral 

and tends to occur in small patches. Apatite and muddy 

brown biotite, possibly secondary in origin, also occur in 

accessory amounts. 

d. 	Transitional Rocks between the Oraphophyre and. the 

Microgranite 

On approaching the microgranite the graphophyre gradually 

adopts characters intermediate between itself and the micro-

granite. The proportion of micrographic intergrowth do- 

c.reses and cryptographic intergrowth aprears. 	The corrosion 

effects of the plagioclase become more pronounced. 	The platy 

jointing of the graphophyre becomes less prominent and the 

columnar jointing increases In Importance. Gradually the 

rocks lose their graphophyrie nature and approach the mineral 

composition and the texture of the microgranite. 	Since the 
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transition takes place over a distance of several hundred 

yards, the boundary between the microgranite and the grapho-

phyre is consequently highly indefinite and the line on 

Fig. 3 representing it is consequently arbitrary. 	In this 

paper rocks containing more than 505'  of micrographically 

lntergrown quartz and orthoclase are termed graphophyres and 

those containing less than 50% microgranites. 

e. Microgranite 

The microgranite is a medium-grained leucocratic rock 

similar in apperanoe to the graphophyre. 	It is composed 

largely of quartz and orthoclase, frequently thtergrown, 

accompanied by smaller amounts of anarthoclase, plagioclase, 

hornblende, augite, and magnetite. 	The accessory minerals 

include epidote, apatite, zircon, scapolite, biotito, orthite, 

and possibly ephene; varying proportions of secondary min-

erals - limonite, goethite, serpentine, chlorite, and kaolin - 

are also present. 

The microgranite is similar in many respects tb the 

graphophyre. Both rocks are largely composed of quartz and 

orthoclase; hornblende occurs as small clots in association 

with magnetite and is the dominant ferre-rnagnesian mineral in 

both, and the plagioclase of the rnierograiitte Is almost 
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identical with that of the graphophyre except that it has bee 

more extensively corroded.. Texturally the two rocks differ 

only in granularity, the microgranite being finer in grain 

that the graphophyre. The numerous resemblances between the 

two rocks and the gradual passage on the ground from one to 

the other suggest that the rnicrogranite, like the graphophyre, 

is metamorphosed Torridonian Sandstone. This suggestion is 

surported by the absence of any contact or marginal phase de-

marcating one rock from the other by the continuation of the 

platyO1fltB of the graphophyre - themselves continuations of 

the bedding planes of the Torridonian - into the microgranite 

where, although of lesser importance than the columnar joints, 

they are still easily observed. 

The quartz of the microgrante occurs as intergrowths 

with orthoclase and as discrete grains the margins of which 

are occasionally coarsely lntergrowri with orthoclase, although 

their cores are free from that mineral. 	These discrete grains 

tend to occur along the boundaries of the thtergrown quartz 

and orthoclase. 

The orthoclase of the microgranite also occurs as inter-

growths and as discrete crystals. Most frequently it forms 

cryptographic intergrowths with quartz, in unite up to 2mm. 

in diameter; these intergrowths often have a spherulitic 
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structure. 	Mierograpic intex'rewth3 of Lhe two iineals 

are also present and frequently form the peripheral parts of 

spherules of crrptographic intergrowth into which they grade. 

They also occur as independent masses, in which case they 

seldom, if ever, have a spherulitio structure; instead the 

quartzes are arranged in parallel rows. LRrge porphyroblasts 

of orthoclase, which are normally anhedral, rarely twinned, and 

crowded with inclusions of quartz, plagioclase, chlorite, 

magnetite, hornblende, and apatite, are of comrion occurrence. 

They have a patchy extinction and appear to consirt of several 

parts which differ slightly from each other in optical orienta- 

tion. 	Marginally the porphyroblasts are occasionally inter- 

grown with quartz indicating that they have developed from 

quarts-orthoelase intergrowths by the increase of orthoclase 

and suggesting that the cuartz grains which are marginally 

intergrown with orthociase have developed by a similar process 

which has resulted in the increase of the proportion of quartz 

In an intergrowth. 	The presence of porphyroblasts of ortho- 

clase supports the metamorphic origin of the m icrogranite 

suggested by field evidence and by similarities between micro-

granite and graphophyre. 

Large, highly decomposed crystals of a feldspsr belonging 

to the anorthoclase group occur in the nilerogranite. These 

crystals re normally anb.edral and have a lower birefringence 
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than the other feldspars; they often show an indefinite 

twinning on two planes which are approximately at right angles. 

Optically the crystals are negative and the 2V, as estimated 

from the curvature of the isogyre of optic axial figures, is 

approximately 11.50. 	The crystals are frequently associated 

with green augite and plagioclase. Harker (1904, p. 157) 

noted the occurrence of similar feldspar crystals in the 

riebeckite-granophyre of Druim-an-Eidhne and Meall Dearg in 

Skye. 	The presence of anorthoclase crystals in the micro- 

granite of Rhum suggests that Soda has been added to the rock. 

Plagiocase forms crystals of varying size throughout the 

microgranite. The crystals are more definitely zoned than 

those of the graphophyre; they have a core of about An 25 and 

a slightly more sodic margin of approximately An 
20 (See foot-

note p.L.5). Twinning is well developed although it is not 

conspicuous, the twin members extinguishing within 100 Of one 

another. The crystals are turbid and partly kaoliniaed; 

they are less kaollnised than the orthoclase but contain many 

more inclusions of other minerals. 	Normally the plagioclase 

crystals are fringed or surrounded directly by micrographic 

or cryptographic intergrowths but occasionally a narrow rim of 

orthoclase intervenes. More extensive replacement of the 

plagioclase by thtergrown quartz and orthoclase has occurred 
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in the microgranite than in the graphophyre and has often 

removed the core of a crystal while the peripheral portion, 

broached on one place, has been largely preserved (See Plate 

XXVII, fig. 1). 	Commonly the replacement has divided the 

remaining plagioclase, as seen in section, into two or more 

fragments each with a castellated outline and separated by 

intergrowth. 	(See Plate Xxvi). The fragments of plagio- 

clase would not fit together if the intervening intergrowth 

were removed, and the continuity of the twin pattern, truncated 

by the intergrowth, shows that movement of the fragments re-

lative to one another has not taken place. Finally a few 

relict fragments of plagioclase may be left included in the 

intergrowth. The peripheral portion of the plagioclase is 

more resistant to replacement than the core and it is common 

to find small fragments of plagioclase in the intergrowth 

marking the margins of a now almost totally replaced plagio-

clase crystal. The larger crystals, which have irregular 

and poorly developed cleavages, less regular twinning, and 

many inclusions do not show the same reular1ty of outline as 

the smaller crystals. The replacement of much of the plagio-

clase by intergrown Quartz and orthoclase indicates that Pa and 

Ca have been expelled and that K has been introduced. The Na 

released by the replacement of the plagioclase has probably gone 

to help the formation of the anorthoclase of the microgranite 
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(See above pp.53-4), and the Ca has migrated outwards to 

Zone E or Zone 17 where there are culminations In this element, 

Occasionally veins of a colourless, clear, weekly bire-

fringent mineral:, of a lower refractive index than the plagio-

clase traverse the plagioclase and possibly also the surround- 

ing orthoclase. 	The mineral could not be Identified with 

certainty but the veins seem very similar to the veins of 

fused plagioclase traversing the plagloclasesof the Slieve 

Gullion granophyres described by Dr. D. L. Reynolds (1951 and 

1952). 	Within the large plagioclase crystals there are patches, 

grading out Into the host, with slightly abnormal extinction 

angles; these patches appear to be more calcic than the remain-

der of the crystal. 

In most of the specimens examined a small proportion (5i 

or less), of hornblende was present. 	Normally it Is a green 

variety but in some specimens bluish-green and brown types were 

also found. Most commonly occurring as clots of short, stumpy, 

subhedral crystals, it also forms long acicular crystals which 

are often slightly bent and occasionally occur In groups. 

The hornblende Is partly or wholly altered to chlorite or 

serpentine with the separation of either limonite or goethite. 

The riebeokite-granophyres of Skye are characterised by 

the presence of anorthoelase In addition to that of riebeckite; 
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Harker (1904, p.157) mentions that anrthoclase is found only 

in the riebecicite-bearing rocks. The acid rocks of the west 

of Rhum are very similar to the granophyresof Skye and one 

might expect that Harker's generalisation would apply to them 

also, however, no riebeckite has yet been found in the 

anorthoolase-bearing miorogranite of the west of Rhwn, although 

the occurrence of a bluish variety of hornblende suggests that 

some of the amphibole may be a sodic variety. 

In many specimens of the mioro.ranite a green or brown-

ish augite has been detected. It is unevenly distributed 

through the specimens, being most plentiful in plagioclase-rich 

parts of the zck. The augite crystals form small clusters 

in which they are associated with grains of magnetite. The 

augite is partly alteLed to chlorite anl is occasionally 

replaced by hornblende, the letter mtnerai forr!ing  a rim 

around a core of augtte 

Magnetite is present th small amounts throughout the 

microgranito, as almost equidimensional grains, frequently 

arranged in rows, and as long slender rods. Small grains of 

magnetite are very commonly included in the hornblende espec-

ially in the acioular crystals; where these magnetite 

inclusions are very abundant the hornblende is dark green in 

colour. 
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Pig. 4. Von Wolff diagram illustrating the chemical 

transformation of Torridonian Sandstone to 

Tertiary miorogranite. 

t Torridonian Sandstone (A, Table 1). 
t' Bleached and indurated Torridonian 

Sandstone (I, Table 1). 
I Transitional rook from Zone C (II, Table T). 
G Graphophyre (III, Table 1). 
7 Miorogranite (IV, Table 1). 



; ucLa!:; 	I' re3 t ill 	UL.t Vai:Lety in the 

microg4anite but together they make up a very small ropo11tion 

of the rock. They include a pistacchio-green epidote which 

occurs in patches and small druses, zircon, apatite, scapolite, 

replacing plagioclase, orthite, and small crystals of pleochroic 

brown biotite. 	Some very small, irregular crystals sug:estive 

of Spheue were noted. 

. PETROCHEMISTRY 

No chemical analyses of rooks from the rest of fl-hum have 

hitherto been recorded. 	Harker, for whom riost of the publish- 

ed analyses of rocks from Ihurn were made, stated that the acid 

rocks of the west of the island 'have nothing to distintxish 

them from the corresponding rocks of Skye" (1938, p.102) and 

consequently did not have the rocks analysed. 	The present 

writer has had four analyses made of the reeks from the 'eet 

of iThzm. 	One of these represents a cc 	iteampie of the 

bleached and indurated roridonian Sandstone (i, Table 1) 

which lies immediately to the north of the transitional zono. 

The others were r1e from typical specimens of a transitional 

rock from Zone C(ii), the graphophyre (III), and the micro -
granite (Iv). 

From / 
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Fig. 5. Variation diagram illustrating the chemical tran 
formation of 'Torridonian Sandstone to Tertiary micro 
granite. A, I, II, III and IV have the same signif 
canoe as in Table 11  P. 71. 
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From petrologica). evidence (See above pk.38 	) it 

appears that the bleached and indurated Torridonian Sandstone 

has been enriched in silica. The chemical analysis of this 

rock shows that a very high proportion of this constituent 

Is present; compared with an analysis of red Torridonian grit 

from cEieneig (dough, 1910) and with three analyses of 

Torridonian from south-east Skye (Kennedy, 1951) (See Table I 

on p.71 of this paper), the bleached Torridonian of Rhum has 

a content of silica ap:proxiarntely 15% greater. 	Kennedy's 

three analysed specimens come from different horizons In the 

Torridonian; Clough's analysis Is of a specimen collected 

some miles away to the east of Kennedy's. All these four 

analyses are very closely similar and It appears that the 

Torridonian arkoses do not differ chemically to any considerable 

extent, either vertically or horizontally. 	It is probable, 

therefore, that the corresponding Torridonian arkoses of Rhum 

are poorer In silica than their bleached and indurated repres-

entatives in the aureole of the graphophyre. 

Apart from its lower alkalis the transition rock from 

Zone C is similar In chemical composition to an acid craig-

nurite from the Glen More Ring-dyke of Null (Cf. II and B 

Table 1). 	In mineral composition, :however, the two rocks 

are widely different. 

From / 
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From petrographic evidence it has been determined that the rooks 

of Zone C have been formed by two petrographically distinct 

Stages of metasomatism from the bleached and indurated Torn'. 

doniarx Sandstone. The first stage, in which the rocks of Zone 

B were formed, was characterised by enrichment of these rocks 

in K and Al; the second stage by enrichment in Fe. Mg, and P. 

The total result of these two stages of metasomatism can be 

ascertained chemically by comparing analyses and II when it 

Is found that Zone 0 has been enriched not only in K, Al, Fe, 

Mg, and P but also, to a lesser extent, in Na, Ca, Ti, and Mn. 

The graphophyz'e belongs to the less acid group of the 

British Tertiary granites and granophyres and most closely 

resembles the Red Hills granophyre of Skye  (Harker,  1901 9  p.153), 

(Cf. III and C, Table 1), though it should be noted that it 

contains considerably less K20. Indeed, in the Rhum grapho-

phyre K20 is less than Na20 a relation which is uncommon 

in the Tertiary granites and granophyres of the British Isles. 

From petrographic evidence it is known that the grapho-

phyre has been metasomatically produced from the rooks of 

Zone C; also it has been petrographic-ally determined that this 

metasomatism took place in three distinct stages. The first 

of these stages represented by Zone D was characterised by 

addition of X20, CaO, and SiO
2 
 and subtraction of MgO; In 

the / 
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the second stage (represented br Zone 	20, and to a less 

extent, CaO were added and K20 subtracted the third stage 

(represented by the graphophyre itself) involved slight addi-

tion of K 2  0 and 8102  and subtraction of CaO. In the case 

of a few constituents the various successive enrichments and 

Impoverishments counteracted one another; potash, for example, 

became enriched In the first stage, ipoverished in the second, 

and slightly enriched again in the third, the net effect being 

an Impoverishment, as showi below. 

The total algebraic effect can be determined chemically 

by a comparison of the analyses IT and III (Table 1). 	It is 

found that the graphophyre has been enriched In Na20, Fe203  

and 810 , and has been Impoverished In K 0, CeO, MgO, Al 0 
2 	 2 	 23 

and Tb 2  as compared with the rocks of Zone C. 

The microgranite, like the graphophyre, belongs to the 

group of less acid British Tertiary granites and granophyres. 

It closely resembles an analysed specimen of granophyre from 

750 yards to the south-east of Dunan in the Isle of Skye (of. 

IV and D. Table 1). The microgranite, however, differs from 

this rock In that, like the graphophyre, it contains more soda 

than potash. 

From petrographic evidence It has been determined that 

the microgranite could be regarded as having been formed from 

the / 
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ther hovhyr by the 	tiCtifl f 	 ' 

possibly also n little Ns20, together with some expulsion of 

iron oxides en1 to a less extent, of CaO. These oonclusions 

are borne out by a cormorieon of analyses 111 and IV (Table 1). 

The chemical data siso demonst?ate that the rnicroanite (IV) 

has been slightly enriched in A1203  nnd slightly Impoverished 

in MgC, P10 and 
2 	2 

The metesoritism which has pro'7uee4 the n1croi7ranite from 

'Porridorilan SaMstone has altered the chemical composition of 

the latter chiefly by enriehlur it In A1203, iTa2O, eO, P02031 

CaO and K 
2 
 0. Minor constituents - P10 

21 2 5 n0 and P 0 	have 

also been added. The source of these constituents has not been 

traced and it can only be postulated that they have been Intro-

duced into the TorrIdonian Sandstone from depth. 

The red Torridonian of Phurt is very probably .losely 

comparable In chernIcl or'iposItinfl to Kennedy's analysed spec-

imens from south-east Skye, Consequently th bulk of the 

material expelled from 	i-,rridonIafl by th netaacatisin was 

9102. The mode of dIepo 	of this sxcess 3102  must now,  be 

determined. 

The bleached and Indurated 'rorridonian rocks of Ithum 

apper from petrographic evidence to heve iu:t'c'od. wtlicifI. 

cation. A comparison of analyses A and I also shows that the 

bleached and indurated rocks are significantly more ailiolo 

than / 
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than the normal red arkoses. 	The source of the S102  which 

has been introduced into the bleached and indurated rocks 

presumably lay to the south; the silica expelled from the 

acid and transitional rocks by the metasomatism has been 

driven outwards arid is now lodged in the bleached and indur-

ated Torridonian where it culminates and forms an 'acid 

from-t'. 

A comparison of analyses A and I also shows that the 

bleached and indurated Torridonian rocks are poorer in Al203  

FeO and Fe 2  07  than the normal Torridonian. The differences 

in the content of iron oxides of the two rocks can be explain-

ed by a slight difference in their contents of detrital 

magnetite and chlorite. 	The excess A1203  present in the 

Torridonian rocks from Skye as compared with the bleached and 

indurated Torridonian of Rhum Is possibly due to the presence 

in the former of a larger proportion of argillaceous material 

or of serielte. There is no evidence available to show that 

the excess A1203  has been driven outwards from the bleached 

and Indurated Torridonian to form a separate 'front' further 

to the north. 

Culminations and depressions of various constituents are 

present in the acid, and transitional rocks of the west of 

Rhum (See figs. 4.ond 5 ). The chemical analyses show culmina-

tions / 
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tions of A1203
, 

FeO, T10
20  CaO, MgO and MnO in the rooks of 

Zone C. and culminations of Pe203  and P205  in the graphophyre,. 

A Slight depression in 8102  and a secondary culmination in 

K20 occur in the rocks of Zone C. 

The geochemical changes which have affected the 

Torridonian rooks of the west of ilium agree with the conclusion 

reached by Dr. D. L. Reynolds (1946) after a study of the 

geochemical data from some thirty areas where metasomatism 

has taken place. 	She write (p.4311.) "when granite ...., 

is emplaced ..... its emplacement involves an ... enrichment 

of an adjoining zone of the neighbouring rock in alkalis, one 

or more of the cafemic constituents, and one or more of the 

minor constituents T102, P205 and MnO, some or all of which 

show geochemical culmination." In the west of Rhtmi the 

rocks adjoining the acid rocks have been enriched in alkalis, 

in all three oaf emlo constituents, and in all three minor 

constituents. 

The various types of metasomatised rock from concentric 

sheels about a centre located in the sea 2 miles west by 

north of Harris Lodge. If it is assumed that the volume 

enclosed by the outer limit of each shell varies with the cube 

of the distance from the centre to the outer limit of the 

shell, values proportional to the volume of each of the 

metasomatic / 
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matie rocks can be calculated. 

The outer limit of the microgranite is 4,000 yards from 

the centre. 	The volume of the microgranite is therefore 

proportional to 61. The outer limit of the graphophyre is 

60600 yards from the centre. The volume enclosed by this 

limit is proportional to 287, of which 64 is microgranite. 

The volume of the graphophyre is therefore proportional to 

223. 	Similarly the transitional rocks, Tose outer limit 

is 6,900 yards from the centre have a volume proportional to 

41, ad the silicified Torridonian, the outer limit of which 

Is 7,300  yards from the centre, ii,-,  a volume proportional to 

61. 	The volume of the entire m etas cinatisad mass is propor- 

tional to 389.. 	Now, the average specific gravity of the 

microgranite is 2.50, of the gx'apharhyre 2.60, of the transi-

tional rocks 2.70, and of the silicified Porriaonian 2.60; 

therefore the weights of each trpe of rock present are 

approximately proportional to 160, 580, 137, and 159, respec-

tively. 

The quantity of any oxide in any of the four rocks is 

proportional to the product of the percentage of the oxide 

given in the appropriate analysis (Table 1) and the weight 

of the rock. The total quantity present In the metasomatised 

mass Is proportional to the sum of the quantities present In 

the / 
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the four metasomatised rocks. The viues relating to seven 

oxides are set out in Column X. Table 4. 
The average specific gravity of the unaltered Torridonian 

Is 2.47 and the weight of this rock which occupied the spEce 

now occupied by the metasomatised rocks Is proportional to 

approximately 961. The quantity of any oxide in this weight 

of unaltered Torridonian Is proportional to the prodict of 

the percentage of the oxide present (as gven in analysis A, 

Table 1) and 961. 	The values relating to seven oxides are 

set out in Column Y. Table. 4. 
The effects of metasotlsrn sre shown by the differences 

between the values for the seven oxides In nolumn X and in 

Column Y. 	These differences show that Na 2 	2 3 
0, Al 0 , Iron 

oxides and MgO have been added to the Torridonian during the 

formation of the metasomatised rocks. Little, if any, chmge 

has taken place in the quantities of S102, CeO,and K20 present. 

5. CONCLUSION, 

The microgranite, graphophyre, and transitional rocks 

between the latter and the Torridonian Sandstone have been 

produced by rnetasomatlsm and metamorphism of the Torridonian 

Sandstone. 	The processes concerned occurred while the rocks 

remained / 
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remained essentially in a solid state; the process of con-

version of the Torridonian to microgranite can be regarded 

as having taken place in a continuous series of stages, of 

which it has proved practical to recognise six. 	The 

metasomatism has enriched the Torridonian rocks in A1203, 

Na20, PeO, Fe203, CaO, and K20; these constituents are 

postulated to have been introduced into the rocks from some 

source in depth. 8102  was the main constituent expelled from 

the Torridonian; it is suggested that the expelled 8102  was 

mainly disposed of in the acid front represented by the 

bleached and indurated zone of the Torridonian,  

The granophyres of metsomatic origin described by 

Dr. Reynolds (1951) from Slieve Gullion in north-eastern 

Ireland differ from the acid rocks of the west of Rhum in that 

they have been formed from rhyolite lava flows and from tuffs 

which In turn have been derived from the Newry granodiorite. 

They also differ from the Rhum rocks in that they form layers 

in a gabbro-granophyre complex and also highly transgressive 

masses. The acid rooks of the west of Rhum, on the other 

haM, form a relatively large, boss-like mass. 

The main conclusion of the present paper, namely that 

the acid rocks of the west of Rhum are the metamorphosed 

representatives of the Torridonian Sandstone, is the same as 

th4t/ 



that reached by King (1953) as to the origin of the granophyres 

of the Creag Strol].atnus area In Skye. The contact phenonoma 

found between the granophyre and Torridoniari In Skye have 

been described by King and seem to be almost identical with 

those found between the graphophyre and Torrld.onian in the 

west of Rhuin. In both Skye and Rhum the conclusion that the 

acid rocks are netasomatised Torridonian has been din from 

both structural and petrological evidence. 
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TABLE 1. 

I III C IV P 

Si0, 75.58 82.44 o9.57 68.12 j0,55 70.34 72,54 73.52 72.78 

A1203  11.39 8.68 1.79 13.08 12.d 13.18 1.03 13.38 

203 0.82 o.61, 1.37 1.02 2.9/+  2.65 1,96 1. 13 

eO 1.63 4.05 3,35 3.26 2.09 2.24 1.39 i.8 

MgO 0.73 064  11
4.9 0.71 0.78 0.0 0.32 0.15 - 

CaO 1.G9 0.f i.L.5 1.31 1.12 1.24 0.97 0,92 
N&20 1. .G 2.28 2.66 4.15 5.9 3.ô1 4.04 3., 4.08 

K205.35 30 27 3.67 11.47 3.36 4.90 3.68 4. at! 5.18 

H20+105 011,  1.07 0.56 0.38 i.16 1.28 0.76 0.90 0.39 qw 
R 2  0-10500 0.05 0.16 0.7 0.0 0.5, 0.46 0.143 0.31 0.34 

CO2  0.51 11il, nil o,o6 nil nil 0.18 

'riO2  0.42 0,26 0.87 1. 26 0.78 0.46 0.142 0.22 

0.30 trace 0.12 0.22 0.13 0.10 0.03 

MnO 0.05 0.014 0.09 0.9 0,07 0,19 0,06 0,u 

Fes 2 
- - - - - 0.08 

(Ni ,'o)0 - - - 0.00 - - - 
BaO - - - O.0 - 0.00? - - - 

20  - - 0.00 - 0.00? - - 0.00 

100,05 130. 17 i9.76 100.15 100.23 100.55 99.77 100.76 - 



TABLE 1. 

A 	Average of Kennedy's analyses A(1), 1(2), and A(3) of the Torridonian 
arkoses from south-eastern Skye. 	(Kennedy, 1951, P. 258). 

I 	Composite sample of bleached and I 'durated Torridonlan arkose from the 
outer part of the aureole of the prahophyrc in the west of hum. 
Analyst: 	'. H. Iterdsman. 

IT 	Transitional rock betwem the orridori1an and the graphohyre, cone C, 
2,800 yards east-north-east of tho sum;riit of Orval, Isle of Rhum. 
Jnalyst: W. H. Herdsman. 

B 	Craignurite (acid). Glen Hors Plng-dyke, 130 yards east-south-east of 
cairn on Cruach Choireathil, T4u11. 	Analyst: 	G. Railoy. 	(Bailey, 
Richey, et. al., 19240  p. 29). 

III 	Graphophyre, 800 yards east of the suiiriit of Orval, Isle of ?huin. 
Analyst: IV. H. Herdsman. 

C 	Ffornbl end e-grenophyre. 	Red Hills main mass. 	South end of Druim Eadar 
Da' Choire, west side of Coire na Selig, Skye. Analyst: W. Pollard. 
(Marker, 1904,  pp.  153,  216). 

IV 	Microgranite, 2,400  yars south-wt of the summit of Orval, Isle of Rhum. 
Analyst: W. H. Herdsman, 

D 	Grariopriyre, 700 yards south-east of Dunan, Isle of Skye. Analyst: T. C. Day. 
(Day, 1931 1, p. 58, analysis s.f.) 

Riebeckite-granophyre, between Meall Dearg and Druim na Eidhne, Skye. 
Analyst: W. Pollard. 	(Harker, 1904, p. 153.). 



TABLE 	2. 

NORMS 

A I II III IV 

Quartz 45.22 54.90 33.38 31,60 32.35 

Orthoclase 19.81 19.31 21.70 19.87 21.76 

AlbIte 20.82 19.29 22.50 33.14 34.18 

Anorthite 3.17 0.75 6.40 4.73 4.62 

Corundum 2.55 1.12 3.10 0.87 0.70 

Fe 1.72) 1.05) 3.71) O.25, 0.34) 
Hypersthene ) 3.511 	) 2.65 ) 7.44 	) 2.2j ) 	1.13 

Mg 1.82) 1.60) 3.73 ) 1.96) 0.79)  

Magnetite 1.18 0.93 1.99 4.26 2.85 

Ilmenite 0.80 0.51 1.66 1e149 0.80 

Apatite 0.71 trace 0.28 0.0 0.07 	CA 

Calcite 1.16 - 	'.4. .... ,••. 

Water 1.12 0.72 1.35 1.81 1.33 

100.08 100.18 99.80 100.28 99.79 

Note :- 	A, I, 	II, III, IV have the same significance M in Table 1. 



TABLE 3. 
VON WULFP VALUES 

A 	 I II III 	IV 

Q 46.92 	58.22 36,61 34.80 	35.74 

L 47.66 	37.82 52.13 58.57 	60.53 

V 5.42 	3.96 11.26 6.62 	3.74 

TABLE 4 

X Y 	Change* 	Change* 

8102 73,295 	72 0 650 	+645 +0.9 

A1203  129 291 109 730 	+1,561 +14.5 

Total Fe as FeO 	4,016 2,275 	+1,741 +76.4 

CaOt 988 997t 	-9 -0.1 

MgO 824 701 	+ 123 +17.6 

Na20 39 572 21,362 	+1,210 +51.2 

K 2  0 3,465 39 218 	+ 247 +7.7 

Where the oxide has been metasomatically added the change is shown as 
positive; where It has been subtracted the change Is shown as negative. 

t Sufficient CaO to combine with the CO2  has been subtracted from Analysis A 
before obtaining the value quoted. The unaltered Torridonlan of lilium is 
not known to contain calcite. 
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A T TLY 	T i TH 	r O ''j r 	OT RIItThJ 

ABSTRACT 

A small Tertiary vent, situated in the east of the tale 

of Rhum approximately 31,  miles south of Vinloch Castle, is 

described. 	It lies on a ring-fault which separates Tertiary 

gabbro to the north-west from Torridonian sandstone to the 

south-east; the vent is filled with rocks varying in composi-

tion from rnicz'ogrsnite in the south-east, through maracoite 

in the centre, to quartz-gabbro in the north-west. These 

rooks are shown to be highly metamorphosed pyroclastic rocks 

consisting of fragments which have been derived from the walls 

of the vent. The gases passing up the vent are estimated 

to have attained a temperature in excess of 1,0000C and were 

charged with H20 and compounds of T. Na, Ca, Al, Si, and P; 

the vent rocks have been enriched in these constituents. 

The Torridonian rooks immediately contiguous to the vent 

have been enriched in Kv  Na, Ca, Al, Fe Mg, P. and H20 at 

the expense of Si. This metasomattem is believed to have 

occurred at temperatures ranging from 8700C to over 1,00000. 

Beyond the zone of metasomatism the Torridonian has been 

recryatallieed for some distance from the vent at temperatures 

which seem to have ranp.ed frcm6000C to over 8700. Quartz 

veinlets, believed to have originated in the metasomatic 

zone, traverse the recz'yatalltsed Torr'idonian Sandstone. 
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A TRTIAY VENT IN TH EAST OF THE ISLE OF RHUM 

I • 	INTRODUCTION 

A small Tertiary vent, tilled with highly metamorphosed 

pyroclastic rocks, is situated on te northern slopes of the 

valley of the Alit na Ba about il miles north-north-east of 

the ruined house at Dibidil and approximately 3ç miles south 

of Kinloch Castle (see Figs. 	and 7 ). 	The outcrop of the 

vent is elongated from north-east to south-west; its maximum 

length is approximately 70 yards and its breadth is some 25 

yards. The vent and its metamorphic aureole have not pre- 

viously been described. 	Harker (1950, p.68) described and 

figured metamorphosed arkoses in which micrographic Inter-

growth and quartz pseudomorphs after trIdymIte are developed 

and which closely resemble some of the rocks In the aureole 

of the vent but gave no precise locality. 

The vent and the Torridonlan strata which lie within the 

south-eastern part of its aureole are well exposed In a series of 

rochea moutonnées and also In the gorge of one of the tributary 

streams of the Alit na Ba. The north-western margin of the 

vent Is obscured by peat and vegetation and Its aureole In 

this direction Is not exposed. 	Gabbro outcrops a short 

distance to the west of the vent and It Is probable that the 

north-western wall of the vent consists of altered basic rocks. 

The vent occurs on a ring-fault (Bailey, 1944)  which, In 

this / 
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this part of the island, separates the peripheral gabbro of 

the Tertiary complex of Rhuin from the TorrilOfliafl country-

rock to the south and east. The Torridonian strata in the 

neighbourhood of the vent have been much disturbed by the 

fault, but the rocks of the vent have suffered no such dis-

turbance; they were therefore emplaced after the cessation 

of fault movement. 

On the south east the vent is margined by Torridiafl 

arkoses and grits belonging stratigraphieally to the basal 

part of the Applecross Group. 	Siltsone8 of the dominantly 

argillaceous Diabaig Group underlie these rocks and outcrop 

approximately 30 yards to the east of the vent a few yards 

beyond the outer limit of the vent aureole. 	The siltstones 

are quartfeldspathio In composition and differ from the 

arkoses and grits only in granularity. All the sediments 

exposed at present In the aureole of the vent were originally 

quartzo-feldspathic rocks and their division into two strati-

graphical groups is Irrelevant to the purpose of this paper. 

The metamorphic aureole of the peripheral gabbro of the 

Rhum complex extends for a considerable distance to the east 

of the ring-fault and includes the aureole of the vent. As 

a result, the metamorphism caused by the vent is superimposed 

upon that caused by the gabbro. Fortunately the relatively 

slight metamorphism produced by the gabbro Is of little 

importance / 
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Importance In comparison with the Intense local metamorphism 

associated with the vent. 

2. PEPI?OLOGY 

Torridonian Sandstone 

The Torridonian Sandstone outside the vent aureole Is 

made up of almost black siltstones which have been slightly 

metamorphosed by the gabbro to the west. 	The slltstones 

have a general westerly dip at angles approximating to 450 , 

but are highly contorted on a small scale. 	Differential 

weathering has picked out the finer beds and left the coarser 

outstanding, thus rendering the contortions of the bedding 

planes very conspicuous. 

Poorly rounded quartz grains predominate In these rocks 

and are accompanied by considerable amounts of orthoclase. 

Iron ores and chlorite occur throughout and are locally very 

abundant in small lenticles. 	Highly pleochroio brown biotite 

Is common, particularly In the chioritic lenticles. 	Detrital 

grains of heavy minerals, of which the commonest is apatite, 

are sparsely distributed throughout the rocks. 

Metamorphosed Torridonian Sandstone of the Vent Aureole 

The Torridonian Sandstone forms the south-eastern part 

of the vent aureole which is here about 25 yards In width. 

Two / 



Two zones of approximately equal width are present, the outer 

consisting of recrystallised, and the inner of motasomatised, 

Torridonian. No sharp contact has been observed and there 

appears to be a perfect transition from the country-rock 

through the aureole rocks into the rocks of the vent. 

a. 	Recrystallised Torridonian 

This zone is made up of bluish-black rocks which lose 

their bedding as they are traced inwards. The rocks have 

been partly or wholly recrystallised by the metamorphism of 

the vent, and the degree of recrystalilsation increases north-

westwards. 

Quartz predominates and is accompanied by a considerable 

amount of orthoclàse. Both minerals occur as poorly rounded 

grains in the south-eastern part of the zone but become mut-

ually intergrow-n to an increasing extent towards the north.weat 

until in the extreme north-west the detrital grains have been 

completely replaced by recrystallised aggregates and inter-

growths. The intergrowths are present in all stages of 

development and can be seen to have formed only where quartz 

and orthoclase grains were contiguous. Where no orthoclase 

was present the quartz has recrystallised into sutured aggre-

gates; where the orthoclase was relatively deficient in 

amount the intergrowths have cores of quartz. Slender, lath- 

shaped / 



shaped pseudomorphe of quartz after tridymite are seen in 

sections cut from specimens from the north-western part of 

the zone showing that the temperature of the rooks during 

recrystallisation probably exceed 8700C. 

Biotite is present in association with magnetite. 

Small crystals of pale hersthene are frequent especially in 

magnetite-rich parts of the rock. Aegates of pale brown 

chlorite are common and sparse grains of heavy minerals other 

than magnetite occur. Accessory amounts of newly crystallised 

apatite are present throughout the rock and suggest that the 

materials introduced contained a little phosphorus. 

The rocks are traversed by light-coloured veinlets con-

slating of quartz, subsidiary amounts of pale green chlorite, 

and a little euhedral apatite. Near the veinlets chlorite 

is abundant and the orthoclase is unusually turbid: facts 

which suggest that water was introduced into the recrystalllsod 

rocks along the veinlets. 

b. Metasomatised Torridonlan 

The rooks of the south-eastern part of this zone very 

closely resemble the reorystalilsed Torridonlan but the resem-

blance decreases towards the north-west where the rooks 

approach fine-grained granophyres in appearance and texture. 

Quartz is the commonest mineral in the metasomatiaed rocks, 
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where it occurs as intergrowths with orthoclase, as pseudo. 

morphs after tridymite, and as sutured aggregates of discrete 

grains. The proportion of quartz pseudomorpha after tridymite 

steadily increases towards the north-west. 	Orthoclase is 

common, both as intergrowtlis with quartz and as large porphyro-

blasts which include all the other minerals present. The 

orthoclase is everywhere  turbid and has been converted locally 

to green chlorite. 	Plagioclase is lacking in the extreme 

south-east of the zone but occurs in the central and north- 

western parts. 	Vhere it first appears it forms large poiki- 

litic, in addition to aubhedral or euhedral, porphyroblasts 

but the poikilitic crystals disappear further towards the north 

west where only subhedral or euhed.ral crystals occur. The 

plagioclase increases in amount north-westwards; in the extreme 

north-western part of the zone it is abundant and has suffered 

slight corrosion along the cleavages. 

Flakes of biotite and small grains of pale hyperathene 

are common and poikiloblasts of these two minerals also occur. 

Blotite flakes are included along the cleavages of the plagio-

clase forming a crude type of intergrowth. In the north-west 

of the zone prismatic crystals of green hornblende appear for 

the first time. 	Small grains of magnetite and prisms of 

apatite are abundant throughout the zone. 
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The exceedingly variable composition of the rocks of 

this zone (on a micro-scale) makes it difficult to determine 

accurate modes, but it is visibly apparent that the rocks are 

richer in feldspars, ferromagneelan minerals, magnetite, and 

apatite than the recrystallised sediments of the outer zone. 

In view of the occurrence of poikilitic porphyroblasts of 

orthoclase, plagioclase, biotite, and hyperathene and the 

increased proportions of magnetite and apatite, it seems likely 

that K, Na, Ca, Al, Fe, Mg, P. and H 2  0 have been added to the 

rocks of this zone at the expense of, mainly, Si. 	The pro- 

portions of the feldspars and the ferromagnesian minerals vary 

considerably throughout the zones and there does not seem to 

be any well dtined succession of 'fronts'. 

III. Rooks of the Vent 

The rocks which occur within the vent are mixtures 

of mechanically derived fragments of acidic and basic material. 

In the extreme south-east of the vent most of the rocks 

resemble the metasomatised Torridonian from which -or from 

the ancestral material of which they have been largely 

derived; only a very small proportion of basic material is 

present. The rocks In the centre of the vent contain 

acidic and basic fragments in approxianitely equal proportions; 

the rocks of the north-western part of the vent are largely 

made up of the basic material derived from / 



from the gabbroic north-western wall of the vent. Apart 

from the pyroclastic fragments, material brought up by the 

gases in the vent (see 	is alsp present. 

The rocks of the vent will be described from south-east 

to north-west - that is from the most acidic to the most 

basic. 

a, 	Acid Rooks 

The acid rocks of the vent consist for the most part 

of quartz, orthoclase, plagioclase, augite and hornblende and 

resemble microgranite. 	Fragments of basic rocks lie in 

acidic material containing a small admixture of comminuted,  

basic material. Acidic fragments cannot be individually 

distinguished. 

The augite of the basic fragments is almost totally 

altered to a brownish chlorite. 	It is associated with 

plagioclase (An50), the crystals of which are almost unzonod 

where they are in contact with the augite but highly zoned 

where they adjoin the matrix, the outer rims having a composi- 

tion of An 30* 	
The calcic cores are sharply demarcated from 

the more sodlo rims. 	Fragments of plagioclase showing simi- 

lar peoularities of composition but the patches of brownish 

chlorite In place of augite are found in the dominantly acidic 

portions of the rock. These crystals and aggregates 

have / 



have ux oiLedl beii deriv;1 fcr thi bie rocc. 	rr1e 

basic xenoliths and xenocrysts are present in very small 

amounts in the extreme south-east of the vent but the pro-

portion steadily increases north-westwards. 

The acidic parts of these rocks probably comprise both 

fragments and detached crystals. 	Quartz is present as 

intergrowths with orthoclase and as sutured aggregates. 	It 

also forms discrete crystals and, rarely, pseudomorpha after 

tridymite. 	Considerable amounts of turbid orthoclase are 

present, generally in the torrt of intergrowths with quartz. 

Plagicclse occurs as numerous, multiply twinned, zoned 

crystals. 	The cores of the plcgioclase crystals have a 

composition of An 35  and are sharply separated from the outer 

parts of the crystals which have a composition of An30. 

Concentric bands of abnormally turbid plagioclase are found 

in some crystals while in others the zoning has been trun-

cated suggesting that the crystals have been broken. The 

crystals are frequently surrounded by intergrowths of quartz 

and orthoclase, and this, taken in conjunction with their 

composition, serves to distinguish them from olagioclases 

derived from the gabbro. As in the Metasomatised Torridonlan 

the plagioclase crystals in the acidic part of the acid vent 

rocks are often slightly corroded, the corrosion having follow-

ed the cleavages of the crystals. Hornblende occurs as 
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p.Lismtic cysals; biot. i.e i o uncomnon; small amounts of 

pale hyperethene are present. 	j.1agnetite, in grains of varied 

sizes, and apatite occur in accessory amounts. 

J 	oter orthy focuro of the plagiocl.se  crystals of the 

acid vent rocks is the presence of veinlets of colourless 

material tr&versing the calcic cores but not the sodic mar- 

ins. 	The material in the veinlets has a lower refractive 

index than the host plagioclase and is normally isotropic. 

Occasionally, however, it is feebly birefringent. 	Those 

veinlets seem to be identical with the veinlets of fused. 

plagioclase found in the plagioclase crystls of various 

transgressive rocks masses on Slieve Guillon by Dr. Reynolds 

(1951 and 19.52). 

b. 	Intermediate Rooks 

These rocks are coarse-grained and mesocratic and have 

a gabbroio aspect in the north-west of the zone. They con-

sist of acidic and basic fragments set in a fine-grained 

matrix, and appear to be typical marsooltes. 

The acidic fragments consist of quartz and highly turbid 

orthoclase 	The basic fragments are more distinct and corn- 

prise partly decomposed plagioclase with cores of composition 

An 50  surrounded by rims of An 300 and pale coloured augite, 

occasionally sub-ophitic, which has been largely decomposed 
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to chlorite with t}'e 	rti. rn of rrnelit  an rossiby a 

little quartz. 	The outer soic rim of the plagioclase is 

present only where the crystals are in contact with the matrix. 

The matrix contains augite, again highly chioritised, 

and partl-y altered to a pale green hornblende, turbid plagio-

clase, quartz grains, turbid orthoclase, and magnetite. 

The plagi.oclaao crystals,  which 'iost comronly have a core 

composition of n50, are occasionally broken and have a compact, 

regularly twinned core almost free from inclusions and having 

a composition of An30. 	The cores of the plagIoelse are 

traversed by veinleta of fused material; these veinlets do 

not out the sodic rims and are Identical with those found in 

the acid bocks. 

c. 	Basic Rocks 

The basic rocks of the vent are gabbroic in appearance 

and are the coarsest rocks found in the vent. They contain 

a very small proportion of acic$1c material; individual basic 

fragments cannot be distinguished. 	In composition, but not 

In texture, the rocks are quartz.-gabbros. 

The rocks consist mainly of tiagioclase and augite. 

Where the plagioclase Is In contact with the matrix it has 

an outer shell of An 30 surrounding a core of composition An 50 j 
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where it is not in contet n ih ',- e ira, ti'! the outer sonic 

shell is not present. 	The cores of the crystals, but not 

the sodic margins, are cut by veinlets of C used plagioclase 

exactlj similar to those of the acid and intermediate vent 

rocks. 	In the basic rocks these veinlets are particularly 

well dweloped. 	The augite is pale in coThur snci uch 

altered to chlorite. 	Occasionally pale green hornblende has 

been developed at the expense of the augite. 

Fragments of the 4uartzo—feldapathlc rocks arc few in 

number and small in size. 	They consist of small patches of 

qutz. intergrown with turbid orthoclase. 

Magnetite Is very common throughout the rocks and forrss 

large skeletal crystals. 	Apatite is a common accessory and 

spherulltio patches of green and brown chlorite occasionally 

occur, 

ruartz is also present In crystals of unusually large 

size, the largest observed being approximately 3mm. in length. 

Thd crystals have highly indented outlines, sometimes contain 

fragments of highly turbid plagioclase, and occur as the main 

constituent of irregular and Interrupted stringers around the 

basic fragments. 	Some orthoclase Is associated with the 

quartz and very crude intergrowths are occasi-mally present. 

Normally both the quartz and orthoclase are granular and are 

thereby distinguishable from the occurrences of these minerals 
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in the acidic rocks. 	It is very improbable that quartz 

crystals of this size and form could have been derived from 

the metasoniatised Torridonian. 	Their occurrence as stringers 

suggests that they form a scanty matrix in which the fragments 

lie. 	The most probable origin for these quartz crystals and 

their associated orthoclase is that they were introduced into 

the basic rocks, by the gases concerned in the formation and 

development of the vent. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The vent is occupied by an assemblage of pyroclastic 

acidic and basic fragments lying in a finer matrix. The 

rocks contain broken plagioclase crystals and their composi-

tion varies from acidic in the neighbourhood of the motasoni-. 

matised Torridonian in the south-east to basic near the 

gabbro in the north-west. 

The vent rocks contain two distinct types of plagioclase 

crystals, one type having a core of composition An35  and the 

other of An. Where plagioclase crystals Of either typo 

are in contact with the matrix of the rock a rim of plagio-

clase of composition An 
30

surrounds the cores. The cores 

of the more sodlo plagioclase are identical with the plagio-

clase found in the metasomatised Torridonian; the more e*±cic 

Increase steadily In abundance to the north-west and have 
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presumsbi been i.erive from the ,mTh5'ro. 	The coos of both 

types of Plagioclase apyoar to have been 'used along cracks 

to form veiniets. At atmospheric pressure a dry melt of 

plagioclase of composition An35  should fuse at 1,21000  and 

one of composition An 50 at 1,27000. (Bowen, 1913). 	In the 

presence of water vapour, however, the melting point of 

albite is lowered with increase of vapour pressure (Goranson, 

1938) and it is reasonable to expect that the melting points 

of the other plagioclases would also be lowered. 	If the 

vent were filled with a mixture of rock fracinents and gas 

with an average specific gravity of 2 the presrure due to 

load, at a depth of 5km. (a reasonable estimate of the original 

depth of the part of the vent now exposed at the surface) 

would be of the order of 1,000 bars (metric atmospheres). 

Under such conditions the approximate fusion point of Art35  

would be 98000 and of An 1,014000. The temperature of the 

gases responsible for the partial fusion of the plagioclase 

was therefore probably greater than I,OOO°C. 

The sodic rims of the plagioclase are not cut by the 

fused veinlets and are clerly of later date. 	Their composi- 

tion (An30) and development do not depend on the composition 

of the core or on the position of the crystal in the vent, 

and they are therefore not due directly to fusion. They 
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crm't be Vre to 1' nit .'r'ert be''.se (H' t7cD 	c v1ored 

0n17 where the 1ciclase is in contact with the atrix and 

(b) they have a sharp or fairly sharp boundary with the core. 

They can have been formed only from material which percolated 

through the interstices between the fragments and was of 

homogeneous comrosition throughout the vent. This leads to 

the conclusion that the sodic rims of the 1ag1oclase were 

deposited from the geees passing up the vent. 

The occurrence in the basic rocks of the vent of large 

irregular quartz crystals and of ranulez of orthoclase, 

neither of which can have been mechanically derived, indicates 

that these minerals were also crystallised from material 

transported by the vent gases. Such crystals are not found 

in the acid and intermediate rocks of the vent where, howevcr, 

the presence of considerable quantities of mechanically lerived 

quartz and orthoclase would provide numerous nuclei for the 

deposition of these minerals from the gases. 	Only in the 

basic rocks, where suitable nuclei were scarce, were the large 

crystals formed. 

The high degree of chioritisation of the augite in the 

vent rocks shows that the vent gases introducçd water, and the 

presence of abnormally great quantities of apatite throughout 

the ventthdicates that phosphorus or its compounds were 

similarly introduced. 

The/ 
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The rocks of the vent show that, during and after the 

last period of activity, the gases passing up the Tent attained 

for some period at least a temperature greater than 1,0400C. 

These gases were charged with significant quantities of K. Na. 

Ca, Al, Si, P. and 20. 

The rocks of the aureole also provide evidence relating 

to the conditions prevailing in the vent. 

The recrystallised sediments have suffered no large-scale 

introduction of material but have been exposed to high tempera-

tures. Goranson (1932) showed that under a pressure of 980 

bars and with 79 of water present recrystallisation took place 

in silica-bearing rocks at a temperature of 6000C. 	It is 

probable that the recryatallisatlon of the Torridonlan rocks 

took place under similar conditions of prea$ure, temperature, 

and the presence of water vapour in the outer part of the 

recrystallised zone. 

In the north-west of the zone paeudomorphs of quartz after 

tridymite are present indicating that the temperature exceeded 

8700C during the metamorphism. 

Adjacent to the veinlots of quartz, chlorite, and apatite, 

which traverse the recrystallised rocks, the orthoclase is 

kaollnised and the ferro-magnesian minerals are converted to 

chlorite. The veins have probably originated from silica 
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mobilised and transported by water vapour at a high tempera-

ture; the source of the silica possibly lay to the north-

west within the zone of metaaomatlsed sediments. 

The rocks of the reorystallised zone have been formed at 

temperatures ranging from 60000 to over 8700C. They have 

been invaded by veinlets of mobilised q.urtz accompanied by 

chlorite and apatite and superheated steam. 	It Is interest- 

ing to note that blotite of metamorphic origin occurs in the 

aureole of the gabbbo beyond the outer limit of the reorystal-

used sediments of the vent aureole. This blotite appears 

to have been formed at temperatures lower than 60000. 

The metasomatised sediments have been enriched In K. 

Na, Ca, Al, Fe, Mg, and P and have lost a corresponding amount 

of Si which has possibly supplied the veln].ets found In the 

recrystalilsed rocks. The gases of the vent have been shown 

to have contained 1120  and compounds of K. Na, Ca, Al and P. 

and represent an obvious immediate source for these elements. 

The source of the Pe and Mg is less obvious. Possibly they 

wer also supplied from the vent gases, which could have 

either brought them up from below or derived them from the 

basic fragments In the vent. 	Since no other source appears 

to be available these two elements are presumed to have been 

supplied by the vent gases. 

The metasomatised rocks lie between the vent rocks, which 

attained / 



attained a temperature of over 1,04O°C, and the recrystallised 

rocks which, on their north-western margin, were heated to over 

8700C. The metasomatised rocks must therefore have been 

formed at temperatures between these two extremes. 

It is concluded (a) that the metasomatised rocks were 

formed by the Introduction of K. Na, Ca, Al, Fe, Mg, and P 

into Torridonian sediments; (b) that the gases passing up 

the vent supplied the introduced material; and (C) that the 

metasomatisln took place at temperatures ranging frc*n 87000 to 

over 1,0000C. 

The most highly metasomatised rooks of the vent aureole 

and the most acid rocks of the vent both resemble the micro-

granite of the west of the Isle of Rhum. All these rocks 

have been formed essentially by the extensive metamorphism 

of the Torridonian Sandstone; In the west of the island the 

cause of the alteration Is unknown, In the east the evidence 

Indicates that the alteration was caused by hot gases con-

taining considerable quantities of various elements In a 

reactive state. 	The similarities in the rocks from the 

eastern and western occurrences suggest that they have had 

a similar origin; the difference in scale between the two 

occurrences - the western mlcrograiiite being many hundreds of 

times larger than the eastern occurrence - suggests that the 
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modes of origin, though having much in common, may not have 

been identical. Furthermore the western microgranite does 

not contain broken plagioclase crystals nor recognisable frag-

ments of basic rocks. At the present stage in the investi-

gation into the origin or origins of the acid rocks of Rhum 

It Is only possible to say that the two oocurrenced of micro-

granitic rocks show a distinct resemblance to each other and 

that they were both formed by the metasornatic metamorphism of 

Torridonlan Sandstone. 

Dr. Reynolds (1951 ) has described from Slieve Gullion 

acidic rocks which have a similar mode of occurrence to the 

vent rocks of the east of the Isle of Rhum. 	These rocks 

transgress the layered series of Slieve Gullion, which, where 

they adjoin the transgressive masses, have been locally fused. 

The transgressive rocks consist of mechanically derived 

fragments of Newry granodlorite which have been converted to 

granophyre and they also contain an admixture of fragments 

derived from the layered series. This mixture of rock 

fragments has been metamorphosed by hot ascending gases and 

converted into a rock identical with the marscolte of Skye, 

(Harker, 1904)   and very similar to the rocks of the vent on 

Rhum. The latter resemblance is especially marked In the 

case of the plagioclase. 	The cores of the crystals In both 

the Slieve Gullion and Rhum occurrences contain veinlets of 

fused material which end abruptly against the sodic outer 

parts / 
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parts of the crfstals. 	At Slieve Gulliori metasomatism has 

taken place and the fragments have been enriched in Si and K 

and Impoverished thn Na, Al, 1'e, Ca, Mg, Ti, P. and Mn. 	In 

a later paper (1952). Dr. Reynolds showed that the temperature 

of the ascending gases which partially fused the plagioclase 

was "near but not likely to be lower than 1,35500. 

Both In origin and their nature the transgressive rocks 

of Slieve Gu].lion and the rocks of the vent In the est of 

Rhum show the closest sithilaritles. 	Theydlffer In composi- 

tion, however, since the Slieve Gullion rocks (granophyres) 

were mainly deflved from Caledonian grenodiorite whereas those 

of the Rhum vent were derived from Torridonian Sandstone 

(microgranite) and Tertiary basic rocks (quartz-gabbro) or 

from mixtures of these two parental materials (maracoltes). 
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The Age Relationship of the Granophyre and Basalt 
of Orval, Isle of Rhum 

By GEORGE P. BLACK 

ABSTRACT 

On Orval, in the Isle of Rhum, Tertiary plateau lavas directly 
overlie the granophyre of the ring-complex. Judd considered 
that the Orval basalts rest unconformably upon an old land surface 
cut in the granophyre; but on the supposed existence of veining 
and metamorphism later workers, in particular Geikie and Harker, 
concluded that the granophyre had intruded the volcanic pile. 
The author's re-examination of the Orval rocks supports Judd's 
early interpretation. 

INTRODUCTION 

QRYAL is a peak in the west of Rhum. Near the summit an 
outlier of Tertiary olivine-basalt lavas rests on the granophyre 

which forms the underlying and major part of the hill. The lavas cover 
a quadrilateral area of approximately one-sixth of a square mile. 
The present upper surface is roughly horizontal, but the lower surface 
dips in a direction east of north. As a result the lavas vary in thickness 
from 500 feet on the north and east sides of the quadrilateral to zero 
on the south and west sides. The northern and eastern boundaries 
are marked by cliffs some 200 feet high, which reproduce in miniature 
the scenic features of the well-known Storr ridge in north-east Skye. 

Neighbouring hills, to which reference will be made later, include 
Fionn-Chra, with Tertiary basalt lavas resting on Torridonian Sand-
stone, the basalts themselves being covered by flows of mugearite 
and Bloodstone Hill, where mugearites directly overlie the Torridonian 
Sandstone with no intervening basalts (Text-fig. I). 

The granophyre of Orval is an integral part of the Tertiary plutonic 
complex of Rhum, while the basalts are part of the Tertiary lava 
plateau of the same island. A study of the relations of the basalts 
and granophyre of Orval may therefore help to establish the time-
sequence of igneous activity in Rhum. 

PREVIOUS WORK ON THE ORVAL AREA 

Judd (1874, p. 254) expressed the view that the basalt lavas rest 
unconformably on the granophyre. He adduced no supporting evidence, 
possibly because he believed his view to be self-evident. 

On the other hand, Geikie (1897, vol. ii, p.  404) stated that an outlier 
of lavas "lies upon the porphyry (i.e. granophyre) of Orval as a cake 
that dips gently northward. . . . It has undergone contact-meta-
morphism and tongues from the underlying rock project up into it ". 
From this it is clear that he believed the granophyre to be younger than 
the overlying lavas. 
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Harker (1908, P. 60) supported Geikie's view. "In two localities 
the basaltic lavas assume a somewhat different aspect in the field, being 
metamorphosed in proximity to plutonic intrusions . . . One of the 
localities alluded to is the north-eastern shoulder of Orval, in Rhum, 
where a patch of basalt half a mile long rests on, and is surrounded by, 
granite which has produced in it a noteworthy degree of meta-
morphism." 
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TEXT-FIG. 1.—Map of the geology of the neighbourhood of Orval. 

More recently Bailey (1944, p. 184) holds the view that the meta-
morphism is only slight, while Tomkeieff (1942, p. 3) states that "The 
lavas near the granophyre are altered and the granophyre, in its turn, 
assumes a fine-grained texture near the contact with the lavas ". 

On the whole, therefore, Geikie's view is at present generally 
accepted. 

RE-EXAMINATION OF PREVIOUS EVIDENCE 

Since 1949 the present writer has been engaged in investigating the 
southern and western areas of the Isle of Rhum. A thorough examina-
tion of the exposures around Orval has been included in this research. 

(a) Geikie's "Tongue of Granophyre" 

At the base of the lava cliffs blocks were found consisting of melano-
cratic rock traversed by a network of leucocratic veins. It is possible 
that Geikie assumed that these had fallen from the lava cliffs above. 
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In fact, detailed examination has shown that these blocks are glacial 
erratics of peridotite. The veins are the felspathic veins characteristic 
of much of that rock in Rhum. The basal lava even though coarsely 
jointed, shows no signs of" tongues from the underlying granophyre ". 

(b) Metamorphism of the Basalis 

Bailey (1944, p. 184) states : "The granophyre has altered the lavas. 
so  little that of the several slices which I have examined only the one 
mentioned above (S. 2711) showed indubitable contact-alteration." 

Through the courtesy of H.M. Geological Survey the present writer 
was permitted to examine this one slice (S. 2711) in which Bailey found 
metamorphism. The locality of the slice is given as "north-east 
flank of Orval, Rum ". The rock shows incipient granulitizatjon of 
the pyroxene, and is undoubtedly slightly contact-metamorphosed. 

The absence of metamorphism, however, from the other slices 
examined by Bailey is very significant. To this the present writer 
would add that none of the slices he has prepared shows any trace of 
contact-metamorphism. The basal margin of the lowest basalt is found 
in thin-section, to be a normal variolite with no signs of metamorphism. 
The rock consists of numerous rods of felspar, slightly chioritized, 
small grains of a brownish augite, mostly quite fresh, and small 
granules of iron ore, all set in a brownish glassy groundmass. No 
biotite is present either as a primary or secondary occurrence, but 
unaltered serpentinous material occurs throughout the rock. 

Since the plutonic granophyre must be either older or younger 
than the basalt lavas, and since the available evidence is almost wholly 
in favour of the former alternative, the exceptional occurrence of 
slight metamorphism in the lavas, as found in S. 2711, would appear 
to be purely local and due to some agency other than the granophyre. 
It may have been caused by some minor igneous body such as a dyke. 
Unfortunately the locality of the slice was not sufficiently clearly 
defined to make further investigation possible. 

FURTHER EVIDENCE 

In the course of the present investigation much new evidence bearing 
on the problem under discussion has been obtained. 

(a) The thickness of the basalt pile throughout the region was 
investigated. On Orval the basalts show a maximum residual thickness 
of 500 feet, despite an upper surface determined by erosion. On 
Fionn-Chra the basalts, resting on Torridonian Sandstone and covered 
by mugearite, are 150 feet thick. At Bloodstone Hill, where mugearites 
lie directly on Torridonian Sandstone, basalt is lacking. Explanation 
of this rapid variation of thickness would not be rendered easier by 
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accepting Geikie's view that the lava pile on Orval has been invaded 
and presumably partially destroyed by the underlying granophyre. 

The variety of rocks with which the granophyre is in contact 
suggested an inquiry into the occurrence of xenoliths. Wherever 
the granophyre is in contact with a basic rock of undoubted greater 
age, it has been found to be crowded with basic fragments of all sizes 
for many feet from the contact. Examples of this occur where the 
granophyre is in contact with gabbro (Harker, 1908, p. 105), and with 
the peridotite (ibid., p. 105). Along the contact of the basalts and 
granophyre on Orval, however, the present writer found the granophyre 
to be free from xenoliths. Moreover, it has a content of ferromagnesian 
material no greater than that normally found in parts of the mass 
furthest removed from all contacts. This absence of xenoliths and of 
reaction products is inconsistent with Geikie's hypothesis. 

Specimens, equally exposed to present-day weathering were 
taken from the granophyre in proximity to its contact with the basalt; 
and these were examined microscopically with a view to determining 
the presence or absence of a fine-grained chilled margin. The grano-
phyre 5 feet below the lavas is of a normal coarse type with a grain-
size of approximately 1 5 mm. The orthoclase of the rock is extensively 
clouded, generally brownish, and in parts almost opaque. The soda-
plagioclase, however, is much less decomposed. The whole rock is 
stained in places with limonitic material. Specimens taken from nearer 
the margin have the same grain-size of about 1 5 mm. The orthoclase, 
however, is more turbid, the turbidity is seen to be affecting the plagio-
clase, and the limonitic staining is more pronounced. There is therefore 
no sign of a fine-grained margin such as would be expected in an 
igneous contact. The upward increase of the turbidity in the felspar 
and of the limonitic staining suggests that part of this decomposition 
had been achieved in pre-basaltic times. The evidence is again consistent 
with the view that the contact plane is an erosion surface. 

A microscopic examination was also made of specimens collected 
from the lower margin of the lava flow in contact with the granophyre. 
These specimens contain small crystals of quartz and the question 
at once arises whether they are xenocrysts or not. If this quartz had 
crystallized from the basalt it should be interstitial. The quartz crystals 
which actually occur, however, are rounded in shape; they often 
have a strained extinction; and the basalt does not appear to have 
reacted with them to any appreciable extent. Moreover, similar quartz 
crystals, again with a strained extinction, occur in the near-by granophyre 
and Torridonian Sandstone. The quartz crystals in the basalt, there-
fore, must be considered as xenocrysts. The presence of this xeno-
crystal quartz in the basal basalt indicates that this flow may have 
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traversed an arenaceous or granite surface. If this be so, the present 
basal flow must be part at least of the original basal flow. Further-
more, the present base of the basalt shows all the characteristics of the 
fine-grained chilled margin of the flow. 

(e) Finally, with a view to obtaining the best positive evidence, a 
trench was dug at the western extremity of the Orval lavas to expose the 
granophyre-basalt contact. The actual contact was found under 
two feet of drift some thirty feet below the lowest near-by natural 
exposure of basalt. Specimens were collected from this trench and were 
examined microscopically. 

The crystallinity of the granophyre half an inch below the contact 
plane is the same as elsewhere, the grain-size being approximately 
1 5 mm. The orthoclase is turbid, occasionally to the extent of becom-
ing opaque. The soda-plagioclase is also turbid and decomposed. 
The hornblende is almost totally decomposed and replaced by an 
aggregate of limonitic material. No fragments of basic material 
are found, and no chilled-edge is present. 

The basalt two inches above the granophyre is a fine-grained 
amygdaloidal rock with plagioclase phenocrysts set in a brown glassy 
groundmass. The amygdules consist of calcite, zeolites, chlorophaeite, 
and a greenish-brown serpentine. No signs of crystallization of the 
chlorophaeite or of alteration of the zeolites and serpentine are dis-
cernible. The entire rock has obviously suffered no metamorphism. 

Between the granophyre and the basalt there is found approximately 
one inch of a highly decomposed rock. Such specimens as could be 
sectioned show the rock to be of basaltic composition but to vary 
widely in grain-size. The amygdule infillings of chlorophaeite and 
serpentine are all unaltered. This rock has clearly suffered no meta-
morphism. It is a fragmental deposit derived from basalt but owing 
to its highly decomposed state a more precise determination of its 
nature is impossible. 

The evidence from the specimens collected from the trench disproves 
the supposed metamorphism of the basalts by the granophyre. On 
the other hand, it gives strong support to Judd's hypothesis that the 
basalts rest unconformably upon an erosion surface cut in the 
granophyre. 

CoNcLusioN 

In the foregoing sections considerable evidence has been put forward 
against the current interpretation that the basalts of Orval were 
intruded and metamorphosed by the underlying granophyre. The 
presence of acidic veins and widespread metamorphism, claimed by 
Geikie, has not been substantiated. 	Further counter-evidence is 
found in the absence of xenoliths, the constant ferromagnesian content 
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of the granophyre at all distances from the contact and the absence of a 
fine-grained margin in the granophyre. 

Two further items of evidence are given which seem to call for a 
return to Judd's interpretation—the occurrence of an unmetamorphosed 
fragmental deposit consisting mainly of basalt at the base of the Orval 
lavas, and the existence of a chilled margin at the base of the lowest 
basalt on Orval. Furthermore, the rapid variation of the thickness 
of the basalt lavas of the region calls for an explanation. 

The following time-sequence is in accord with all the evidence now 
available :- 

The granophyre was emplaced as part of the Tertiary plutonic 
complex of Rhum. 

Erosion exposed the granophyre, and an east-to-west river 
valley was cut in the rock. This river valley was slightly to the 
north of Orval, thus accounting for the northerly slope of the 
granophyre surface. 

Several basalt lavas flowed into this valley. In the earlier 
stages of this vulcanicity the lower part of the valley was filled by 
basalt, leaving the higher slopes of granophyre still exposed. The 
detritus subsequently supplied to the river would then naturally 
consist of commingled basaltic and granophyric material. Relics 
of this are now found as the " basaltic conglomerates" of Rhum and 
Canna (Harker, 1908, pp.  39-52). 

Further eruption of basalts continued until the valley was 
completely filled with lava, and the river was forced to cut a new 
channel through the lava plateau. The location of this new channel 
in the western part of the Isle of Rhum was some little distance to 
the north of the original river valley. As a result of the formation 
of the new river course, the basalt lavas were removed from the 
central and northern parts of the old river valley but remained on 
the southern slopes, although much diminished in thickness in 
places. The erosion of this new river valley is thus the cause of the 
variation in thickness of the basaltic lavas now seen on Orval and 
Fionn-Chra, and of the absence of basalt from Bloodstone Hill. 
Orval was definitely on the south bank, Bloodstone Hill was in 
the middle of the valley, and Fionn-Chra occupied a level inter-
mediate between the two. 

Into the later valley was erupted a sufficient thickness of 
mugearite to cover at least part of the remaining basalt. The remnants 
of these flows are now seen on Fionn-Chra and Bloodstone Hill. 

Further erosion during the Tertiary and Quaternary periods 
eventually produced the topography of the area as seen to-day. 
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ABSTRACT 
Four outliers of volcanic rocks cover an area of approximately three-

quarters of a square mile in the western part of the Isle of Rhum. 
Although these outliers are only small remnants of the original Tertiary 
volcanic pile of the island, the observed sequences, combined with the 
recognition of six distinctive petrographic groups, make it possible to 
establish the following upward succession from the Torridonian Sand-
stone and Tertiary granophyre on which the volcanic rocks lie: (I) 
lower volcanic conglomerate and tuff; (2) lower basalt lavas; (3) lower 
mugearite lava; (4) upper basalt lavas, with unconformity above; (5) 
first of the upper mugearite lavas, with slight unconformity above: 
(6) upper volcanic conglomerate; (7) upper mugearite lavas. The total 
maximum thickness amounts to nearly 1,700 feet. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

IN the western part of the Isle of Rhum, four small outliers of 
volcanic rocks cover a total area of approximately three-quarters 
of a square mile. They rest unconformably on Torridonian 
Sandstone or Tertiary granophyre and cap the hills of West 
Minishal, Fionchra, Orval, and Bloodstone Hill (Fig. 1). Since 
the volcanic rocks—basalt, mugearite, and volcanic conglomerate 
—are nowhere conformably covered, their original thickness 
cannot be determined, but on Fionchra 1,050 feet have been 
preserved. The total thickness of the original lava plateau cannot 
have been less than this figure, and, as will be shown, there are 
reasons for believing that it must have been considerably greater. 

Upper Volcanic _ 	Upper Basalt 	 Lo.ver Basalt 	ri Tertiary 
Cong/olnerate 	Lavas 	 Lavas 	 Ls_J Graiwpnyre 

Upper Mugear/ter, Lower f1agearite r&—A--Al 	
Volcanic

' 	 Conglomerate 	Tarridon/en 
vas 	L.......J Lava 	 ana 	 l.:.:'s.:. Sandstone 

FIG. 1. Geological Map showing four Tertiary volcanic outliers in the 
western part of the Island of Rhum. 

The volcanic rocks outcrop in a region of high relief, the lavas 
occurring between the 600-foot and 1,800-foot contours. Trap-
featuring is pronounced and the lower hill-slopes are diversified 
by lava boulders, often of great size, which have fallen from the 
scarps above. Abundant screes frequently obscure the sub-
volcanic unconformity and the lower flows. 

The lavas and their associated volcanic conglomerates were 
first described by Macculloch in 1819. He identified them as 
"stratified traps" and as "basalt and amygdaloid" and noted 
the occurrence of chlorophaeite and heliotrope in the amygdales 
of the lavas of Bloodstone Hill. 

Judd (1874) mentioned the existence of several outliers of lava 
in the west of Rhum and surmised that they rested unconform-
ably on both Torridonian Sandstone and granophyre. The same 
author later published a map (1878) on which he showed the 
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four outliers as occurrences of Tertiary basalt. Geikie (1897) 
added little to the earlier descriptions of the lavas but advanced 
the hypothesis that the granophyre had intruded the volcanic 
pile. 

Harker (1908) mapped and described the volcanic rocks in 
greater detail, dividing them into a series of basalts, a series of 
mugearites, and two horizons of fluviatile conglomerates. He 
followed Geikie in believing that the granophyre had intruded 
the lavas and he mistakenly regarded the mugearites and some 
of the basalts as sills. Harker's petrographic descriptions of the 
lavas have recently been amplified by Tomkeieff (1942), who 
concluded that the mugearites and all the basalts were effusive 
rocks. In 1944 Bailey described the supposed contact meta-
morphism of the lavas by the granophyre as only slight. 

Since 1949 the present author has systematically re-examined 
the volcanic rocks in the course of a field and petrological 
investigation of the rocks of Rhum. Evidence has been found 
(Black, 1952) which strongly supports Judd's postulated relation-
ship of the lavas and the granophyre; in addition, probable 
correlations of the various volcanic rocks of the different outliers 
have been made possible by the recognition of their distinctive 
petrographic characters. As a result an integrated volcanic suc-
cession for the west of Rhum can now be established with 
reasonable certainty. 

II. VOLCANIC SUCCESSIONS OF THE OUTLIERS 

The largest number of volcanic divisions in any one outlier is 
to be found on the hill of Fionchra, where six occur. Of the 
other outliers West Minishal shows two, whereas Orval and 
Bloodstone Hill consist entirely of one type of rock. From 
petrological evidence, detailed in section III, it has been found 
possible to correlate these incomplete occurrences with their 
counterparts in the more fully preserved succession of Fionchra. 

(a) Fionchra 

This outlier of volcanic rocks rests unconformably on Torn-
donian Sandstone except in its southernmost part, where the 
lavas rest on granophyre. The lavas dip at low angles to the 
west, the height of the base of the volcanic pile varying from 
1,100 feet above sea level at the northern end to 600 feet at 
the western. The outlier is partly bounded by faults on the 
north and east and its eastern extremity is downfaulted from the 
main portion to the west. 

In the east a poorly exposed bed of tuff, at least 20 feet thick, 
is found at the base of the volcanic pile. Immediately above the 
tuff there occur 250 feet of Lower Basalt Lavas which form the 
lower part of the greater part of the outlier. These Lower Basalt 
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flows, at least five in number, are irregularly jointed and give 
rise to a slight development of trap-featuring. The Lower 
Mugearite, a single flow 150 feet thick, succeeds the Lower 
Basalts and forms a prominent scarp. The mugearite shows well-
developed columnar jointing and also a system of closely spaced 
minor joints, which cause the rock to break into small rhombohe-
dral fragments. The flow consequently has a brecciated appearance 
—a characteristic of all the mugearite lavas of Rhum. A further 
series of basaltic flows, having a maximum thickness of 50 feet, 
lies above the mugearite. It is doubtful if these Upper Basalt 
Lavas are present on all the slopes of the outlier but they are 
exposed in the east and west. On Orval, as described later, the 
Upper Basalts are seen to rest uncomformably on granophyre 
and to have an upper surface determined by present-day erosion. 
Nevertheless they are 550 feet thick and comprise at least eight 
flows. On Fionchra, on the other hand, the Upper Basalt Lavas 
(two flows) rest conformably on the Lower i\Iugearite and are 
covered by other volcanic rocks. Here, however, they are only 
50 feet thick and their upper surface is an unconformity which 
must represent a considerable amount of erosion. 

Above the unconformity, on Fionchra, 560 feet of mugearite 
flows rest directly upon the eroded surface of the basalts. These 
Upper Mugearite Lavas, which show prominent trap-featuring 
and columnar jointing, form the upper part of Fionchra and are 
the youngest volcanic rocks preserved in Rhum. Some 50 feet 
above their base, there occurs a local development of volcanic 
conglomerate which has a maximum thickness of 20 feet and 
represents a minor unconformity within the Upper Mugearite 
Series. 

(b) West Minishal 

The low hill  of West Minishal is capped by a down-faulted 
outlier of volcanic rocks more than 300 feet thick. A fluviatile 
volcanic conglomerate, the base of which is nowhere exposed, 
forms the lower part of the visible volcanic succession in the 
north but thins away towards the south where it is missing. Four 
flows of basalt, with a total thickness of 150 feet, lie almost 
horizontally on this conglomerate and on Tertiary granophyre. 
The basalts, which are irregularly jointed and give rise to some 
trap-featuring, are the highest volcanic horizon preserved on 
the hill. 

(c) Orval 

To the north-east of the summit of Orval, a patch of almost 
flat-lying basaltic lavas, 550 feet thick and consisting of at least 
eight flows, rests unconformably on granophyre; the surface of 
the junction rises from 1,250 feet above sea-level in the north 
to 1,800 feet in the south. Scarps and steep slopes mark the 
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margins of the outlier but the lavas themselves form a gently 
sloping trap-featured tract of country. The columnar jointing 
of the lavas is well seen on the edges of the scarps. 

(d) Bloodstone Hill 

Four hundred and fifty feet of mugearite lavas cap the summit 
of Bloodstone Hill and form a series of bold scarps and steep 
grassy slopes. The lowest lava rests on an uneven surface, 
partly of granophyre and partly of Torridonian Sandstone, the 
base of the volcanic pile varying in height from 800 feet in the 
north-west to 1,000 feet in the south-east. Four or five flows are 
present and dip southwards at a very low angle. Columnar 
jointing and trap-featuring are well developed. 

III. PETROLOGY OF THE VOLCANIC ROCKS 

(a) Lower Volcanic Conglomerate and Tuff 

The basal tuff on Fionchra, brownish-green in colour, weathers 
to a sandy material and contains no large fragments. It consists 
of angular quartz and plagioclase grains, broken crystals of 
pyroxene, calcite pseudomorphs after olivine, and grains of 
serpentine, all set in a matrix of calcite and serpentine. 

Where the volcanic conglomerate at the base of the outlier 
of West Minishal is exposed, it consists of unaltered rounded 
fragments, up to a foot in diameter, set in a fine, much decom-
posed, clay-like matrix probably derived from highly weathered 
lavas. Most of the fragments are basalt, probably of local 
derivation, but gneisses of Lewisian type, arkoses resembling 
those of the Torridonian, and Tertiary igneous rocks (other than 
basalt) also occur. Among the last-mentioned group, there have 
been recognised granophyre and associated hybrid rocks identical 
with those of nearby exposures, eucrites probably from the east 
of Rhum, and quartz-felsites like those described by Harker 
(1908, pp. 139, 140) from the east and south. The preponderance 
of basalt and the assemblage of water-worn fragments suggest 
that the volcanic conglomerate was deposited by a river flowing 
from the east and carrying a load derived from pre-existing 
agglomerates and other materials. The site of the present outlier 
of West Minishal occupied a position on the southern bank of 
this Tertiary river. 

Judging from the close association of tuffs and volcanic con-
glomerates that is known to occur on the neighbouring island 
of Canna (Harker, 1908, pp. 40-49), it seems probable that the 
basal tuff of Fionchra may correspond in age to part of the 
volcanic conglomerate of West Minishal. Unfortunately the 
paucity of exposures of these rocks makes an exact correlation 
impossible. 
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(b) Lower Basalt Lavas 

The Lower Basalt Lavas of Fionchra are dark green or black 
rocks which are sparsely amygdaloidal. They contain pheno-
crysts of plagioclase and olivine set in a groundmass of plagio-
clase and augite, with accessory amounts of magnetite. The 
plagioclase phenocrysts (Table I) show repeated complex 
twinning, and are slightly zoned. The olivine phenocrysts, which 
are less abundant, are normally subhedral and show incipient 
serpentinisation along numerous curving cracks; they frequently 
form glomero-porphyritic aggregates with plagioclase. 

The plagioclase of the groundmass (Table I) is simply 
twinned, slightly zoned, and occurs as tabular crystals. The 
crystals appear in thin section as laths which are frequently 
aligned by flow. The alignment swings round the phenocrysts 
but is often continued by laths totally enclosed within ophitic 
augites (see Clark, 1952, this volume, p.  69). The augite of 
the groundmass, purple or purplish-brown in colour, occurs in 
two common habits—granules and ophitic plates—both of which 
may be found in the same thin section. Magnetite, in accessory 
amounts, occurs as small grains. Near amygdales, however, it 
may occur as long slender rods. A pale green chlorite has locally 
replaced augite and plagioclase, and the rare amygdales consist 
of chlorite, serpentine, calcite or zeolites in varied associations. 

The basalts of West Minishal resemble the Lower Basalt Lavas 
of Fionchra so closely that there can be no doubt that they 
are a detached part of the same group of flows. In all their main 
petrological characters these two occurrences of basalts differ 
from the Upper Basalt Lavas but are themselves identical. 

(c) Lower Mugearite Lava 

The Lower Mugearite of Fionchra is a dark grey vitreous-
looking rock which, in its upper part, contains small chlorite-
filled amygdales. It consists of numerous small phenocrysts and 
microlites of plagioclase, rare serpentine pseudomorphs after 
relatively large olivine crystals, small phenocrysts and grains of 
augite, and chloritic material set in a dark brown glassy matrix 
which is dusted with opaque specks, probably of iron-ore. 
Skeletal growths of magnetite are also present. The plagioclase 
phenocrysts (Table I) are normally almost euhedral and slightly 
zoned and often include small patches of the glassy matrix. The 
groundmass plagioclase is oligoclase and occurs as slender 
irregularly zoned laths which are either simply twinned or 
untwinned. A flow alignment is seen here and there. Small 
granules of a brownish augite, partly altered to a pale green 
chlorite, are sparsely present in the groundmass. 
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(d) Upper Basalt Lavas 

On Fionchra the rocks of this division are dark green and 
holocrystalline and comprise two flows: the lower containing 
abundant plagioclase phenocrysts and the upper being almost 
non-porphyritic. The groundmass of both flows consists of 
plagioclase, augite, and olivine with accessory amounts of mag-
netite. The plagioclase phenocrysts (Table I) are multiply-
twinned and many of the sections show concentric zoning from 
a more calcic core to a more sodic margin. The groundmass 
plagioclase is seen in thin section as simply twinned, often zoned, 
and almost unaltered laths. The augite—a brown or brownish-
purple variety, altered here and there to a greenish chlorite—
occurs as large ophitic plates, or as small granules. Olivine 
occurs as subhedral crystals averaging 05 by 02 mm, with 
occasional much larger crystals up to 1-5 mm long. It is colour-
less and always partly altered to a green serpentine along a 
network of curving cracks. Small grains of magnetite occur 
throughout the rocks, and amygdales containing serpentine or 
chlorite, and rarely opal, are occasionally present. 

The basalts of the Orval outlier closely resemble the upper 
flow of the Upper Basalts of Fionchra. In hand specimen the 
two rocks are indistinguishable and in thin section they are seen 
to have very similar petrographic characters. All the Orval lavas 
contain sporadic phenocrysts which are almost invariably of 
plagioclase. The groundmass of the Orval basalts is very similar 
to that of the Upper Basalts on Fionchra but the granularity is 
somewhat greater (Table I). Very rare needles of apatite are 
found in the Orval basalts. 

The Upper Basalts of Fionchra, along the strike from Orval, 
rest conformably on the Lower Mugearite at a height of 1,150 
feet, whereas on Orval the basalts rest unconformably on the 
granophyre at heights varying from 1,250 to 1,800 feet. The 
similarities in mineral composition and texture between the two 
occurrences indicate that they belong to the same volcanic 
division, but their variations in level suggest that the two flows 
on Fionchra belong to a lower part of the Upper Basalt Lavas 
than is represented on Orval. 

(e) Upper Mugearite Lavas 

The Upper Mugearite Lavas of Fionchra are vitreous-looking 
rocks which are dark grey when fresh and light grey when 
weathered. They consist of small phenocrysts of plagioclase, 
augite and completely serpentinised olivine, in a groundmass 
of minute plagioclase laths, augite, chlorophaeite and skeletal 
magnetite, set in a dark brown isotropic glass. Amygdales, 
commonly occupied by zeolites or by opal and chlorophaeite, 
are of frequent occurrence. 
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The plagioclase phenocrysts (Table I) are fresh and often 
euhedral. 	The 	augite 	phenocrysts 	(0.25 x 015 	mm) 	are 
small brown subhedral crystals, and tend to occur in groups. 
No unaltered olivine phenocrysts remain but occasional serpen- 
tine pseudomorphs occur; these are normally small and rounded 
but some are euhedral (after olivine) and up to 15 mm in 
length. 

The plagioclase of the groundmass (Table I) occurs as small, 
fresh rarely twinned laths and microlites which are strongly 
zoned. 	The augite is a pale brown variety which occurs as 
rounded grains. 

The mugeante lavas of Bloodstone Hill are very similar to 
the rocks just described. 	They differ, however, in containing 
magnetite phenocrysts up to 05 x 04 mm; small octahedra of 
magnetite in a dark brown almost opaque glassy matrix; and 
celadonite and bowlingite among the amygdale minerals. 	It is 
noticeable that the glassy matrix becomes more crystalline and 
lighter in colour in the neighbourhood of the amygdales. 

The mugearites of Bloodstone Hill show greater resemblance 
to the Upper Mugearite Lavas of Fionchra than they do to the 
Lower Mugearite. 	The base of the volcanic pile on Bloodstone 
Hill is some 800 to 1,000 feet above sea-level and the heights of 
the lower limits of the Upper and Lower Mugearite Lavas on 
the westernmost part of Fionchra are 1,000 and 850 feet respec- 
tively. 	The slope of the base of the lavas on Fionchra is 300 
feet per mile in a westerly direction. 	Since Bloodstone Hill lies 
two-thirds of a mile to the west of the nearest point of the 
Fionchra outlier and all the known faults between the two 
downthrow towards the west, the maximum heights of the bases 
of the Upper and Lower Mugearite Lavas to be expected on 
Bloodstone 	Hill 	would 	consequently 	be 	800 	and 	650 	feet 
respectively. The mugearites of Bloodstone Hill therefore occur 
in a position where Upper Mugearite Lavas are to be expected. 
This 	coincidence 	of 	position 	and 	petrological 	resemblance 
suggests that the Bloodstone Hill mugearites are part of the 
Upper Mugearite Lavas. 

(f) Upper Volcanic Conglomerate 

This horizon occurs only on Fionchra some 50 feet above the 
base of the Upper Mugearite Lavas, and consists of sparse 
boulders up to six inches in diameter in a clay-like matrix. Most 
of the boulders are of Tertiary volcanic rocks but gneisses of 
Lewisian type, together with quartz-felsite, probably derived 
from the south or east of Rhum, also occur. The rounded and 
water-worn boulders point to the existence of a westward-flowing 
river after the eruption of the first of the Upper Mugearite Lavas. 



TABLE I 

PLAGIOCLASE* AUGITE (Groundmass) 

LAVAS OLIVINE 

Phenocrysts Groundmass Ophitic Granular 

Upper Mugearite An,, An.. - 0-04 mm Up to 1-5 mm 

Lavas 04 x 0-15 mm 0-08 x 0-02 mm across in length 

Orval An00  An,, 2-5 x 1-5 mm 0-25 mm 0-2 mm across to 

25 x 15 mm 04 x 015 mm across 0-5 mm across 
Upper 
Basalt 
Lavas 

Fionchra An00  An,, 1-2 x 0-8 mm 0-07 mm 0-2 x 0-15 mm 
12 x 04 min 035 x 0-08 mm across 

Lower Mugearite An45  An - 004 mm 0-25 x 0-15 mm 

Lavas 0-8 x 025 mm 015 x 002 mm across 

Lower Basalt An,0  An,,, 0-8 x 04 mm 0-04 mm 0-7 x 025 mm 

Lavas 0-8 x 0-35 mm 0-15 	x 	0-15 across 
x 0-03 mm 

* The composition of the plagioclase was determined from the maximum symmetrical extinction angles 
shown by albite twins and, in the case of mugearites, from the maximum extinction angle of micro-
lites in conjunction with the relative relief to Canada balsam. 4- 
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IV. THE VOLCANIC SUCCESSION OF RHUM 
With the aid of the evidence detailed above the volcanic rocks 

of the various outliers have been correlated. All the main 
divisions so far recognised are found on Fionchra but individual 
divisions may reach their greatest known thickness elsewhere. 
In the following summary (from above downwards) the incom-
plete successions of the four volcanic outliers are integrated: 

7. Upper Mugearite Lavas (maximum thickness on Fionchra, 
at least 510 feet; also found on Bloodstone Hill). The ground-
mass consists of oligoclase, augite and magnetite, with much 
glass, and contains phenocrysts of labradorite, augite, and 
completely altered olivine. Many amygdales are present, 
occupied by opal, zeolites, chlorophaeite, celadonite, and 
bowlingite. 

6. Upper Volcanic Conglomerate (maximum thickness on 
Fionchra, 20 feet). This horizon is water-laid and contains sparse 
large fragments set in a clay-like matrix. Tertiary volcanic and 
plutonic rocks and Lewisian (?) gneiss occur. 

UNCONFORMITY 
5. First of the Upper Mugearite Lavas (maximum thickness 

on Fionchra, 50 feet; possibly occurring on Bloodstone Hill). 
Identical with 7. 

UNCONFORMITY 
4. Upper Basalt Lavas (maximum thickness on Orval, at 

least 550 feet; also found on Fionchra). Medium grained and 
macro-porphyritic, with sparse labradorite-bytownite phenocrysts 
in a groundmass of labradorite, brown augite and olivine. 

3. Lower Mugearite Lava (maximum thickness on Fionchra, 
150 feet). Phenocrysts of labradorite are set in a groundmass 
of oligoclase, pale brown augite, skeletal magnetite, and brown 
glass. Rare pseudomorphs after olivine occur and small amyg-
dales of chlorite are found in the upper part of the flow. 

2. Lower Basalt Lavas (maximum thickness on Fionchra, 250 
feet; also found on West Minishal). Fine-grained and micro-
porphyritic, with numerous phenocrysts of labradorite and 
olivine in a groundmass of sodic labradorite, purplish augite, and 
magnetite. 

1. Lower Volcanic Conglomerate and Tuff (maximum thick-
ness on West Minishal, at least 150 feet; also found on Fionchra). 
In the water-laid conglomerate there occur numerous boulders 
of Tertiary volcanic and plutonic rocks and also of Pre-Cambrian 
rocks. The tuff consists of fragments of quartz, plagioclase, 
augite, completely altered olivine, and serpentine in a matrix 
of calcite and serpentine. 

UNCONFORMITY 
Tertiary granophyre and Torridonian Sandstone. 

;.ii .:'-. ........., 	 .: 	... 
ti 	 . 	 . 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

The maximum total thickness of this succession, in which two 
inter-volcanic unconformities occur, is at least 1,680 feet. As 
the upper part of the volcanic pile has been removed by denuda-
tion the total thickness of the volcanic rocks erupted on the Isle 
of Rhum after the emplacement and denudation of the grano-
phyre, must have exceeded this figure, possibly by many 
hundreds of feet. 

The outliers of volcanic rocks on Rhum are demonstrably 
remnants of a widespread lava plateau which once covered much 
of the island and probably extended over what are now the 
neighbouring islands of Eigg, Muck, Canna, and Sanday. 
Accordingly the volcanic successions of these islands would be 
expected to resemble the succession observed on Rhum. Basalt 
and mugearite lavas and volcanic conglomerates occur on all the 
above-mentioned islands and have been described by Harker 
(1908, pp.  39-60 and 115-134). In his account he separated 
from the other volcanic rocks the mugearite lavas and the central 
columnar portions of the basalt flows, mistakenly regarding them 
as sills intrusive into the volcanic pile. Consequently his descrip-
tions cannot be used as a basis for the division of the lavas into 
the distinct petrographic groups necessary for the establishment 
of a succession. It can be said with certainty only that the 
volcanic rocks of Eigg, Muck, Canna, and Sanday are petro-
graphically very similar to those of Rhum, and that agglomerates 
and volcanic conglomerates everywhere occur at or near the base 
of the volcanic pile and are closely followed by a horizon of 
mugearite on the islands of Eigg and Muck. 

Many of the lavas of Skye, also described by Harker, are very 
similar petrographically to those of Rhum, but no detailed 
volcanic succession has yet been recorded. Agglomerates and 
volcanic conglomerates (Harker, 1908, pp.  15-28) again form 
the basal members of the volcanic pile and are followed by a 
great thickness of lava flows—mainly of basalt (ibid., pp.  29-40) 
but with local developments of rhyolite, trachyte, and andesite 
(pp. 55-62)—parts of which Harker interpreted as being "sills 
of dolerite (pp.  235-253) and mugearite (pp.  256-269). These 
11 sills" are now considered to be lava flows; Richey (1948), for 
example, makes no reference to sills in the lavas. The volcanic 
succession of Rhum is in part comparable to the alternations of 
basalt and mugearite occurring in the neighbourhood of Roineval 
and Druim na Criche in Skye, where, however, the mugearite 
is generally part of a composite lava flow (Kennedy, 1931), such 
composite flows being found at intervals in a dominantly basaltic 
succession. In Rhum, on the other hand, no composite lava 
flows are known and a group of at least eight successive flows 
of mugearite forms one of the main divisions of the volcanic pile. 

VOL. XV.-PART I.-D 
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In the Island of Mull (Bailey and others, 1924) mugearite 
lavas occur at intervals in the Plateau Group of lavas. One 
occurrence—the Ben More mugearite—can be traced over a 
considerable area and appears in places to consist of more than 
one flow. Other less persistent mugearite occurrences are also 
known. In Mull as in Rhum the mugearite lavas occur as simple 
flows and alternate with groups of basalt lavas. Although the 
relative proportion of mugearite in Mull is considerably less than 
in Rhum, the volcanic succession of the latter island probably 
finds its closest analogue in the Plateau Lavas of Mull. 

Mugearite lavas of Tertiary age are not known from Ardna-
murchan, Arran or Antrim. The well-known tholeiitic basalts of 
the Giant's Causeway type in North Antrim (Tomkeieff, 1940) 
are very different from any found in Rhum. Elsewhere in Antrim 
the flows above the Interbasaltic Horizon (the upper series) are 
olivine-basalts like those of the lower series (Patterson, 1950). 
Both resemble the Lower Basalts of Rhum and the only clue 
towards a possible correlation is provided by the occurrence in 
Northern Ireland of rhyolites and associated intrusions which 
are generally considered to have been erupted or emplaced 
during Interbasaltic times. If this conjecture be correct, then 
there is a rough analogy between the sequence in Rhum, grano-
phyre followed by olivine-basalt, and that of parts of Northern 
Ireland where it would be rhyolite followed by olivine-basalt. 

The volcanic assemblage still preserved in the Isle of Rhum 
differs from that of other parts of the British Tertiary volcanic 
province in that mugearite lavas comprise approximately 40 per 
cent. of its total known thickness. 
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THE BASIC HYPABYSSAL ROCKS OF THE WEST OF THE 

ISLE OF RHUM 

1. IITRODUCTION 

Numerous small bodies of basic hypabyssal rock occur 

in the west of the Isle of Rhum. Within the tract of the 

acid rocks pre-granitic and post-granitic basic bodies can 

be distinguished, but elsewhere the distinction cannot 

normally be made. 

Seven small sills and several dykes of pre-granitic 

age occur within the acid rocks. Another sill, intrusive 

into the Torridonian, is thought to be also pre-granitic for 

reasons outlined below. 	It is prpbable that pre-granitic 

dykes out the Torrldonian but these cannot be distinguished 

In the field from the very numerous post-granitic dykes. 

The post-granitic, basic hypabyssal rocks form abundant 

dykes and sheets irregularly distributed throughout the west 

of Rhum. The great majority of these dykes and sheets are 

basaltic; several are composed of augite-andesite and a few 

are of mugearite-tachylyte. 

2. THE PRE-GRANITIC SILLS MD DYKES 

(i) SILLS 

Seven / 
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Seven basic sills, all metamorphosed and therefore 

demonstrably pre-granitic, lie within the acid rocks. 

Another sill, which has intruded unmetamorphosed. Torridonian 

a few yards to the north of the faulted contact of the grapho-

phyre, Is believed to be pre-granitic on account of Its 

petrographic similarity to the seven undoubted pre-granitic 

sills and Its contrast with the post-granitic Intrusions. 

The largest metamorphosed sill occurs In the Monadh 

MhIltich, 600 yards south of the summit of Minishal, has poorly 

exposed outcrop some 250  yards in diameter, and a thickness 

of some 130 feet. 	It lies almost horizontally on the 

graphophyre and its upper surface Is determined by erosion; 

Its western limit is determined by a fault. Another large 

mass, with an outcrop 250  yards from east to west and 50 yards 

from north to south, forms the summit of oualann na Pairce 

half a mile north-north-east of Harris Lodge. 	This sill, 

which Is well exposed, also lies almost horizontally on the 

graphophyre and has an upper surface determined by erosion. 

A third sill of comparable size outcrops on the south-western 

flank of Aid Nev (See Plate IX, Pig 1); It is well exposed 

and lenticular In cross section. 	Two small sills of lenti- 

cular cross section outcrop along the eastern base of Ard 

Nev 	/ 



Nev near Dornabac Stables; these tvio sills are po- rly 

exposed. 	Two other small sills are known, one 1- miles 

north-north-east of Harris Lodge and the other halt a mile 

south-west of the summit of Minishal. Both are poorly 

exposed; the former appears to he lenteular in cross section 

whereas the form of the latter is not known. 

All seven metamorphosed sills were originally composed 

of very similar, more or less ophitic olivine-dolerites, some 

of which contain hyperathene. 	The margins were, before 

metamorphism, geiLerally amygdaloidal and relatively fine in 

grain. 	In the Monah Mhiltich sill layers of dunite now 

serpentinised n part are present at a heiht of some 100 

feet above the base, 	This sill is the largest and thickest 

of the seven undoubted pre-granitic sills and the presence 

of dunite raises a tantalising problem in suggesting that 

differentiation occurred. 

In etch si].l the metamorphism was most intense at the 

margins and died away inwards; it was only slight at a 

distance of 30 or 40 feet from the margins and was negligible 

at a distance of 100 feet. The sills are cut by small veins 

along which coaniinution has occurred. 	Veins of chlorite 

also cut the rocks and patches of epidote occur. The 

metamorphisi 	/ 



morphism had very variable effects; even in a single thin 

section parts of the rock are seen to be highly altered and 

converted to aggregates of chlorite and serpentine while other 

parts are almost unaffected. As a result of the metamorphism 

the plagioclase crystals are often bent and are sometimes 

partly replaced by kaolin or chlorites; locally some albiti-

sation has occurred and in places scapolite has formed. 

Concentric zoning from calcie cores (Approximately An 70)  to 

sodic margins (as sodic as An35) is very frequent; the dif-

ference between the cores and margins of the plagioclase is 

greatest at the margins of the sills and decreases inwards. 

The plagioclase is frequently dusted with numerous, ultra-

microscopic inclusions of some opaque mineral so that it 

appears brownish, reddish, or purplish under the microscope 

(MacGregor, 1931). Veinlets of an isotropic material of 

lower refractive index than the plagioclase traverse the 

plagioclase crystals and probably represent fused feldspar. 

The augite has been converted, partly or wholly, irto 

green chlorite with the separation of small grains of iron 

ores. Occasionally it has been replaced by uralie and 

rarely it has been altered to a muddy green biotite. 

Near the margins of the sills the olivine has been com-

pletely converted either to an indefinite brown serpentinous 

aggregate / 
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ag,regate or to idiiigsite. 	In parts of the sills far from 

the margins, small scr;ps of olivine retrta1r in the centre 

of the serpentine or iddingelte. 	In the case of the Pffonadh 

Mhiltich sill, much of the olivine in the higher parts of the 

mass has not been serpentiniced; the unsenpentthised olivine 

has, hever, been dusted with many minute inclusions of 

opaque material and the olivine crystals now appear purplish 

in colour. 

The hrpersthene has been converted to a ,ale chioritic 

material. Magnetite and spatite have not been affected by 

the metamorphism. 

The infillings of the aznygdales, occurring in the marginal 

portions of the sills, have been Intensely metamorphosed and 

converted into green hornblende, cloudy plagioclase, ecapolite 

and numerous, very small, acicular crystals of an unidentified 

mineral. 

The actual contacts of the etarnorphose sills with the 

surrounding acid rocks are rarely seen, but the rocks in the 

Imiiediate neighbourhood of the contact are fr:quently exposed. 

'Net-veining' was not found in any of the sills nor were any 

blocks suggesting veining of the dolerites by the acid rocks 

found in the screes below the sills. 	The acid rocks thow 

no modification whore they are In contact with the sills. 

The 	/ 
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The contacts of these sills with the granitic rocks are thus 

markedly different from the contact hetvn the latter and 

the basic Diutonle rocks (see below p,169-175). 

The unmetamorphosed, but proabl: ;'-granitio sill,, 

which cuts the Torridonlan, is a lenticular mass with an 

outcror; 250 yards in length and 50 yards in breadth the 

thickness is 50 feet. The rock is an ophttic olivine 

dolerite with zeolitefiiled amygdales near its margins. 

In size and in form this sill closely resemble the seven 

metamorphosed stile which occur within the acid rocks and is 

in striking contrast to the pot.granitic tntualcna. 

(ii) trna 

A number of pre-granitic dy-Ices have been detected within 

the acid rooks. Like the stile described above these dykes 

Show no tnet._vcthingl phenomena. They follow slightly 

sinuous courses which were probably- not original. The acid 

rocks show no unusual features whore they adjoin the older 

dykea, The dylzes were originally subophitic olivinebaaaita; 

the metamorphism which they expelenced produced results 

broadly similar to those produced In the sills. A number of 

differences between the metamorphosed dykes and sills, however, 

exist. 

The augite of the dykes has often been partly recrystal.. 

flood 	/ 
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used to small colourless granules; replacement of the 

augite by brown hornblende also occurred. The olivine of 

the dykes was not completely serpentinised, significant pro-

portions of fresh olivine still remain. Large polkiloblasts 

of brown hornblende were developed in the drkes. 	In pieces 

the dyke rocks were slightly shattered along narrow zones 

which are now occupied by veinlets of brown augite. Near 

the shattered belts the metamorphism reached a more advanced 

stage than elsewhere; the augite recrystalli$ed completely, 

hornblende became rare and magnetite was formed in abundance. 

The pre-granitic dykes have suffered more extensive 

thermal metamorphism and less hydrothermal alteration than 

the sills. 	In particular, the divine of the dykes is 

remarkably fresh In comparison to the highly serpentinleed 

olivine of the sills. 	The sills may have acted as horizontal 

traps in the path of the rising volatiles thus aecouzitig for 

the marked hydrothermal alteration of the sill rocks. 	For 

their volume the narrow dykes have a large surface area and 

this may explain their higher grade of metamorphism. 

3. THE POST-GRANITIC, DYKES MD SHEETS 

Approximately 250  dykes and sheets of known or assumed 

post-granitic age are known to occur in the west of Rhum. 

Many / 
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Many unmetarno rphosed dykes and sheets cut the acid rocks 

(See Plate VI, Pig. 1) and are demonstrably post-granitic. 

A considerable number, however, out only the Torridonian 

Sandstone (See Plate V, Pig. 1) or the basic plutonic rocks 

and are assumed to be post-granitic in age because of their 

petrological similarity to the udoubted post-granitic dykes and 

sheets and the contrast between them and the metamorphosed 

intrusions. The lavas, which rest unconf'ormably upon the 

acid rocks and upon the thrust fault forming the northern 

boundary of the graphophyre, are cut by sparse representatives 

of the post-granitic swarm. 

The post-granitic dys and sheets are usually less than 

5 feet in width, and individual dykes and sheets can rarely 

be traced for more than a short distance; in some cases the 

intrusions are seen to die out vertically or laterally and are 

then replaced by others following the same course but offset 

by a few yards. 

Harker (1908, p. 144) claimed that the dykes of Rhuin 

formed a radial swarm centred near the head of Glen Harris. 

At least in the west of the island this is not the case. 

The dykes normally follow courses determined by the joints 

or other planes of weakness in the surrounding rocks. 

Richey (1948, p.  88) suggested that the sheets formed a 

series 	/ 
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res of concertriclly arr'angsd cone,  -s hoc, ts, bu il-I fact 

the sheets strike in all directican and dip at various angles. 

ro regular arrangement of the sheets has been discerned: 

the attitudes of the various sheets apear to be determined 

by the jointing of the surrounding rocks. 

The post-granitic dykes and sheets belong to six 

petrographic groups. 	The great majority of the Intrusions 

belong to two of these groups viz, ophitic and Intergranular 

basic rocks, which may be either dolerites or hasalts. 	Three 

other groups viz, porphyritic dolerite and basalt, mugearite-

tachylyte, and au.glte-andesite are each represent by several 

intrusions. 	The sixth, represented by a dyke of pitchstone, 

was r..pori;e by ilarker (19089  pp. 177-178) who also described 

the occurrence of pltchstone fragments from other localities. 

Although the r.resent writer has found pitchstone fragments he 

line been unable to locate the dyke mapped by Harker. 

The petrology of each of the six types is b'iefly summar-

ised below, 

a. and. V. 	Ophitic and Intergranular Dolerites and Basalts, 
(see Plate XXXVIII and Plate XL, Fig. 1). 

These rocks are ophitic and thtergranular olivine doleritee 

and basalts of a type common In the British. Tertiary province 

(Harker, 1904,  pp. 321-324; 1908, pp. 152-161; Thomas, 1930, 

pp. 350-52; Cockburn, 1935,  pp.  542543) and need not be 

described 	/ 
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described. fuxther. 	Their margins &refruently tachrlytic 

(See Plate XL, Pig. 2). 

C. 	Porphyritic Dolerites aid Basalts. 	(See plate xxxix). 

In these dykes large xenocryl3ts of piagleciase (An 	) 80-90 

are set in a grounclmass of small plagioclases (An 65), granular 

or sub-ophitiC augites and magnetite. Some olivine is present 

in some dykes and sheets. 

The plagioclase xenocrysts are arihedral, almost unsoned 

and very closely twinned. 	They are partly ctxloritised or 

kaolinised and near the margins of one sheet, are cut by 

vethiets of isotropic material of lower refractive index than 

the host crystal. These VeinletB a pear to consist of glass 

representing fused plagioclase. In some crystals similar 

veinlets containing a mineral of slightly lower refractive 

index and of ayroximately equal birefringence to the host 

plagioclase are found. These vethiets probably contain 

plagioclase which has been fused and. recrystalilsed. 

A thin-Section cut from a specimen of one of these dykes 

was examined on the Universal Stage. Two clinopyroxefles, 

viz., augite-pigeonite (2V=+542°; Z,-c = 330±30) and 

clinoenstatite (2V =+360t40; Z-\o = 230) and one orthorhombic 

pyroXefle / 
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pyroxene viz. enstatite (2V = ±610  ±30 ) were identified in 

the groundmass of this rock. 

d. 	Mugtrite-Taohylyte. 	(See Plate XVIII, Fig. 2). 

Two dykes of this troe have been encountered on hum. 

No dykes of rnugearite-tachyl.yte have previously been recorded 

from the island although Harker (19039, pp. 156-161) described 

several from Mick. 

The rock is greenish-grey and traversed by numerous 

joints. 	Sparse aygdalos filled by quartz or fibrous zeolites 

occur. 	The specific gravities of two specimens from one of 

the dykes are 2.67 and 2.711. resoectively. 	These values are 

in good agreement tth the specific gravities of the mugerite-

tachylyte of Muck (2.56-2.72) and. of Skye (2.652.75) and 

are in contrast to the specific gravities of basaltic tachylytes 

from Skye (2.76-2.92) and of the pttchstones of the Small 

Isles (2.39-2.118). 

The matrix of the mugerite-tachylytes of Rhuni is a 

brown, feebly birefringent glass which is normally translucent 

but is almost opaque in patches and spherules. The refrc-

tive index of the glass slightly exceeds that of Canda Balsam 

(Tilley, 1922; George, 19211.). 	Microlites of' partly chiori- 

tised augite and of feldspar, often arranged in tufa, lie 
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in this matrix; some of the feldspar microlites have 

straight extinction whereas others extinguish obiiely. 

Microphenocrysts of partly chioritised plagioclase (.ndesine?) 

occur sparsely. Black ore is present as grains and as many- 

branched stellate crystals. 	Relatively large crystals of 

haematite occur near the arnygdalee. 

The two rnugearite-tachylyte dykes of the west of Rhum 

represent the only known potential source for the flows of 

mugsarite lava. 

e. 	Augite-Anctesite. 	(See Plate XXXVIII, Fig. 2) 

Three augito-andesite dykes cut the acid rocks of the 

west of Rhum. 	Harker (1908, pp. 164-165) reported dykes 

of augite-andesite from the southern part of thib island but 

not from the west. 

The rocks are brownish and fine-grained and contain sparse 

chlorite-filled amygdaloa. 	Their mineral constituents are 

plagioclase, augite and magnetite. 	The bulk of the plagcli 

is oligoclase(An lO_20) which occurs as subbedral tabular 

crystals unzoned and rarely twinned. 	Sparse plienoerysts of 

a more cicic plagioclase are present in two of the dykes; 

these phenocrysts are much zoned from a more cable core to a 

more / 
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more sadie margin, highly turbid, und occ&J.nally epilotised. 

The almost cclou].oss augit forms small granules much altered 

to brownish chlorite. 

One augite-andesite dyke cuts a post-granitic basalt 

sheet and itis belèév;d that the augite-andesites are younger 

than the preponderant basaltic and doleritic minor intrusions. 

f 	Pitchstone 

Harker (1908, pp. 177-178) recorded one pitchstone dyke 

from Rhu. He described the rock of this dyke as 'nearly 

black, with a vitreous lustre, and without conspicuous cry3tals" 

As already mentioned (see above pp.129 	) the present 

writer did not find, the dyke despite an intensive search in 

the locality indicated by Harker. 
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THE BASIC PLUTONIC ROCKS OF THE J7E3T OF RHUM AND 

THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO THE ACID ROCKS 

I • 	INTRODUCT I ON 

The term 'basic rock' is used throughout this paper in 

the wide sense to Include not only rocks such as gabbro but 

also harrisite and peridotite which are more usually referred 

to as 'ultrabasic'. 	'Plutonic' is used In a purely descrip- 

tive -sense to distinguish the large masses of coarse grained 

rooks from the smaller medium-grained masses. 	In the Isle 

of Rhum such basic plutonic rocks underlie a roughly circular 

area approximately five miles In diameter and thirteen square 

miles in area. The central part of this area Is underlain 

by peridotite, while gabbro occurs peripherally and also as 

Isolated masses within the peridotite. 	In the west a mass of 

harrisite occurs, and In the east almost horizontal sheets of 

alllva].ite are interbanded with the peridotite. 	On the 

western and northern boundaries respectively, the basic plutonic 

rocks are In contact with graphophyre and Torridonian Sandstone; 

on the east they are bounded by a ring-fault while on the 

south-west their outcrop is out off by the sea. Elsewhere 

they are In contact with felsite and supposed Lewisian Gneiss. 

The investigation here recorded extended over a narrow 

strip of basic rocks where they adjoin the graphophyre In the 

west 	/ 
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west of Rh= (See Fig.8 ). The strip includes, from north 

to south, part of the main peridotite mass of Rhum, the 

entire harrisite mass, a mass of gabbro, and, in the extreme 

south, another portion of the main peridotite. 	Three of 

the four main petrographic types of the basic rocks of Rhunt 

are represented in the area under consideration. 

The basic plutonic rocks Of the west of Rhuni form a single 

petrological unit. No internal contacts were found within 

the mass of the basic rooks; no recognisable xenoliths of one 

type were found within another; and no metamorphism of one 

rock type by another has been detected. The passage from 

one rock type into another was found to be gently transitional, 

often over several hundred yards, while the rocks themselves 

varied considerably even In a single exposure. As a result 

field mapping of the different types is exceedingly difficult 

and the division on the geological map of the mass of the 

basic rocks into areas of gabbro, harrisite, and peridotite 

represents the general nature of the rocks over these areas 

rather than the exact spatial distribution of closely defined 

rock types. 

Layering is developed throughout large parts of the 

basic plutonic rocks, especially in the harrisite and the 

gabbro. The dips and strikes of the layers remain constant 

over 	/ 
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over the entire western part of the basic plutonic rocks, 

the layers being parallel to the junctions between the 

various rock types. The lowest part of basic plutonic 

mass now exposed is the gabbro. In the north the gabbro 

is succeeded upwards by harrisite which, in turn, is succeeded 

by peridotite; in the south, however, the gabbro is overlain 

directly by peridotite without the intervention or harrisite. 

2. 	THE PETROLOQY OF THE BJIC PLUTOI'10' ROCKS 

The petrology of each of the three types of basic plutonic 

rock in the west f the isle or Rhum peridotite, harrisite, 

and gabbro will be described commencing with the peridotite, 

the highest part of the basic plutonic mass now preserved, 

continuing with the harrisite, and concluding with the gabbro, 

the lowest part of the basic mass now exposed. 

a. PERIDOTITE 

The tract occupied by the peridotite is characterised by 

many small cliffs and rocky knolls separated by almost level 

areas of peat-covered ground (see Plate I, Fig. 1). 	Conse- 

quently the exposures, although excellent, are irregularly 

distributed and discontinuous. 
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The peridotite is a dark green or almost black rook 

which weathers to a reddish-brown colour. It is traversed 

by numerous joints which are often regular but are locally 

irregular. Indistinct layering is frequently seen. 	The 

minerals present are, in order of abundance, olivine, plagio-

clase, augite, iron ores, hornblende, biotite, chlorite and 

apatite. 	(See Plates XIII and XIV, Fig. 1). 

Olivine forms between 80% and 90 of the normal peridotite 

but in the north the proportion present locally decreases and 

may fall to 500/6.  The crystals, which vary in habit from 

anhedral to subhedral or even euhedral, have been partly 

serpentinised along curving cracks. A very notable feature 

is that the proportion of serpentine present varies directly 

with that of augite and does not depend on that of olivine, 

except in so far as the divine content of the rock limits 

the proportion of augite which can be present. The signifi-

canCe of this relationship between the proportions of augite 

and serpentine is not yet understood, The vast majority 

of olivine crystals show little or no cleavage but a few 

crystals with one well-developed cleavage can normally be seen 

in thin section. Frequently very small dendritic inclusions 

of opaque material are arranged along straight lines within 

the o].ivines and khere olivine and plagioclase are contiguous 

reaction rime of augite are occasionally developed. 

Plagioclase 
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Plagioclase is present throughout the peridotite and 

is normally a highly calcic variety (.An 80-90). 	Multiple 

twlniing 'n (010) and on (001) is general and zoning is 

esteoislly well-developed in the varieties poor in olivine. 

The plsgrclase occurs interstitially, as large crystals 

crowded with inclusions of olivine, and as tabular crystals 

without or with few inclusions. Numerous cracks, presumably 

caused by the partial serpentinisation of the divines, 

traverse the pla;1oclase. 	Locally the DIagioclase is saus- 

suritised, especially along these cracks. 

Pale brown augite is present throughout the peridotite 

in proportions ranging from tracee up to 30. 	I chrysophyric 

rocks the augite occurs interstitially; where divine falls 

below a)proximatlT 80% it forms large plates with numerous 

poikilitic inclusions of divine. 

A small proportion of pleoehroic browi hornblende common-

ly occurs in the peridotie, rarely amounting to as much as 

51%. 	It replaces augite and also occurs in association with 

pale grecn chlorite, brown biotite, auite, and Iron ores 

as small interstitial patches or a:: 	osite Inclusions 

within the olivine crystals. 

Ores are common in the peridotite. 	In sections of 

ohrysoohyric rocks they are commonly dark red in thin edges 

and / 



And therefore chromite, but in rocks less rich in olivine 

they appear to be generally magnetite. 	The ores, which 

vary from small euhed.ral grains to large and anheIral messes, 

tend to be concentrated in melanocratic parts of the rock.. 

Accessory apatite is also comon. 

Tn ths noriYein parts of the perldotite, tbo rock has 

locally suffered slight and sporadicalteration from some 

unknown cause. In the altered parts of the rocks the olivine 

crystals are seen in thin section to be purplish and dusted 

by minute opaque inclusions. Fine-grained reaction rims of 

fibrous augite intervene between divine and plagioclase, which 

has been locally altered.to  scapolite. Even in a single 

thin section some parts of the rock are almost unaffected 

whereas others are extensively altered, 

b. HARRI3ITE 

The math mass of harrisite in the Isle of flhum lies in 

the west of the island and forms a lenticle 2 miles in length, 

600 fest t1- ick and of indeterminate breadth. 	eotwarde the 

harriaite is in contact with graphoT.thyre and gabro, while 

eastwards it is overlain by the main peridotite mass of Rkium. 

The term 'harrisite' was introduced by Marker (1908a, 

P. 71) 	/ 
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P. 71) to denote a rock consisting of "largely preponderant 

olivine with anorthite and perhaps a little pyroxene, the 

olivine being of a peculiar black lustrous variety with good 

cleavage". The type locality for this rock is the mass 

in the west of Rhum. Trger (1936) takes as typical bar-

risite a rock from Dornabac Bridge in the west of Rhum which 

contains 64% olivine (Fo83pa17), 28% plagioclase (Ab17An8or 102 ), 

7% colourless augite, 15-10 picotite and chromite and occasion-

ally a small propoertion of hornblende. After the examination 

of many specimens and more than 50 thin sections the present 

writer considers that typical harrisite consists of about 75 
olivine with some bytownite and a smaller amount of pyroxne. 

The rock is coarse-grained and the feldspar and pyroxene from 

very large poikilitic crystals which contain riamerous olivine 

crystals. 	It differs from peridotite In the colour of its 

olivine in hand specimen, in the presence of numerous olivine 

crystals with a well-developed cleavage, in the greater 

grain-size of Its olivines (2mm to 10mm) and In the frequent 

occurrence of bytownite and augite as very large poikilitic 

crystals. The proportions of bytownite and augite In the 

harrisite are typically, but not invariably, greater than the 

corresponding proportions for the peridotite. 

The 
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The harrisite forms a very broken tract characterised by 

rocky knolls and many small cliffs (See Plate I.). 	In the 
west the tract rises to an elevation of some 1,350 feet, in 

the esst the elevation is between 500 and 700 feet. 	Exposures 

of the harrisite are good and very numerous, especially in the 

central parts of the tract. 	In the north and south of the 

tract, however, considerable areas are obscured by peat and 

vegetation. 

The harr'isite is 	black rock r:hich i.e r1iveraified in 

appearance by irregular white stringers and patches of plagio- 

clase. 	Norrialiy it 13 little weathered except for a reddish- 

brown crust a few millimetres thick, but locally it is decom-

posed to a coarse reddish aggregate which is sufficiently 

Incoherent to he quarried and used. ae 	 Only the 

coarser parts of the rock (See folloring paragraph) are 

affected in this way and the finer parts reir'ain almost un-

weathered and much impede the quarrying operatiins. 

The harrisito is commonly layered (See Plate U), the 

layers being alternately ralatively fine and chrysophyric and. 

coarse and fel1.cath1c. 	The drcction of dip of the harrisite 

layers is rouhly constant, being to the south and east at 

angles ranging up to 14.50. 	The surface of the harrisite 

slopes from west to east at an angle slightly less than the 

dip of the layers: in consequence the top of the harrisite 
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is exposed in the east and successively lower horizons are 

exposed westwards. 

An anastomosln,g plexus of plagioclase veins, varying 

from threads 0.25mm. in width to bands 100nri. broad, traverses 

parts of the hurrisite (See Plate III,) Fig. 1). 	These veins, 

which contain subsidiary amount of pyroxene, are usually 

Inclined at approximately 600 to any layering that may be 

present. 

The harrisite consists of 501-.',,' to 85% of olivine which 

occurs as rounded grains partly altered along curved cracks 

to a pale green serpentine. 	In varieties relatively rich In 

augite (e.g. 20%) from 25%. to 50% of the olivine has been 

serpentinised, while In those with a normal (e.g. io) or 
less than normal content of augite the olivine has been con-

verted to serpentine to the extent of only 10% to 30%. The 

s1gnIfcance of this relationship between the augite content 

of th rocks and the degree of serpentinisatlon of the olivines 

is not understood. 	Occasionally the olivine has been 

altered completely to chondrodite or culnohurnite. 	The oliv- 

ine crystals are usually highly irregular in form and 

frequently contain very small dendritic inclusions of some 

opaque mineral. 	Near the top of the harrielte the olivine 

has a composition, as determined by meurement of 2V on a 

Universal 	/ 
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Universal Stage, of Fo85Pa15, near the base the composition, 

determined similarly, is F080pa20. Where olivine and plagio-

clase are contiguous reaction rims of hypersthene often 

Intervene. 

Plagioclase forms from 5:: to 25 of the harrisite, and 

varies in composition from An65toAn90v the more calcic 

varieties predominating. The more chrysophyric varieties 

of the harrisite tend to have more calcic plagioclase than 

the feldspathic varieties. 	The plagioclase occurs as large 

crystals often crowded with poikilitic inclusions of olivine 

so that the plagioclase appears to form a series of narrow 

veinlets between the ollvtne crystals. Twinning on (010) 

and (001) is present, many crystals being twinned on both 

planes, and indefinite zoning is occasionally seen. 	The 

twinning is highly irregular and often int€rruyte. The 

plagioclase is remarkably fresh as a rule; locally, however, 

It is slightly kaolinised and rendered turbid, and occasion-

ally it is sausauritised. Slight expansion cracks are 

found radiating from the olivine crystals. 

Clinopyroxene forms from 5% to 30% of the harrisite, 

2V = +510; Z,c = 393-° ; the clinopyroxene is therefore 

augite (Winchell, 1948, p. 227). 	Occasionally schillor 

inclusions are present. 

Hyporethene / 
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Hyperathene is not common in the harrisite; it is found as 

reaction rims between olivine and plagioclase. 	Small grains 

of magnetite and flakes of foxy-brown biotite are common 

throughout the harrisite. A little cinnamon brown hornblende 

is often present. 	Green epidote, colourless mica, and 

tremolite are sometimes to be found. The accessory minerals 

normally form interstitial patches and are usually associated 

with serpent1nius or chioritic material. 

Both the layering and the feldspathic veins differ in 

nature and distribution through the harrisité mass in such 

a way that It has been found possible to sub-divide the latter 

into six zones. The zones are approximately tabular and are 

parallel to the individual layers and to the contact of the 

harrisite with the overlying peridotite. 	On the other hand 

the contact of the harrisite with the graphophyre is oblique 

to the layering and transgresses from the lower zones to the 

higher zones in a northward, direction. The environment of 

the harrisite mass in its northern part and the succession 

of the zones are as follows:". 

Peridotite / 
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Peridotite. 

Peridotite traversed by numerous irregular 

plagiose veinlets, 

UPPER 	C. Coarse harrisite with irregular 
MASSIVE 
SERIES 	 feldspathic veins. 

5. Pitted harrisite, normally massive 

H 	 I 	but occasionally layered. 

CENTRAL 	( 4. Fine harrisite consisting of many 
LAYERED ( 

R 	SERIES 	 thin layers and out by almost 

H 	 horizontal feldspathic veins. 

1 	 3. Coarse harrisite consiting of 

S 	 relatively tick layers and out by 

I 	 ( 	almost horizontal feldspathic veins. 

P 	LOWER 	2. Harrisite, mainly massive but occa- 
MA S3 lifE 
SERIES 	 sionally layered. Feldspathic veins 

out obliquely any layering present, 

1. Massive harrisite out by very numerous, 

highly irregular, feldspathic veins. 

Zone of 'net-veining' with basaltic blocks 

enclosed in aplite. 

Graph ophyre. 

The sequence tabulated above is that encountered on a 

traverse 	/ 
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traverse from 100 yards south of Loch an. Dornabac to the 

southern slopes of Ard Nev. Further to the north the grapho-

phyre, as already xientioned, transgresses upwards until, in 

the extreme north of the harrisite mass, it becomes conti-

guous with the lower part of the Central Massive Series. 

The origin of the layers of the harrisite has not yet 

been satisfactorily elucidated. 	Although Harker (1908b) 

mapped the dip and strike of the layers, he did not put for-

ward any explanation of these structures. Wager and Brown 

(1951), in a short note based on six specimens and a few 

days field work, suggested that the layering was caused by 

'bottom accumulation' In a postulated magma chamber. They 

maintained that the fine layers were produced by the settling of 

olivine crystals on the floor of the magma chamber and that 

the coarse layers were the result of the orystalliaatlon of 

upward-growing, coralloid olivines. An alteration of 

conditions In the postulated magma chamber was invoked to 

explain the alteration of fine and coarse layers. 

The present writer objected to Wager and Brown's 

explanation in a brief note:- 



Reprinted from the GEOLOGICAL MAGAZINE, Vol. LXXXVIII, 

July—August, 1951, pp. 296-7. 

RHYTHMIC LAYERING IN THE ULTRABASIC ROCKS OF RHUM 
SIR,—In the May—June number of the Geological Magazine, 1951, pp.  166-

8, you publish a preliminary note on recent observations made by Professor 
L. R. Wager and Mr. G. M. Brown on the "Rhythmic Layering in the 
Ultrabasic Rocks of Rhum ". I found this note of particular interest as 
I have been studying the petrology of the south-western part of Rhum, and 
in particular the harrisite, for the past two years. 

According to Wager and Brown, the harrisite was built up from below 
and periods of upward growth of long, branching, coral-like olivines 
alternated with periods of precipitation and accumulation of discrete olivine 
grains. Referring to the layered structure, Wager and Brown note "that it 
will be possible to map individual sheets over wide areas much as a normal 
series of sedimentary rocks may be mapped ". Later they add "we are 
satisfied that the fundamental characteristic of the Skaergaard intrusion, 
namely accumulation of material from the bottom upwards, is responsible 
also for the sheet structure of the Rhum rocks." This tacitly assumes that 
the stratigraphical sequence of the layers is identical with their time sequence, 
an assumption that cannot be made without the support of evidence based 
on a thorough investigation of all the contacts concerned. The authors 
illustrate their interpretation by a photograph of a vertical rock face 
(Plate Vii). This photograph cannot be said to demonstrate the structure 
described at all clearly as it is the white material (plagioclase) which appears 
to branch more conspicuously than the grey (olivine). In my own experience, 
based on field observations and examination of many thin sections, 1 have 
found the branching material "growing up" from the base of each layer 
to be vein-like aggregates of plagioclase, not single crystals of olivine ; the 
olivine individuals are characteristically nearly equidimensional and sub-
hedral. Throughout the harrisite the plexus of plagioclase veinlets is more 
resistant to weathering than the olivine and stands out on weathered surfaces 
in much the same way as granophyric net-veins in basic rocks and with 
a similar type of pattern. If there are coral-like olivine crystals in the 
harrisite, such as Wager and Brown describe, they must be quite exceptional; 
so far, I have not seen any, though certain granular aggregates of olivine 
do locally simulate branching forms. Moreover, if Wager and Brown's 
postulated conditions had obtained, one would have expected an increasing 
tendency to idiomorphism in the olivines towards the upper part of each 
layer. In all the examples I have studied I have found no such tendency 
the olivines are everywhere subhedral. 

It should be pointed out that Harker long ago noticed the "coralline" 
structure of some of the layers. In the " Small Isles" Memoir, 1908, p. 75, 
he wrote : " Many of the rock-faces are pitted or even irregularly honey-
combed, sometimes with cavities of rudely branching form. The salient parts 
often have forms resembling 'concretionary growths in impure calcareous 
or calcarco-argillaceous sediments, or, when more elaborately developed, 
recall the shapes of sponges and corals. More remarkable structures arise 
when effects of this kind have been superposed upon a well-marked fine 
banding. Here we find structures comparable with a certain type from the 
Magnesian Limestone of Durham, in which the concretionary growth has 
not obliterated the original lamination." Harker's highly significant analogy 
serves to emphasize the extreme difficulty of the problem. In the " coralline " 
layers of the Magnesian Limestone we know what the parental material 
was and yet have no convincing explanation to account for the structure. 
In the case of the layered peridotites of Rhum we do not know as yet what 
the parental material may have been, or even if there was any, other than 
a hypothetical magma. It is therefore not surprising that there is still no 
satisfactory explanation for these enigmatic structures. 

GEORGE P. BLACK. 
GRANT INSTITUTE OF GEOLOGY, 

EDINBURGH. 
16th June, 1951. 
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Thin-sections cut from specimens of the various zones 

of the harrisite have been examined and all, with a few 

exceptions, conform to the petrographic description of the 

X')ck given above (pp. 14i1..-1LJ.). 	The specimens differ from 

each other in granularity and, in some cases, in the propor-

tions of the various minerals present, but they exhibit no 

significant textural variation. 

The specimens which do not conform to the description 

all occur at the very top of the harrisite mass in the upper- 

most part of the Upper Massive Series. 	These rooks are 

typical harrisites except that they are traversed by narrow 

veins (See Plates XV and XVI) containing various combinations 

of the following constituents:- olivine, plagioclase, augite, 

hy,persthene, hornblende, biotite, scapolite, zoisite, magnetite, 

serpentine, chlorite and glass. 	The veins traverse the 

various crystals of the harrisite and their composition Is  

determined largely by the nature of the minerals which form 

their walls. For example, where the veins out plagioclase, 

they are largely composed of granules of plagioclase, soapo-

lite, zoisite, and glass (See Plate XIV, Fig, 2); where 

they out olivine they consist mainly of olvi*ine, augite, 

hypersthene, magnetite, biotite, serpentine and glass. 

Hornblende and chlorite are / 
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are constituents of the veins where tie.,r cu 	zite and are 

accompanied by olivine, hypersthene, magnetit, biotite, 

serpentine and glass. 	That some transport of nate1al 

along the veins occurred is shown by the presence of 

plagioclase where the veins cut divine an•3 augile, and of 

mafic minerals where the veins cut plagioclase. Very slight 

displacement (of the order of O.Olmiui. or O,1nrrt.) has occur-

red along the veins and in the rocks which contain the v the 

the twin lamellae of the plagioclases are strongly Ibient and 

often broken, and pericline twinning is very conmon. The 

displacement is, however, inadequate to support any Sug- 

gestion that the veins were formed by cLtaclasis. 	From 

the iresence of scapo].ite and zoisite where the veins cut 

plagioclase it appears to be highly probable that the veins 

have been formed at the expense of the minerals which form 

their walls by some process of metamorphism. The widespread 

occurrence of glass in the veins indictee that some fusion 

has attended the rnetamorDhism and stronly suggests that the 

material forming the veins has been oroduced from the wall 

minerals by extensive but very localised metamorphism which 

has frequently resulted in fusion followed by B3euCflt 
IV 

reerystallisation. The metamorphism and fusion have been 

probably caused by the passage of hot gases along cracks in 

the / 
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the rocks and the veins are therefore analogtuS to the 

fused veins cutting plagioclase crystals in the rooks of 

S].ieve Gul].ion described by Dr. D. L. Reynolds (1952). 

The veins in the hax'risite differ from the veins described 

by Dr. Reynolds, however, in that they out all the minerals 

of the rock, in that they are developed on a larger scale, 

and in that the fused material has largely reorystallised. 

c. GABBRO 

The gabbro occupies a low-lying tract of ground largely 

covered by raised beach deposits, peat and vegetation (See 

Plate I. Pig. 1). Exposures are few and are almost entirely 

confined to two stream sections and a shore section. 

The gabbro varies from inelanocratic and medium-grained 

to mesocratic and coarse-grained (See Plate IV, Pig, 1.). 

Locally small masses of rock sufficiently fine to be termed 

dolerite occur. 	These dolerites are irregularly distributed 

and grade into the normal gabbro; they do not form indepen-

dent masses but are merely local varieties of the general 

mass. The term 'gabbro' is for convenience used to include 

these subsidiary medium-grained rocks. 

Layering is developed throughout the gabbro (See Plate 

III, Pig. 2.). Two types can be distinguished and on this 

basis 	/ 
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basis, the gabbro can be divided into an upper and a lower 

division. The succession across the southernmost part of 

the gabbro, where the greatest vertical thickness of that 

rock is exposed, is tabulated below: 

Peridot ite. 

C 2. Massive Gabbro. 	Inconspicuous 

layering, the individual layers 

differing only slightly in compo-

sition and granularity. 

GABI3RO 	( 	1. Layered Gabbro. Conspicuous layering, 

the layers being alternately coarse 

and feldspathic, and fine and rich in 

( 	olivine and augite. 

Zone of tnet-veining O  consisting of basaltic 

rocks in aplite. 

Graphophyre. 

The boundary between the two zones of the gabbro, the 

upper contact of the gabbro with the overlying harrisite and 

peridotite, and the Individual layers are all parallel to one 

another. / 
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another. The contact of the gabbro with the graphophyre, 

however, cuts the bourry of the two zones of the gabbro 

at a high angle, with the result that the graphophyre, which 

is contiguous with the Layered Gabbro in the south, trans-
greases upwards towards the north coming into contact with, 

firstly, the Massive Gabbro and, second4rj with the harrisite, 

the gabbro here being cut out entirely. 

The Massive Gabbro is out by a widely spaced series of 

joints parallel to the layering. 	several series of joints, 

also widely spaced, traverse the rock normal to the layers. 

Weathering has had little effect on the Massive Gabbro. 

The Layered Gabbro is cut by several series of joints 

at right angles to the layering; jintinr; parallel to the 

layers is not develored. The fine layers have suffered 

little change as a result of weathering; the coarse layers, 

on the other hand, have been frequently converted into a 

coarse, inobherent aggregate which is quarried for use as 

'sand'. Kernels of compact and little weathered boerse rock 

are frequently found inside this loose aggregate. 

The main constituents of the gabbro are olivine, plagio-

clase, and augite; accessory amounts of hypersthene, biotite, 

magnetite, and apatite are present. In the Massive Gabbro 

/ 
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and the fine layers of the Layered Gabhro the olivine, 

plagioclase and augite occur in approximately equal propor- 

tions and apatite is rare. 	In the coarse layers of the 

Layered Gabbro, on the other hand, plagioclase is roughly 

equal in amount to that of olivine and augite, and apatite 

is relatively abundant. Apart from these variations in the 

relative proportions of the constituents and the occurrence 

of effects, to be described below, due to contact metamorphism 

In the coarse layers of the Layered Gabbro, the petrography 

of the various members of the gabbro mass can be described 

together. 

Oliviniormally occurs as interrupted chains of rou±ided 

crystals; rarely the crystals are elongated. 	Partial 

serpentinisation along curving cracks has occurred and in-

frequently the serpentine has been converted to opaque indet-

erminate material. Narrow rims of serientine often surround 

the olivine crystals and rows of dendritic inclusions, probably 

magnetite, occur infrequently within the olivine. Completely 

serpentinised olivine crystals are found, but only rarely. 

Occasionally reaction rims of hypersthene or, lees commonly, 

of augite occur between olivine and plagioclase; flakes of 

brown, pleoohroic biotite are sometimes found along olivine- 

plagioclase boundaries. 	Rare, crude iritergrowths of olivine 

and augite / 
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and augite are present. 

The plagioclase, An5575, which forr. ta:l 	crystals, 
Is remarkably fresh. 	Twirinr on (010) and (001) is fre- 

quent and Periclin tw1m1n7 also occurs; the twin lamellae 

are often bent. 	Slight concentric zoning from a calcic 

core to a slightly rtire SOdi margin isfrouent; 06cilla-

tory zoning and irregular and patchy zoning ar occasionally 

develoed. 

The augito is brown in colour and frequently occurs as 

large, higiüy irregular plates including olivine crystals 

and with a sub-ophitic or non-ophitic relationship to the 

	

plagloolase. 	Occasionally the augite i partly altered to 

green chlorite. 

Hyperethene normally occurs &L,  reaction rims between 

plagioclase and olivine but occasionally it forms large 

irregular crystals which contain polkiljtiø Inclusions of 

olivine. A few hersthene crystals are schillerised and 

many of the crystals are partly converted to bastite, 

Sparse flakes of biotite, normally brown but occasionally 

green, occur throughout the gabbro in association with chlorite 

and magne-tite. 	Small amounts of iron ore are always present 

and variable amounts of accessory apatite occur. 

	

Locally 	/ 
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Locally the gabbro i3 veined by zeolites in association 

with sl:ost opaque glass. 	The principal zeolite of these 

veins has high brerinence, a strsigbt extinction anI a 

positive or negative elongation and is therefore thomsonite; 

it fo 	sieves of acicular cr:,rstals  and also epherules 

vverg1ng 0.02 m'n. in diameter. 	The glass forms a signifi— 

cs.nt proportion of the veins and is brown in transmitted 

light and white by reflected light. 	Adjoining the veins, 

the gabbro is altered. 	The plagioclase has been zeolitised, 

the augite chioritised and the olivine serpentinised. 

Secondary Quartz and irregular crystals of haematite are 

found in this altered gabbro. 

Th coarse is.rers of the Layered G-abbro have suffered 

c'-,nact netamorphisni. 	The divine crystals of the coarse 

rocks contain niimerous minute inclusions, which cause the 

divines to appear purpish In transmitted light, and they 

have often been highly serpentiniaed around their margins. 

The augites contain numerous inclusions of iron ore and have 

been partly conver;ed to brown iornblende, brown biotite, 

or chlorite. 	The plagioclase has most commonly been 

rorlaced by scapolite (with or without acopmpanying zoisite) 

and glass; or it has been converted into a yellow ehioritic 

agreate. 	Frequently the plagioclase appears brownish or 

purplish / 
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purplish by tsmittod light, presumably indicating the 

presence of dispersed ultra-microscopic particles. 	Where 

hypersthene was originally present in the coarse layers it 

has been largely converted to bastite. 	The magnetite grains 

are frequently surrounded by a rim of brown hiotite. 

Areas of extreme alteration consisting of various 

combinations of serpentine, chlorite, bastite, blotite, horn-

blende, iron ore, scapolite, zoisite, and glass occur in the 

metamorphosed rocks. Where augite is contiguous with these 

patches it has a double reaction rim, the outer part of which 

consists of brown biotite and the inner of brown hornblende. 

The metamorphism is confined to the coarse layers of 

the Layered Gabbro, the intercalated fine layers being un-

affected. The metamorphism increases towards the junctions 

of the coarse rock with the fine layers. 	In the field it 

was observed that thin dykes of the fine gabbro cut the 

Layered Gabbro and pass continuously into one or other of 

the fine layers to which they clearly served as the respective 

feeders. From this evidence it follows that the Layered 

Gabbro consists of two petrographically distinct units which 

were emplaced at different times. The coarse layers formed 

the earlier unit; the fine layers were introduced from depth 

by means of the almost vertical feeding dykes and were injected 

along a series of approximately horizontal planes of weakness 

in 	/ 
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1i 	the 	gabtrc. 	The Let' 	Gbro i chracter'i Bed 

by its lack of joints parallel to the laers and It Is pro-

bable that the lanes of weakness In the coarse rack, along 

which the fine gabhro vras injected, were arproxirnte1y 

horizr.ta1 joints. 	The Injection of the fine gabro probably 

welc1c the joints so that the entire Layered Gabbro, as it 

is at prn, i devoid, of jointing parallel to the layers. 

The details involved in the introduction of the fine 

layers are difficult to elucidate. 	From the extenSIve 

pneumatolytic alteration of the coarse layers  It appears that 

the injection was accompanied by the passage of significant 

quantities of volatile reagnts a]ong the channels now partly 

re resented by the feeding dykes and the fins layers. 	There 

is no evidence Indicating a significant difference of tem-

perature between the coarse and the fine rocks during the 

injection, the abaence of chilling suggesting that the coarse 

layers still retained a high temperature when the injection 

took place. 	The abrupt nature of the contacts beteen the 

fine and coarse layers suggests that the fine rocks were not 

formed from the eouse rocks, but were introduced from below. 

3. 	THE RLATI3N3HIP D'TN TH; BA)IC 

PLUTONIC ROCKS A1T' THE GRAPFtOPHYBE 

The 	/ 



The contact of the 'usic plutonic rocks with the 

graohophyre Is Some four miles In len'th. It follows a 

roughly semi-circular course in its southern an central 

parts; in the north it is sti'aight and trends almost iue 

north rand  south. 	The contact cIi'os awar frori the' raT)hoh\Te 

at approxratel 800  and is marked along it entire length 

by a stri'o of hybri5. rocks. 	These hybrid rocks onsist of 

commingled acidic and basic materials; where relatively 

large basic blocks lie in an acid-'.-- 'i'tix they form a strip 

of typIcal 'net-veining'. (See Plate 8 ). 	,arker, who first 

attmDtec1 to account ?or the hybrid rcks, stated (1908a3  

P. 105) that the acid rocks had intruded the basic rocks so 

'energetically" that th Thtter wore fragmented; the frag-

merLts 'wens Incorporated in thc acid rocks as xenoliths thus 

prrx1-ucirg "a zone of visible admixture, at one pltce nearly 

'30 yards wiIe, coni'3tIrg of a kind of pt ision-brtccia of 

dark fragments set In a light matrix. According as one or 

the other rock predominates, the admixture may he regarded as 

a network of veins of the 1&t- el- rock traversing tho earlier 

or a crowd of frogmeiats of the eriier enclosed within the' 

lrter. 11  

Along the greater part of Its length the contact zone 

Is poorly expose. 	Where It occurs on the shore, however, 

at Harris and again near the mouth of the Abhainn Fiachanis, 

It / 



it is 1Y1l and 	nfruo'iy e:cnosed. 	Othr good ex:iouz'es 

occur in the onarth Mhiltich near the northern extremJY Of 

the contact. 

The hyb1ri rocks of the contact zone 	erage some 20 or 

30 	rc1 	in width. The maximum knoi width is 50 yards and 

in some places the width of the hybrid rocks is known to 

c1ecrese to a t'ew feet. 	The basic franrnents occurring in 

the hybid rocks are mainly tachylytes, basaltc and dolerites; 

a very einll prcortion of gabtro is kicwn to occur, 	The 

basic plutonic cocks contiguous wit.:i the hybrids ure peridotite, 

harisite and gehbro. 	The assemblage of fragments does not 

depend on which basic pluton.lc rock is in contact with the 

hrbrid vocks hut reic.i 	nstaxit over the entire length of 

the contact zone. 

A traverse across the hybrid rocks from the graphophyre 

to the basic rocks shows that two different types of hybriIs 

are present, one con ose1 1 oinantiy of basic material and 

occurring against t 	 rocks and the other com— 

posed dominantly of acidic matenial and occurring agaixict the 

graphophyre. 	The two types grade imperceptibly into each 

other and into the basic plutonic rocks and the graphophyre 

respeciveiy. 	The basic hybrids are the 

of Harker and the acid hybrids are what he considered to be 

xenolith f  Q / 



xe:-ioiitil.c ranorhyre. 	Th. rocks of the eontsot zone will 

be euccssively described from the metamorphosed graphophyre 

which forms the western argin of the hybrid reeks to the 

metamorphosed basic rocks which fornr the eastern wall. 

P-0 	1,1etamorphosed Graphophyre. 

Where the graphophyre is contiguous to the hybrid rocks 

it has suffered slight, but dIsin, metamorphism 	The 

orthoolse hs been rendered unusually turbid, the hornblende 

hs been replaced by chlorite, and rims of pleochric brown 

hiotite have develoned around the sagneti.e g.ins. 	Patches 

of pale green chlorite occur eonrnonly and quartz pseudomorphs 

after tidynIte are sound in the crthoclase. 

Locally the gravhophyre,  by a reduttion in theranu-

ltz ity of the v:rious mine'a1 cc'netituents, has T'een converted 

Into a reck closely resembling the micro;ran1te of western 

flhurn. 	This rock cn be distinguished from the r.er'nal 

niicrogr'anite ef viestern Rhum by the occurrence in It of 

biotite, quartz pseudomorphe after trid.ymite, and chlorite, 

rseudoorphs after hornblende. 

Very rare uplite veins cut the metamorphosed rraihophyrea 

These veins, hich consist almost entirely of granular quartz 

and orthoclase, are ichilled against the graphophyre which 

has / 
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han been cc,rs derably m.etanorrTh.o3P' in p it;ity to the 

veins. 	The plagioclase has been abnormally koolirilsed with 

separation of quartz, and the micropematite has been 

recrystallised on a finer scale. 

1,. 	Acid Hybrid Rocks. 

The acid hybrid rocks consist of an aplitic matrix In 

which lie fragments of graphophyre and small basic 'clots' 

which are the highly metamorphosed representatives of small 

framents of basic rock. 	The basic 	are present In 

very small prop t1ons near the contact of the acid hybrids 

and the graphophyre, but their proportions Increase steadily 

across thc cntact zone towards the baslo plutonlo rocks and 

reach a maximum where the acid hybrids merge into the basic 

hybrids. 

The aplitic matrix consists dominantly of quartz and 

orthoclase. 	The quartz occurs as small angular grains and 

as sparsely distributed large crystals which have been partly 

reorystallised along cracks. 	The orthoclase also normally 

irms am 	anhedral grains, but sparse large crystals are 

present In most parts of the rock. The orthoclase is 

generally slightly kaclinised; occasionally it is so highly 

klIis3d az to be turbid. 

intergrown / 

It Is frequently Intimately 



lntergrown with quartz to form a very fine-grained micro-

pegmatite. The small quartz and orthoclase crystals are 

believed to have been derived by extensive comminution from 

the quartz and orthoclase of the graphophyre; it Is probable 

that later recrystallisation occurred which in some oases 

gave rise to fine micropegmatite. The origin of the large 

quartz and orthoclase cryst&ls is not known; they may be 

porphyroblasts or they may have been derived from some unknown 

source. 

Oligoclase occurs In the aplitlo matrix but In much 

smaller proportions than quartz and orthoclase. Two types of 

crystal. are present. 	The first type Is large and subhedx'al 

or euhdral and contains inclusions of quartz which, In any 

one plagioclase crystal, frequently have a common optical 

orientation. This type of oligoclase which is normally 

unzoned is believed to be porphyroblastic. The crystals of 

the second type are smaller and anher3ra], and are frequently 

broken. They consist of a turbid, relatively calcic core 

surrounded by a more sodlo, clear margin. A rapid change 

In the composition of the plagioclase occurs at the boundary 

of the core and margin. This type of crystal Is cut by 

veinlets of lower refractive Index than the host; the material 

of the veinleta appears to be plagioclase-glass, 	Replace- 

ment 	/ 
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ment of plagioclase by kaolin and quartz has proceeded along 

cracks, and rarely calcite Is found replacing much of the 

mineral. The crystals of the second type are believed to 

have been mechanically derived. 

Anorthoclase is found In the acid hybrid rocks only 

where there is a high proportion of basic material. The 

anorthoclasef forms large porphyroblasts which, In thin section, 

have rhombic outlines. 	Small inclusions of quartz and 

orthoclaseare normally present, and inclusions of maf Ic 

minerals are frequent. 

Graphophyric inclusions form a large part of the acid 

hybrid rooks. When they are small the fragments are not 

easily distinguished from the matrix; larger fragments can, 

however, be more readily perceived. 	In composition the 

larger fragments are identical with the metamorphosed grapho-

phyre which hounds the acid hybrid rocks. The smaller frag-

ments consist of fragmented crystals (see p.1.. ) and coarse 

mloropegrnstite. 	It is probable that some of the fine 

micropegmatite referred to above (see p.i( ) has been pro-

duced by the Intense metamorphism-of coarse micropegrnatite 

fragments, derived from the graphophyre, which has resulted 

In a reduction of granularity, The graphophyre wall rocks 

suffered a similar reduction in granularity. 

The / 



The basic 'clots' found in the acid hybrid rocks are 

always small and never exceed 2 mm. in diameter. 	Magnetite 

always forms a significant proportion of the 'clots' and 

abundant prisms of apatite are present both in the 'clots' and 

in the surrounding matrix. ?rromagnesian minerals are 

normally present, these include augite, either clear and 

rec'ystallised or dusted with magnetite, hornblende, often 

partly replacing augite, and brown blotite. Most frequently 

only one ferromagnesian m1nerl is present; 'clots' containing 

two are not uncommon; very rarely all three are present. In 

the largest 'clots' turbid, irregularly twinned and zoned 

plagioclase is present in small amount. 

Isolated crystals of hornblende, biotite, augite, magne-

tite, and apatite occur throughout the matrix of the acid 

hybrid rocks. 	These crystals represent very finely fragmented 

basic material. The comminution/of  basic rocks would be 

expected to result in the production of numerous fragments 

of ca].elc plagioclase, but no such fragments have been found. 

It Is probable that the plagioclase fragments produced in 

this way have been converted to oligoclase (c.f. p.170 	). 

The acid hybrid rocks have been formed by the metamorphism 

of pre-existing rooks consisting of a mixture of acidic and 

basic fragments. 	Some material has been ad-led during the 

metamorphism. 	/ 
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metamorphism. The extraordinary abundance of anite in the 

rocks suggests the addition of P 2 0 and the occurence of 

numerous porphyroblasts of oligoclase and em-orthoclase shows 

the redistribution and irobable.intrOth1CtiOU of Na. 	During 

the transformation of basic rock mateiial into basic 'clots' 

the original cable plagioclase has largely disappeared. 

The Na, Al, and Si and some of the Ca probably ;ent to the 

formation of oligoclase and anorthoclase and part of the 

balance of the Ca released was probably fixed in the apatite 

found in and around the basic 'cbots. 	The rhode of disposal 

Of the excess Ca is not known. 

The raetiorphosed grapilophyre contigiou3 iith the acid 

hybrids contains quartL, pseudoxnorphs after trldyrnite mdi-

eating that the temperature during the formation of the acid 

hybrids exceeded 8700C* 

c. 	Basic Hybrid. Rocks 

The basic hybrid rocks consist of an aplitic matrix 

with a very large rvoportion of fragments of basic rocks and 

a small pcOpO1tOfl of fragments of graphopbyre (see Plates XXIX, 

Xxx, xxi,C.Z.). 	The abundance of basic material increase 

oards duo cnact of the basic hybrids with the basic 

plutonic 1ocks. 

The 	/ 



The basic fragments of the basic hybrid rocks vary 

considerably in size, the largest being several inches in 

diameter and the smallest being about 2 mm. across. The 

smallest basic fragments have been converted into 'clots' 

identical with those In the acid hybrids; the larger frag-

ments, however, are less altered and different rock types 

can be distinguished. A few of the basic fragments have 

been locally derived fzom the particular type of basic rock 

adjoining the basic hybrids; the majority, however, are not 

locally derived and consist of tachylytos, various basalts 

(Including an easily recognisable rook characterised by 

numerous, very large plagioclase phenocrysts) and ophitic and 

non-ophitic dolerites. 	In one locality, where the basic 

hybrids are contiguous with harrisite, blocks of gabbro, 

petrographically Identical with the gabbro mass which lies 

below the harrisite,Were found. Pyroxene-granulites also 

occur In the basic hybrids and represent intensely metamor-

phosed fragments of the other types of basic rock. All 

gradations between pyroxene-granulites and metamorphosed 

basalts and dolerites which have suffered no granulitisation 

are present. 

The gabbro fragments mentioned above have been transported 

upwards through the basic hybrid rocks for a distance of 

several / 
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several hundred feet. The blocks of baralt with numerous 

large plagioclase phenocrysts are similar to several dykes 

found in the west of Rhum, The blocks, however, were found 

where exposures are exceptionally good over a considerable 

area and no dyke of similar rock to known, The blocks must 

have been derived from some mass of this feldspar-porphyritic 

basalt either existing in depth or once existing above the 

present land surface. In either case transport over con-

siderable ritstanoes has necessarily taken place. 

Without exception, the fragments are of rock types which 

could be natcied with the various basic lavas, dykes and 

sheets exposed at present on Rhum. They have all been 

affected by metamorphism, but to varying extorts. An appro-

xlmetion to the original mineral composition of the larger 

fragments can be obtained by consideration of the 'east 

metamorphosed members of the series, 	It appears that all the 

basic fragments consisted originally of the same minerals, 

although their proportions of the latter varied considerUbly, 

Prom the evidence given below the original materials aoear 

to have been as follows:- 

Plagioclase (?labradorit,) was the oomonoat mineral of 

the great majority of the fragments and generally formed 

tabular crystals. Augits was also common; it was a brown 

variety 	/ 
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variety and varied from ophitic to non-o-hitic in its 

relation-ship to the plagioclase. 	In many of the fragments 

olivine was present but normally formed noticeably smaller 

proportions than are characteristic of the gabbro. Magnetite 

always occurred in the fragments as did accessory amounts of 

apatite. 	In some fragments hyperethene may have occurred. 

The majority of the fragments have suffered a moderate 

grade of metamorphism. Considerable changes in their mineral 

composition have occurred but complete recrystallisation has 

not taken place. The plagioclase has become zoned from a 

core as cable as An. to a margin as sodic as An25,  the dif-

ference In composition between the core and the margin being 

greater in large crystals than In small, 	in some fragments 

the small crystals are oligoelase ann almost completely 

unzoned wher..as the large plagioclases are still highly zoned, 

from ].abradorite or andesine to oligoclase. 	There is often 

a very rapid change In composition at the junction of the core 

and the margin. Dispersion of numerous, dust-like, opaque 

inclusions is common and the plagioclaseso affected are red- 

dish or brownish In transmitted light. 	This "dusting" dis- 

appears at a more intense stage of metamorphism and the crystals 

are then clear. Partial conversion of the plagioclase to 

kaolin or sericite is common. 

The augite, where metamorphism has been only slight, has 

been 	/ 
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been partly or wholly convecte ifltO a 	green ci."ir:'.te 

with the sepation of magnetite, or haa bccoirie crowded with 

Inclusions of mgnetite, many of which are surrounled by a 

rim of bI-tite. 	With increasing metamorphism the augite 

has 1eer partly or wholly replaced by either a pale green 

uralite or a brown hornblende. At a still hi-thor stage 

of metamorphism the augite has been recr:,s  tall ied as pale, 

equId1rens lanai granules. 

Hypersthene is of restricted occurrence in the basic 

fragments; where it does occur it appears to have undergone 

much the sine series of alterations with progressively 

Increaoing metamorphism as did the aurito. 	where olivine 

was present in the basic fragments it has been completely 

converted to serpentine. 	The magnetite of the b.sic frctg 

ments is frcjuently rimmed by biotite as a result of the 

metamorphism t has been otherwise unaffected; the aptite 

remains unchanged 

Some fragments have experienced extreo etmrihli and 

have been completely recrystalilsed to pyroxene-g..anul&teG 

with the loss of all their former textures. 	Such rock now 

consists of granules or tabular crystals of clear and almost 

uritwthned oligai ase, granules of pale augite and. grains of 

magnetite / 
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r1nnetite Often 	 ir 	c eG.r; ri 	of 

. eec py xec-rarr'il1tos arc not conon erd, 

where they do cour, cr7 fr.'uer?tly e ornyn1ed by less 

i'leteinorrhos et rgmer te; all ntaEr,,ps from well-developed 

pyroxene-gran'litPr3 to sligh 	grarniil ti se: sub-cph.t1c 

dolerte occur Inne lrge hera specimen. 

The graphophyric  fragments and the apiltic matrix of 

the basic hybrid rocks are 1ent1ci with toce of the acid 

hybrids, but arc present in mnch reduced pr - c.rti.r-ns. 	They 

are presumably of sirt1lar origin to the matrix and the grapho-

phyro friiients of the acid hybrid rocks. 

The bi.ic h;rbri rocks arc highly metarriorohosed fragmental 

rDekc, the fragriente 'eng derIvatives from a number of 

different types of 'cosic rocks. 	Representatives of Some 
at 

of these rock types are/pre3ent exposed In the basic plutonic 

masses of Thun. The remaining rock types appear to have 

hlonged to hypabyssal or effusive masses, 	Sciie of these 

are presumably reprecented by the dykes and s':eets found 

trvercing the plutonic rocks. The ctbers are of unknown 

erivat ion. 

A few of the basic fragments in the basic ho;id rocks 

have lasy nariins which cn only have been puced by 

perirheral fusion of the grapients (See 	XXX jig). 	The 

existence / 
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existence of these fused margins shows that the temperature 

attained during the metamorphism of the bs hrbids was  

extremely high; probably of the crer of 1,000C. 

The conversion of the plagioclase of the basic fragments, 

originally labralorite, to olioclase ceionstrate.s that the 

basic hybrid rocks have been enriched in Na. 	Ca has been 

released and has probably been fixed in the recrys tall. ised 

au.gite. 	It is possible that P205  has been introduced into 

the basic hybrids and has fixed some of the Ca but no definite 

evidence for this is available. 	A comprehensive quantitative 

investigation of the metasomatism which affected the basic 

hybrids has not yet been made but will be orninenced shortly. 

d. 	Metamorphosed Basic flocks 

The basic rocks contiguous with the basic hybrids 

were originally typical gabbro, harrisite, and peridotite, 

but they have suffered considerable ntetamophtsm eoiioomit-

taiy with the formatin of the hybrid rocks. 

The plagioclase of the metamorphosed basic rocks is 

concentrically zoned from a calcic core (Ibradoxfte) to a 

sodic margin oligoclase). Th 	in e margs ar' kaoiinised and 

turbid and the cores are clear and fresh; there i a rapid 

change of composition at the junction of 11"h€ 	 with the 

margin. / 
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margin. Minute opaque inclusions frequently dust the 

plagioclase which is rendered purplish in colour. 	Occa- 

sionally the plagioclase has been converted into granules 

of oligoclaso and, though rarely, scapolite has also been 

produced. Highly repeated twinning is present; often the 

twinning is irregular and commonly the twin-lamellae are bent. 

The augite is commonly converted either into uralite 

or wholly or partly into green chlorite. Where the original 

augite remains, it contains inclusions of iron ore which are 

locally so abundant as to render the augite almost opaque, 

Commonly th augite has been partly replaced by brown 

hornblende, a single crystal of augite being converted to a 

single crystal of hornblende; occasionally a fibrous green 

hornblende has been developed from the augite. 

The olivine has been converted almost entirely to 

colourless antigorite or to yellow Iddingeite. 	Reaction 

rims of granular hypersthene between oltvine and plagioclase 

are rae, but are well de.oped when they do occur. 

Flakes of brown or deep red biotite are very common 

in the metamorphosed basic plutonic rocks and apatite is 

abundant. Here and there parts of the rock have suffered 

sporadic granulation and have been cc*iverted into fine- 

grained 	/ 
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grained aggregates of brown hornbinie, divine, au.gite 

and plagioclase; these granular patches are very similar 

to the rocks of some of the fine-g.ained veins which cut 

the uppermost part of the harrisite mass (see above pp.150-Z). 

The metamorphism of the basic plutonic rocks by the 

formation of the hybrid rocks has been accompanied by an 

introdct1on of Na which has been fixed in the plagioclase. 

A small part of the Ca released from the plagioclase has 

partly combined with the considerable amounts of P205  which 

have been introduced and has formed apatite. The remainder 

of the Ca has possibly joined the migrating material passing 

through the hybrid rocks. Water has ?eon introduced into 

the metamorphosed basic plutonic rocks, as is shown by the 

presence of large proportions of minerals bearing the 

hydroxyl group. That other volatile substances have also 

been added is indicated by the presence of small but 

significant amounts of scapolite. 

Li.. 	CONCLUSIONS 

The original hypothesis that the hybrid rocks found 

between the acid, rocks and the basic plutonic rooks are an 

"intrusion-breccia" is clearly Inconsistent with the 

evidence / 
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evidence now available. The acid rocks were formed 

metasomatically; both the acid rocks and the basic plut-

onic rocks were metamorphosed during the formation of the 

hybrid rocks; it can be demonstrated that the basic frag-

ments in the hybrid rocks were not produced by the 'stoping' 

of the basic plutonic rocks, (See Plates XXIXXXXII ). 	A 

new hypothesis for the origin of the hybrid rocks must now 

be scught. The relevant data Will now be sumuarised:- 

The hybrid rocks do not occur where the acid rocks are 

In contact with pre-granitic basic rocks - they are not 

found where the acid rocks are conti_Yao)js with the metamorphosed 

basic sills and dykes (See above pp.126-)-but are confined 

to a strip between the graphophyre and the basic plutonic 

rocks. The hybrid rocks contain fragments derived not only 

f'orti the basic plutonic rocks bitt also from the graphophyre. 

Both the fragments they contain and the rocks on wither side 

have been metaiorphosed. 	Accordingly It is seen that the 

hybrid rocks are younger than both the basic plutonic rocks 

and the acid rocks which they adjoin. 

Some of the material of the hybrid rocks has been 

transported over considerable distances, The hybrid rocks 

have been formed at a very high temperature as is demon- 

stiated by the fused margins of some of the basic fragments, 

the / 
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the occurrence of veins of plagiac1ase-g1as citting the 

plagioclase of the acid hybrids and of the aplitlo matrix 

of the basic hybrids, and the occurrence of quartz pseudo 

morphs after tridymite in the graDhthphyric fragments and 

wall rocks. The hybrid rocks form an almost vertical body 

of rocks, some Li. miles in length and some 20 or 30 yards in 

average breadth; they have suffered the addition of a very 

small percentage of various constituents. From these facts 

It appears that the hybrid rocks are fragmental deposits 

which have been metamorphosed by streams of exceedingly hot 

gases rising from the depths. 	These gases enriched the 

hybrid rocks in Na, water, and small quantities of other 

consitituerits and probably derived much of the fragmental 

material of the hybrid rocks from the wall rocks. 
rocks 

The hybrid/form a narrow curving strip; before their 

emplacement the acid rocks abutted on to the basic rocks 

along an almost vertical plane. 	The parental material 

of the acid rocks - Torridonian Sandstone - abuts at preser:t 

on to basic rooks In the east of Ithum, the dotual contact 

being marked by a major fault. Along this fault it is 

known that gases passed upwards and formed hybrid rocks 

(See 7.7-15 ); these hybrid rocks differ from the hybrid 

rocks in the west of Rhum In that the fragments they contain 

ere 	/ 
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are much siraller and in that they are dee1o:ed only 

locally along the fault. The hybrid rocks of the west of 

Rhuxn have, in all probability, also been developed along a 

fault plane by the passage of hot gases. These gases have 

formed hybrid rocks along the entire length of the fault 

plane. In places the gases were very active and produced 

a relatively broad belt of hybrid rocks, while in other 

places gas activity was less vigorous and only a narrow 

strip of hybrid rocks was produced. 	It is probable that 

the fault-breccia, now replaced by the hybrid rocks, sup plied 

many of the blocks now found in the hybrid rocks. 

The southern and central parts of the strip of hybrid 

rocks mark the original course of the serai-circular fault which 

separated Torridonian sandstone or its metasomatised equiva- 

lent - the acid rocks from the basic plutonic rocks. 	This 

fault is closely comparable with the ring-fault now found in 

the east of Rhuu which separates Torridonian Sandstone from 

the basic plutonic rocks and along which hybrid rocks have 

been locally developed. 	This analogj suggests Laat the 

semi-circular faults found in the east and the west of 

Rhurn are perhaps parts of a once continuous ring-fault which 

encircled what is now the central part of Ithurn. 	If this 

should be the case the probable connection of the two parts 

in the north would be expected to run through an area which 

has / 
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ha 	riot yet 	an full r  i nv 1, igat; in heo oith ho two 

p&rts are seperted by the seri. 

The northern part of the strip of hybrid rocks i 

straight and trends almost due north and south. 	the 

hybrid zocks have trobably been developed along,sn lmoet 

ataight fault rThich, at its southern extremity, joined the 

ring-fault tangentially; a similar fault is known in the 

east of Rhurn. The hybrid rocks are last exposed some 800 

yards to the south of the northern extremity of the contact 

between the gaphophyre and the basic plutonic rocks; firther 

to the north the iasic plutonic rocks are in contact with 

Torridonian.. 	The contact between. thc' basic plutoi'dc rocks 

and the Torridonian is still, under investigation and it is 

not yet kr.iown with eertanty whether the fault which sepertes 

the grarhophyre froii the basic plutonic rocks continues past 

the north-western extremity of the graThophyre aM eonti-

tutes the contact of the lasiô plutonic rocks with the 

Torridoniaii. 	The occurrence of a rock consisting of basic 

fragments set in a cuaz'tzo-feldspathic matrix sugi:ests that 

the fault does continue and indictes that enother series of 

hybrid rocks is develoned along the fault between the 

Tcrridonian and the basic plutonic rocks, 
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THE JUNCTION BTWHEr JURASSIC SANDSTONES AND TERTIARY 

GRAX0PHYRE NEAR DTJNANI  ISLE OF SKYE: A RE-INTERPRETATION. 

1. INTRODUCTIOL 

The granophyre of the Red Hills in the Isle of Skye 

is bounded along part of its eastern contact by Jurassic 

sandstones, 	The contact, which dips eastwards at about 

350, extends from Loch xis Calridh southwards for two miles 

until it is truncated by an east-west fault, 	On the 

shores of Loch na Cairidh, near the village of Durian and 

some 12 miles south of Portree, the contact is well ex-

posed and has been described by TX, Day(1931) who inferred 

that veinlets of what would now be called rheomorphic 

sandstone had intruded the granophyre, Eight new chemical 

analyses were given by Day and he concluded from these that, 

in the neighbourhood of the granophyre, the sandstone had 

been enriched in Al, Na, K. Fe, and Ti, so that it approach-

ed the granophyre in composition. 

Day's thin-sections and analyses have been re-examined 

and the conclusion now reached Is that the contact is a 

fault-junction along which mylonites and porphyroclastjo 

flinty crush rocks have been developed, These eataclastle 

rocks / 
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rocks very closely resemble those found by the present writer 

along the granophyre-sandstone contact in the west of the 

Isle of Rhum. 

2. PETROLOGY. 

Sandstones. 	(Day's specimen 8.8) 

A hundred feet from their contact with the granophyre, 

the sandstones of the Inferior Oolite are light-coloured, 

Irregularly-jointed rocks, consisting of quartz and ortho-

clase with small amounts of microcline and plagioclase 

and sparse grains of other minerals. The rock is well 

sorted and the granularity, as seen in thin section, is 

approximately 0.2mm.. A small quantity of biotite is pre-

sent and, as the rock seems to be slightly indurated, it is 

probable that the sandstone has experienced a slight degree 

of contact metamorphism. The presence of a few shatter 

veins consisting of comminuted quartz grains with undulose 

extinctions and small orthoclase fragments suggests that the 

sandstone has been slightly crushed. 

Granophyre. 	(Day's specimens 8.1, 8.2, and 3.9) 

The granophyre is a medium-grained leucocratic rock 

consisting of quartz and orthoclase (largely intergrown), 

olclase / 
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oligoclase, hornblende, biotite, epidote, Iron ores, and 

apatite. Although Day's specimens were collected near 

the contact they very closely conform to Harker's descrip-

tion of the Red 9111s granophyre (1904, pp. 126131 9  

152-164.). 	Hovever, in Day's specimens there are a few 

plagioclase crystals with bent or broken twin lamellae and 

many of the quartz grains show undulose extinction, 

0. 	Cataclastic Rocks. 

Six of Day's specimens - those numbered 5.3. S.Lia, 

3.5, s.6 and 8.7 - are of cataclastlo rocks. 	In hand aped- 
men they show well-developed slickensides and are traversed 

by numerous Irregular joints. 	3.3 Is a shattered granophyre 

which occurs within the normal granophyre to the west of the 

main fault zone. 	S. 4a and S.4b are porphyroclastjc flinty- 

crush rocks and come from the western part of the fault zone 

and the remaining three specimens (S-5 8.6, and 3•7) are 
mylonites occurring in the eastern part of the fault zone 

between the flinty-crush rocks and the sandstone. 

I. 	Shattered Granophyre. 	(Day's specimen 8.3) 

This specimen of otherwise normal granophyre is traversed 

by veinlets of comminuted material. These veinlets contain 

angular cataclastic fragments, mainly of strained quartz but 

occasionally of micrographic Intergrowth or of orthoclase, set 

mI 
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n a fier u• u j 	o 	Lh 	L;rrie ci.ierL I ', 	. 	I flS 	?::.rlie ,j t,e 

and flakes of chlorite are also present in the matrix, The 

veinlets pass laterally into the normal granophyre. 

ii. 	rlonttee. 	(Day's specimens 3.5, s.6 and 3,7) 

The mylonites consist of a pale yreen or cream coloured 

matrix with nuneroue fragments and per'phyroclata and traver-

sed by irregular white veinleta. The frar.ents are of 

granophyre, the porphyroclasta comprise quartz, micropeg 

matite, orthoclase and plagioclase, and the finely cvninuted 

raatrix consists of the same minerals. The quartzes and. 

many orthociasos have undulose extinction, small fragments 

can be seen hlfdetached from large porphyrociasts, and the 

twin lamellae of the plsioc1aaes are often bent. Under 

crossed nicols many of the apparent porphyioclaata are seen 

to be aggregates at very email crystals. The degree of 

cinution of the matrix is not constant, for, while in 

some parts of the rocks relatively large fragments predominate, 

in others only exceedingly small particles are present. 	I 

the latter case the matrix is sometimes traversed by velniets 

of br6wn glass. 

tit. 	Porpiiyroclstio lintCrush flocks, 	(Dar's 
specimens 3.4a and 3.4b) 

These rocks have a cherty appearance in hand specimen 

and are cut by nuerous irregular joints. They consist of 

granophyre / 



fragments and numerous porphyroclasts of quartz, micropeg-

matite, and orthoclase set in a brown glassy groundrnass. 

Although the fragments and porphyroc1i.ts arpear in ordinary 

light to he little affected internally, under crossed nicole 

they are seen to have recrystallised as numerous small 

grains. 	Occasionally the margins of the porphyroolasts 

have been fused. 

3. CHEMICAL ANALYSIS. 

In his paper Day published eight new chemical analyses. 

One of these (Sx) relates to a Great istuarine Sandstone 

from a locality some 18 miles from the Inferior Oolite out- 

crops of Dunan and is not considered here. 	Another (5.9) 

shows a serious discrepancy between the sum of its consti-

tuents and the total as published. The original copy of this 

analysis, as set out in Day's laboratory notebook, differs 

from the published version in that the percentage of A1203  

is given as 12.52 and not as 15.52. 	The latter figure 

appears to be a misprint for, when Day's original figure is 

substituted, the discrepancy between the sum of the constitu-

ents and the published total disappears. The corrected 

analysis has been used in this paper. Of the remaining six 

analyses, one (s.i) is of granophyre, one (3.8) of slightly 
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shattered sandstone, and fonr (8.3, S.Li, 8.6 and S.7) are 

of the cataclastic rocks. 

The catacla3tic rocks are close to the granophyre in 

their content of Si, Al, Na, K, and many minor constituents. 

(Table 5 ). 	The amounts of Fe, g, and Ti reach their 
maxima in the cataclastic rocks, 

CONCLU3IQN. 

The contact between the granophyre and sandstone, 

exposed on the shore near Dunan, was regarded by Day as 

intrusive but is now shown to be faulted. 	The rocks bet- 

ween the granophyre and the sandstone are not products of 

contact metamorphism, as Day believed, but are cataclastc 

and include mylonjtes and porphyroclastic flinty-crush rocks. 

From the chemical data given by Day the cataclastic rooks 
are seen to he richer in Fe. Mg, and Ti than either the 

granophyre or the srnstone. 
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TABLE 5 

ii 'II 

8102 73.77 74.89 34,37 

A1203  12.93 11.79 8.21 

Fe203 1.22 0.85 0.00 

FeO 1.48 2.14 0.74 

MgO 0.19 0.49 0.24 

CaO 0.79 0.67 0.33 

20  3.99 3.77 3.20 

K20 4.81 4.00 2.60 

+ 1090c. 0.47 0.96 0.41 

1120 - 1050C. 0.25 0.19 0.08 

CO2  0.38 0.11 0.06 

TiO2  0.25 0.32 0.14 

P205 0.04 0.04 trace 

MnO 0.08 0.06 09 01 

FeB2  0.12 0.20 0.18 

100.77 100.48 100.57 

I 	Average of analysed granophyres immediately to the 

west of the cataclastic rocks. 	(Average of Day's 

analyses of specimens 3.1 and 89) 

II Average of analysed cataclastic reeks. 	(Average of 

Day's analyses of specimens 3.3. 8.4, s.6 and 3.7). 

III Sandstone, slightly shttered, imied1ately to the east 

of the cataclastic rocks. 	(Day's analysis of 

specimen 8.8). 
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In April 1950 the present writer, In the course of 

an examtnetir 	the Contact of the gaohrre and 

Torridon%nn 8a2dstone in the western pflrt of the Isle of 

Rhum, found s4ig evidence that the contact, nlorg much of 

its length, wao not thtrwlve, no hr1 peviouslr been thought 

(aker, 1908), hut Thulted. !nvet1gtion of the rooks in 

the onttct—zone reveviled the presence ofy1onis aridflinty 

crush rook, The writer took stops to sec it these terms, and 

also the tern pseudou..tachy]3rte, had been giien exoet meanings 

and discovered a considerable variation in their efinition 

and usage. 

THH D MUFTNITIONS*  

The term "nyloit&4  ( or inillä rock) was suggested by 

Lapworth in 1P33 (see Teell, 1921) for certain rocks in 

Sutherland, which he had recognised as being proluets of 

dynamic metamorphism caused by earthmovernente. He adopted 

the term mylonite" for rocks repreeentThg "the extreme 

phase of mechanical metamorphism", 

By/ 
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By By 1907, when the North west 	 71amoir (p.250) 

was published, a new term 'flinty crush rock" - had come 

Into use for cataclastie rocks which had apparently under-

gone partial fusion. Although the date of the first use 

of this term has not been traced, the term is generally 

ascribed to Cldugh who, as early as 1888, had described 

email occurrences of such a rock in the Cheviot area as 

"flinty-like streaks". 

In 1914 a further ne' term, "pseudotachyiyte", was 

used by Ohand (1916) to designate a black, glassy, micro-

litlo rock which occurs as veins ramifying through the 

Parijs granite, in the Orange Free State. 	These veins he 

described as the product of rock-melting, and he suggested 

that they may have been produced by sudden shocks or by gas-

fluxing directed along cracks. The production of pseudo-

tachylyte was therefore not definitely asc:71bed to dynamic 

metamorphism. 

INTiR-RILATTONS OF THE DFFINITiOIS. 

Each of these definitions in itself presents difficulty: 

when they are used to differentiate rocks occurring together 

they may be confusing. 

It seems likely that when Lapworth suggested the term 

"mylonite" / 
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"mylonite" he had in And: (a) pulverIser cocks nroduoed 

by mechanical rletamorphism, (b) the particular rocks he 

wished to describe. 	The relation of the first to the second 

is that of genus to species. 	It is unfortunate that in erect- 

ing his species, rnyloniue, he used the exression "the extreme 

phase of mechanical metamorphism", Since his day, more 

extreme phases of mechanical metamorphism have been recognised 

(e.g. involving fusion); and it is a debatable point whether 

these should be rear- 	as new species (Shand, 1950), or as 

sub,soeeies of "myl osrii e". 

Flinty crush rock connotes one of these more extreme 

phases of mechanical metamorphism, and, as such, it may be 

e1ases as a sub-species of rnylonite. 	This rock, however, 

is oroduced by mechanical forces which iave induced not only 

mechan&ai effects but also vitrifaction 	If, therefore, it 

Is assumed - and, historically, the assumption Is justified - 

that Lapworh was considering only rocks which resulted from 

extreme comminuLlon alone, then flints- crush rockmay reason-

ably rank with rnyloni-te as a species in its vmn r11it, 

Pseudo-tachylyte Is not formed by simple dynmjc metamor-

phism alone but appears to be the orocuct of a combination of 

processes such as gas-fluxing and sudden shocks. 	'Lt6 micro- 
litic / 



litic structure Is presumably due to extensive fusion1, 

followed by reerystaillaatlon. 	Whether this possible 

distinction between flinty crush rock and pseudo-tachylyte 

Is always valid is not clear. 	The presence or absence of 

any considerable degree of recrystallisatlon Is not men-

tioned in the accepted definitions of flinty crush rock 

(Quensel, 1916, p.104; Holmes, 1920, p.164; see also 

Waters and Campbell, 1938, p.479); and thus arises a poss-

ible confusion In the use of the two terms. On the other 

hand, while flinty crush rook is a specific result of 

dynamic metamorphism, pseudo-.tachylyte results from other 

prooeses. This fact may lead us to consider flinty crush 

rook and pseudo-tachylyte as independent rook species which 

may be structurally similar, but genetically different, 

Thus the definitions themselves lack objective precision, and 

this must lead to a confusing variety of interpretation and 

usage 

1. 	Some authors (Hawkes, 1929; Larsen and 

Bridgman 1938) have attributed the production 

of pseudo-tachylyte to vitrifaction without 

fusion. They postulate that the vitrifaction 

is caused by Intense shearing and followed by 

recrystafl Isat Ion. 
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INTERPRETATION AND USAGE. 

The terms "mylonite", "flinty crush rock", and "pseudo-

tachylyte" are rarely defined (Quensel, 1916, pp. 99-100, 104; 

Holmes, 1920; Waters and Campbell, 1935) although they are 

used by different writers with varying Interpretations. 

Even Peach and Home (1930, pp-40o 144, 51) never decided 

whether flinty crush rock was a sub-species of mylonite or 

not. 

Where flinty crush rock occurs on a large scale, as In 

the Outer Isles, It has usually been cler1y distinguished 

from mylonite. 	(Jehu and Craig, 123-34.) In the North 

West Highlands, on the other hand, mylonite Is much more 

common than flinty crush rock, and the former term Is normally 

used In a broad sense to Include the latter. 	(Peach and 

Horns, 1907.) 

Since 1914 some writers have described microlitic rocks 

of cataclastic origin as flinty crush rock and not as pseudo-

tachylyte. Thus Dougal (1924) described and figured a 

partly reorystallised glassy product of dynamic metamorphism, 

found In the Isle of Lewis, as a normal flinty crush rock. 

Of the writers who follow Shand in the use of pseudo-tachylyte, 

some (e.g. Crickriuy, 1933; Harker, 1950,) restrict the term 

to occurrences of Intrusive appearance, while others (e.g. 

Tyrrell / 
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Tyrrell, 1949) use it indiscriminately for all partially 

recrystalllsed glasses of ultra-cataclatic origin, whether 

apparently intrusive or not. 

In some asses where an attempt is made to discriminate 

between pseudo-tachylyte and flinty crush rock, large scale 

occurrences are described as flinty crush rock, while small 

scale occurrences are referred to as pseudo-tachylyte. 

(Jehu and Craig, 1923-34). 

CONCLUSIONS. 

It is clear that there is little accord in the use of 

the terms "mylonite', flinty crush rock", and "pseudo-

tach2yte". It is thus obviously desirable that some attempt 

to establish uniformity should be made. The finely comminu-

ted purely cataclastic rooks can be readily divided into two 

categories: - 

Rocks in which fusion has not taken place, 

Rocks which have suffered partial fusion without 

recrystallisatlon, but which may have undergone 

much delayed dévitrification, and rocks in which 

the comminuted riaterlal has not only been largely 

fused but in which partial or total recrystalilsation 

has/ 
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has taken place on subsequent cooling. 

Consideration of 'priority of usage leads the present 

writer to suggest that the term "rnylonite" be used for rocks 

of the first category and the term "flinty crush rock" for 

rooks of the second category. 	"Pseudo-tachylyte", in the 

opinion of the present writer, should be used for microlitic 

rocks of doubtful origin. 
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PLATE I. 

Fig. 1. View from near the mouth of the Abhainn Rangail 
looking north-west. The left foreground is 
occupied by gabbro covered almost entirely with 
surerficlal deposits; the right foreground is 
underlain by peridotite. Ard Mheafl, the rugged 
hill In the centre, is composed of harrlsite. 
The rounded hills in the background are part of 
the granophyric and microgranitic tract. 

Fig. 2. The south-easternface of Ard Mheall. 	The layer- 
ing in the harrisite, which forms the hill, dips 
gently towards the right of the photograph. A 
conspicious feature, possibly a fault, slopes at 
about 300  to the left. 
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PLATE II. 

Fig. 1. An exposure of harrisite to the north of Loch an 
Dornabac. 	To the right the rock is regularly 
baMed the bands being alternately feldspathic 
(lights and chrysophyric (dark). 	On the left 
homogeneous harrisite dips under the banded 
materIal, the junction being parallel to the 
banding. 

Fig. 2. Finely banded harrisite on the eastern face of 
Ard Mheall. The rock surface is approximately 
6 feet by 9 feet. Differential weathering has 
attacked the chrysophyric bands and has left the 
feldspathic outstanding. 	Two sex'ies of promin- 
ent joints cut the banding at angles of 600  and 
700. 
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Fig. 1. 	An exposure of Iwrrisite from the eastern face of 
Ard Mheall. The rock is highly chrysophyrlo and 
Is traversel by a plexus of feldspar veinlets. 
The chrysophyric material has been preferentially 
weathered leaving the veinlets outstanding. 

Pig. 2. Banded gabbro exposed, In the gorge of the Glen 
Dulan River immediately above the bridge neir 
Harris. The rock is highly decomposed; kernels 
of solid rook occur in the finer bands, the 
coarser bands are completely decomposed. Peld-. 
spathic veins have been emplaced along small 
reverse faults. 
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PLATE IV. 

Fig. 1. Pegmatoid gabhro on the shore south of Harris. 
The part shown measures approximately 8 feet by 
6 feet. 	Olivine and plagioclase crystals up 
to several inches in length can be clearly seen. 

Fig. 2. Monocline in Torridonian Sandstone exposed in a 
sea—cliff mile north east of Guirdi]., 
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PLATE V. 

Fig. 1. Torridonian arkosea of the Appleoross Group seen 
in the sea-cliffs to the north west of the Alit 
Camae na h-'tha. 	These steeply dipping rocks 
have been affected by the large thrust fault up 
which the graphophyre has been thrust over the 
Torridonian. 	Numerous irregular basaltic dykes 
cut the strata. 	The Tertiary Plutonic Complex 
of the Cuillin Hills of Skye can be seen In the 
background. 

Fig. 2. 	Part of the tract occupied by the acid rocks as 
seen from the southern spur of Sron an tSaIghdeir 
locking east-north-estwards to Orval. 	The micro- 
granite occupies the foreground and the grapho-
phyre the background. The superficial zover of 
loose blocks and vegetctIon, typical of the area 
underlain by the acid rocks, Is well shown in this 
photograph. 
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PLATE VI. 

Pig. 1. 	Graphophyre cliffs on the shore near Harris out 
by numerous basalt dykes and veins. The inlet 
in the foreground has been eroded along two small 
faults. The prominent ledge is a remnant of the 
50-foot raised beach. 

Fig. 2. 	Sea cliffs, 700 feet high, to the south of Wreck 
]ay. 	The rock to ;nicrogranite the columnar 
Jointing of which is clearly shown. At the base 
of the cliffs lies the platform of the 50-toot 
raised besch. 
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PLATE VII. 

Fig. 1. 	Cliffs at the Comas na h-Atha seen from the north, 
Those on the left are of Torridonian Sandstone, 
those on the right of microgranite. The vertical 
gully in the centre has been eroded along the line 
of the important tear fault which extends from 
Camas no h-Atha to Wreck Bay with a probable south-
eastwards continuation parallel to the south-west-
ern coast of i?hum. The Alit Comas na h-Atha drops 
into this gully over a waterfall approximately 
100 feet in height. 

Fig. 2. A view looking north west down the gully eroded 
along the tear fault (See Fig. 1.) showing the 
upper part of the waterfall of the Alit Comas no 
hMtha. The left wall of the gully Is composed 
of microgranite, the right of Torridonian 
Sandstone. The western wall of the fault has 
moved north-westwards for a distance Of41  mile 
relative to the eastern wall. 
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PLATE VIII. 

Fig. 1. 	Net veining exposed in the se-c1iffs near the 
mouth of the Abhainn Fiachannis. Dark blocks 
of basalt are contained in an atlitic matrix. 
The foreground is of graphophyre. 

Fig. 2. 	Vet veining ner the locality of j*jg•  I. 	Hero 
the Lade mitterial is in excess and i traversed 
by an nlraost rectangular system cf piitic veins 

ure cut by the jointing, 
rb- ai 
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PLATE IX. 

Pig. 1. Ard Nev from the south west. The so-called 
'Lewisian Gneiss' forms the surnit of the hill 
and rests on the Tertiary graphophyre. The 
dark lenticle of gabbro, directly below the sum-
mit, is contained in and metamorphosed by the 
graphophyre. 

Pig. 2. 	Pluviatile volcanic conglomerate exposed In the 
northern face of West Minishal. 	The blocks are 
mainly basaltic, but with an admixture of other 
rock types, and are set In a highly decomposed 
matrix derived from basalt. 
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PLATE X. 

Or-44 1 -tbM thtQ$t 

Fig. 1. AAr4. outlier of the flpper Banalt Lovas forms the 
high ground and reL;ts unconforinably on the grapho-
phyre which underlies the foreground and the 
middle distance. 

Fig. 2. 	The eastern face of Plonchra. 	The hill Is an 
outlier of Tertiary volcanic rocks resting un-
conformably on Torridonlan Sandstone and on 
graphophyre. 	The small escarpmen'In the upper 
part of the hill are formed by the Upper rcugearIte 
lava flows. 
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PLATE XI. 

Fig. 1. 	The north western face of Orval showig the cliff— 
bound lava outlier resting on the graphophyre 
which forms the summit of the hill on the right. 
Large blocks of basalt, derived from the cliffs 
above, are strewn over to the lower slopes of the 
hill. 

Fig. 2. 	Fionchra from the west. 	The prominent escarpment 
below and to the left of the summit Is formed by 
the Lower Mugearite Lava. 
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PljkTH XIII 

Pig. 1. 	The seiwar1 face of Bloodstone Hill. 	The tjpper 
ugearite Lav form the upper p8rt of the cliffS 

rest uric onformably or the steeply dipping 
Torridznisn Candstone below. The cliffs here 
exceed 1 0 000 feet in height. 

Pig. 2. 	Ythlooh Glen lookir4' eastwartls. 	This shaped 
glaciated valley cut in the Torridonien Sandstone 
is partially crossed by two terminal moraines 
(dark in the photograph) formed during the retreat 
of the local glaciers In the final stages of the 
Pleistocene glaciation. 
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PLATE XIII 

Peridotite 
(see pp. 3-I1). 

Fig. 1. 600 yards E. of the summit of Minishal. Numerous 
partly serpentinised olivine crystals are enclosed 
in a large crystal of cable bytownite and a large 
augite. 	One olivine, in the centre of the field, 
is almost euhedral and shows cleavage. 
(See pp. 13%-I41 ). 	Ordinary Light. x 17. 

Pig. 2. 950 yards S.E. of Dornabac Stables. This rock is 
approaching a thinite in composition; it consists 
of partly serpentinised olivine with a little 
chromite and a small proportion of turbid plagio- 
clase (lower left of the field). 	(See pp, 13%-14J ). 
Ordinary Light. x 17. 
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PLATE XIV 

Fig, 1. Peridotite, 1,100 yards south-east by east of the 
summit of Minishal. The rock consists of numerous, 
partly serpentinisod olivines enclosed poikiliti-
cally in large plates of augite. Some interstitial 
plagioclase is present. 	(See pp.1-44). 	Ordinary 
Light. 	x 17. 

Fig. 2. Veins of granulitised plagioclse traversing a 
large plagioclase crystal in the harrisite, 600 
yards north-east of Dornabac Stables. 
(See pp. 15O-lSZ). 	Crossed Nicole. x 17. 
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PLATE XV 

Fig, 1. Granulitised veinlets of plagioclase, olivine, 
augite, magnetite and hiotite traversing the 
harrlsite, 600 yards north-east of Dornabac 
Stables. 	(See pp. 1 50 152). Crossed Niols. 
xl?. 

Fig. 2. The same field in ordinary light. x 17. 
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PLATE XVI 

FIg, 1. Granu].Itlsed vein of plagioclase, olivine, augite, 
magnetite and biotite traversing the harrisite, 
600 yards north-east of Dornabac Stables. 
(See pp. t,5o-t5), 	Ordinary Light. x 17. 

Fig. 2. The same field figured under crossed Nicols. x 17. 
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PLATE XVII 

Gabbro, 700 yards east by north of Harris 
Lodge. 

Fig. f. Rounded olivine crystals are partly set in a 
plexus of plagioclase laths and partly included 
poikilitically within large augites. Some 
accessory magnetite is present. 	(See pp. i,S-15), 
Ordinary Light. x 17. 

Pig. 2. The same field as Fig. I as seen through crossed 
N&ols. x 17. 
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Plates XVIII to XXV illustrate in succession the 
various transitional zones from the bleached and 
indurated Torridonian Sandstone to the graphophyre. 

PLATE XVIII 

Bleached and Indurated Torridonian 
Sandstone (See pp. 36-38). 

Fig, 1. 300 yards to the north of the northern exposures 
of graphophyre on the eastern face of TMinishal. 

The rock consists of quartz and turbid orthoclase 
grains and small grains of magnetite. Little 
cement is present and some of the grains are 
partly sutured together. Ordinary Light. x 17. 

Fig. 2. The same field under crossed Nicole. The sutur-
ing together of the quartz grains Is seen on the 
left of the field. x 50. 
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PLATE XIX 

Zone A. (See p.39) 

Fig. 1. The rock consists of quartz and orthoclase grains 
with some relatively large crystals of magnetite. 
A small proportion of biotite Is present near the 
magnetite. 	Ordinary Light. x 50. 

Fig. 2. The sane field under crossed Nicols. x 50. 
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PLATE XX 

Zone B. (See pp. 39-40). 

Fig. I • Small veinlets of newly-formed orthoclase have 
penetrated between the quartz grains. 	(This 
photomicrograph, like Plate XIX, fig. 1, was 
taken with the tube slightly raised to show the 
Becke Line in the quartz. Magnetite and biotite 
and detrital grains of orthoclase are also present. 
Ordinary Light. x 50. 

Pig. 2. The same field under orosseJ Nicole. x 50. 
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PLATE XXI 

Northern part of Zone C. (See pp. 41-42) 

Pig. 1. Crystals of blotite and magnetite have developed 
and small grains of hyperethene with chioritised 
margins are present. Much orthoclase is now 
present. 	Ordinary Light. x 50. 

Pig, 2. The same field under crossed Nicols. x 50. 
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PLATE XXII 

Southexipart of Zone C. (See pp.  !.1-!2). 
(See also Plate XXVIIT, Fig. 2). 

Fig, 1. Crystals of biotite, magnetite,, and h3rpersthene 
lie in a matrix of quartz and orthoclase. The 
ferromagnesian minerals are now,  very abundant. 
Ordinary Light. x 50. 

Fig. 2. The same field under crossed 1ioole. x 50. 
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PLATE XXXIX 

Zone D. 	(See pp. 42-144). 

Pig, 1. A quartzo-feldspathic pod occupies the centre of 
the field. 	By its growth this pod has concentra- 
ted the maf Ic minerals - hornblende, magnetite and Mo- 
tite - around its margins. 	Large porphyroblasts 
of turbid orthoclase occur in the right ad lower 
right of the field. Ordinary Light. x 50. 

Fig. 2. The same under crossed Nicole. 	The right-hand 
part of the pod Is seen to be intergrown quartz 
and orthoclase whereas the left-hand part is 
largely turbid orthoclase. x 50. 
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PLATE XXIV 

Zone . 	See pp. 14-45). 

Pig. I • Two large, eu.hedral porphyrob1ttst of olg:.ciaSe 
occuy the centre and the upper left of the T'ie].d. 
They lie in a matrix consisting largely of inter - 
grown quartz and orthoclase 'ith sifsidiary horm 
blende, magetit3 and apatite. 	rdinary Light. 
x 50. 

Fig. 2. The ai'ie field under e LOSSu4 
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PLATE XXV 

Graphophyre. 	(See pp. I4550). 

Fig. 1. Micropegmatite occupies the greater part of the 
field. Two porthyroblasta of highly turbid plagio—
clase occurs in the lower part and in the upper 
right of the field and grains of magnetite are 
present. 	Ordinary Light. x 50. 

Fig. 2. The same field under crossed Nicole. x 50. 
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Plates XXVI and XXVII show oligoclase crystals in 
the microgranite. The crystals are enveloped in 
finely intergroT quartz and orthoclase and their 
margins are ch aterised. by numerous rectangular 
indentations. These indentations are filled with 
the intergrowth and are believed to have teen formed 
by the partial replacement of the plgicclse by 
quartz and orthoclase. All the figured oligoclases 
are typical of the microgranite except those rhoi 
in Plate XXVII, Fig. 2 where the degree of replace-
ment is more typical of the plagioclase of the 
graphophyre. 	(See pp. 47-49; 514-56k. 

PLATE XXVI 

* Mirogaflite.An oligociase crystal. the rirgth 
of vrhich shows numerous rectangular irientationS, 
lies in a position of extinction11hiy o Le 
let't of the centre of the field. 	Crossed 2Jcols. 
X 50. 

Fig. 2. Microgranite. 	The oligoclase in the upper left 
of the field has been almost completely replaced 
and has been divided, as seen in thin seetion, 
rto two separate portions. 	The oligoelase in 

the centre of the field Aas also been divided 
Into two portions., each of which has a much 
Indented outline. Crossed Nicols. x 50. 
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PLATE XXVII 

Pig. 1. 	Microgranite. 	A highly replaced oligoclase 
crystal, cut almost perpendicular to its -axis, 
lies in the centre of the field. 	The peripher- 
al portion of the crystal has been breached in 
two pl&ces and the core has been extensively con-
verted to intergrown quartz and. orthoclase. 
Crossed Nicola, x 50. 

Pig. 2. 	Microgranite. 	Two oligoclase crystals (dark) 
which htve suffered slight replacement by inter-
grown quartz and orthoclase lie in the centre of 
the field. Although this photomicrograph was 
taken of the microgranite, the degree to which 
the oligoclase has been replaced is more typical 
of the graphophyre. 	(The plagioclase of the 
graphophyre is not figured as it is highly turbid 
and the indentations tend therefore to be obscure). 
Crossed Nicols. x 50. 
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PLATE XXVXIX 

Pig. 1. Mylonitised ?torriiontan Sandstone. This rook 
occurs along the large reverse fault which 
separates the graph;phyre from the rridontan 
Sandstone to the north. The large frents 
are T1$.LtLly quartz (ôlenr); some orthoclase 
fragments (turbid) clao 'ocur. 	The &rk grounrt 
mass of the roac 13 composed of f1nelZr cnrinut1 
particles of the same minerals with, in places, 
some gisS. 	(Ordinary tight. x 50). (pp.3-34). 

Fig. 2. Transitional rook from Zone C. Minute priane of 
apatite, grains of hpersthene with th.or1t1sad 
rtirgths, irroular flakes of blotite, am grains 
f 	Tei1tr'e set in a groundmass of quartz 

i:Lue crystals. 	(Ordlnar7 Lgit. x 160). 
(See pp. 
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Plates XXIX, XXX, and XXXI Fig. 1. are photo-
micrographs of different parts of one specimen 
of the basic hybrid rocks between the gi'ithophyre 
and the lbi3ic Dlut')nic rocks. 	This epeciien 
was collected on the shore a few yards north of 
the mouth of the Abhathn Fiachannis. 	(See pp. 
j7 -.173 )- 

PLATE XXIX 

Fig. 1. Aplitic matrix. 	The rock 	fl,315t cf çartz 
and turbid orthoclase with scattered crystals 
of magnetite which probably represent finely 
ooraminuted basic material. 	Ordinary Light, x 17. 

Fig. 2. S:al1 baa-Ic rncnt dh:i. cii b as suierocL --ac!)  
metamorphism and metasoiaatism. 	It now consists 
of scattered grains of magnetite and augite. 
Ordinary Light. x 17. 
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PLATE XXX 

(See Plate XXIX). 

Fig. 1. 	Fragment of oph1tc dolerite. 	The augite Is 
much clouded by minute inclusions probably of 
;itagnotite an'9 the pla4oclase  is highly zoned 
from a e:lL: ?) 	o a more sodic margin. 
(See p.  1'7 —173 	). 	ordinary Light. x 50). 

Fig. 2. 	Pyroxene granulite. 	The rock consists or granu- 
les of auite, oligoclse, and magnetite with 
accessory amounts of apatite. 	Recrystallisation 
hrs.;aken r,lace and is almost complete. 	(see 
pp. 17-173 	). 	Ordinary Light. x 50. 
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PLATE XXXI 

Pig. 1. 	Fine—grained pyroxene granulite. The rook has 
been canoletely reer',rstallised and Consists of 
almost ezTuiciirnensional granules of pale brown 
augite, o e, brown biotite ann niagnetite. 
(See p'o.171 — L72. ). 	Ordinary Light. x 50. 

Pig. 2. Metamorphosed gabbro in contact with the basic 
hybrid rocks a --few feet from the locality where 
the specimen figured in Plates XXIX, XXX, and 
XXXI, Fig. I was collected 	The rock consists 
of large, partly sorpentised olivines, brown 
augite dusted with inclusions of iron ore and 
other opaque material, zoned labradorite and 
magnetite. 	(See pp. I73-7.5 ). 	Ordinary 
Light. 	x 17. 
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FLAT XXXII 

J. Metamorphosed gabbro in contact with the basic 
hybrids to the north of the mouth of the Abhsthn 
Fiachannis. 	The minerals present ere part?: 
serpentised olivine, partly uralitised augite, 
zoned labradorite and magnetite. 	(See np.173_175 ). 
Ordinary Light. x 17. 

Fig. 2. Block of metamorphosed basalt containing numerous 
large phenocrysts of plagioclase in a matrix of 
what is now pyroxeno granulate. This block, which 
apart from the effects of metamorphism is 
petrographically identical with several dykes (ee 
Plate XXXIX, i'ig. 1), was collected a few feet 
from the locality of the speaen figured Immed- 
iately above. 	No cykes of 'iiu rock are bioai 
in the vicinity. 	(See pp. I8-J67 	). 	Crossed 
Nicole. x 17. 
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PLATE XXXIII 

Basalt block from the basic hybrid rocks near 
Dornabac Stables. (See PP-172_ 

Fig. 1. 	Glassy margin of the block (dark) in contact with 
the aplitlo matrix. Ordinary Light. x 50. 

Fig. 2. 	Crystalline centre of the block consisting of 
'lioclase, small augite granules and much magne- 
tite. 	No glass is present. 	Ordinary Light. x 50. 
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PLAT1 XXXIV 

Lower Ba$alt Lavas from 'est inishali 
(See P. 112), 

Fig. I • 	. 3al f1oi. 	Pheiiocrysts of pligioclae and 
olivino lie in a grou.ndrnass of plagloelEse, 
augite and rrtgnet1te. 	A very small proportion 
of olivine Is rrssent in the grounila$S. 
Ordinary Light. x 50. 

Fig. 2. 	Third flow. A glorteroporphyrltio aggregate of 
plagioclase and olivine lies in a groundmass of 
plagioclase, agulte and ing-retit. 	OrUary 
Light. x 17. 
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PLATE XXXV 

Lower Mugearlte Lava from Flonchra. 
(See p.112). 

Fig. 1. 	Plagioclw3e phenocryst in 
clase mico1ites and brown 
Light. x 50, 

a grounthia&s of plagio- 
glusi3. 	Ordinary 

Fig. 2. 	Chlorite-filled antvgthAle (centre of field) auriounded 
by tangentially arranged plagiolsc microlites. 
OrUnery Light. x 50. 
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PLATE LOVI 

Fig. 1, Upper Basalt Lava, 200 feet above the base of the 
1va pile of Orval. 	The iock consista of 1a10 
elase, sub-ophitic au1te, olivthe, 1n1Leti1,e and 
sparse auctite cijstals. 	(3ee P. ii). 
Orriinsry Ligit. x 50. 

Fig. 2. Lowest of the Upper Mugearite Lava glows, Pioinchra. 
Minute lath shaped sections of plagioclase cl.re 
set in a dark brown glsssi matrix. 3- 
114). 	Ordinary Light, x 160. 
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PLATE xxxvii 

Post-Gran1tc Dykes and Theets. 

Pig. 1. 	Ophitic Dolerite. 	Tabular plagioclases are 
enclosed partly or wholly in large ophitie crrt- 
als of augite. 	Clivine, magnetite, ani c:i 
ary chlorite, are ulo preoent. 	Se; j 	I9I3O ). 
CrIinary Light. x 50. 

Pig. 2. 	Granular Dolerite. 	The rock consists of lagio- 
clase 	c1nods of glass or of aupite, grains 
of au: 	:;.:ite and secondary chlorite.  

!_'1_-'.1.27 -W30 	. 	Onvinary Mght. 
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PLATE XXXVIII 

Post-Granitic Dykes and Sheets. (contd.). 

Fig. 1. 	 The rock consists of cligoclase, 
au, ite, 	.tY. 	:jf secondary chlorite. 

Ordnry Light. x 50. 

Fig. 2, 	uerite-Tachy1r. 	rrstal1ites of augite and 
vains of l3jfl: - 	1 	a rom glasy ren:9.- 

mace. 	(3ee p 131-1-32,). 	Ordinary Light. x 50. 
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PLATE XXXIX 

Post-Granitic Dykes and Sheets. (contd.). 

Fig, 1. Porphyritic Basalt. Large phenocrysts of 
plagioclase lie in a grouxidmass of lagioclase, 
augite magnetite and secondary chlorite. 
(See pp. 13o-1 I ). 	Crossed Nicols. x 17. 

Fig. 2. Porphyritic Basalt. 	A plgioclase phenocr:ist 
which has been partially fused along cracks. 
The fused areas appear abnormally turbid. 
(See pp. 3o-ii). 	Ordinary Light. x 50. 
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c1ranu1zr Basalt DTke. 	The rock 
plagioclase, 
iagie;ite. 
x 50. 

consists of 
augite and 
Ordinary L 

Fig. 1. 
parti;r o 	: 
(See  

PLATJ XL 

Fig. 2. Glassy margin of a dyke Injected Into sheared. 
gabbro. 	Veinlets of 	ccntinin *nail 
p1artc'e103eS trverGe 	 'tc: 	t.r11. 
OrUtnary Lig!t. x 17. (See  pp. (2%,l3), 
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